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PREFACE

This is a report on Phase I of a three-year study being conducted
by members of the Organization and Manpower Studies group of the Insti-

tute's Technology Management Programs. Since 1963, staff members of the
Technology Management Programs have conducted research on: the structure,
organization, and dynamics of the R&D industry; the social and economic

impacts of R&D; the organization and management of R&D and other high
technology activities; technology utilization and transfer; technological

forecasting; scientific and technical manpower; science policy and the
allocation of scientific and teci~nical resources; and the development of

systems analysis and other analytical methods useful in research on these
topics. The results of this research are published or disseminated in

the Institute's "R&D Studies Series," books, magazine and journal articles,
and reprinted conference addresses.
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"When, therefo:e, I considered all this, and the type of men who were

administerfag the affairs of these organizations, with their policies

and thett practices... the more I advanced in years myself and the more

difficult appeared to me the task of managing organizational affairs

rightly.... Consequently, although I was filled with an ardent desire

to participate in these organizations, when I considered all this and

!iaw how things were shifting about in all directions, I became dizzy;...

until finally, looking at all organizations which now exist, I perceived

that one and all they are badly managed; for the state of their policies

is such as to be almost incurable without some marvelous overhauling and

good luck to boot. So I was led to the study and praise of the right

philosophy and to the declaration that by it alone is one able to dis-

cern all forms of justice, both organizational and individual."

-- Plato, Autobiography
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

Research Objectives

The overall objective of the study described herein is to develop
research-derived criteria for the design of new forms of organization (or
the planned change of existing organizations) to accomplish organizational
goals effectively.

The research is being conducted in three one-year phases, with the
following specific objectives, by phase:

I To specify preliminary design criteria on the basis of an analy-
sis of organizational theory and prior experiences in organiza-
tional design.

II To test the effectiveness of these design criteria by applying

them to ongoing organizaticnal design activities and to modify
the criteria as appropriate.

III To synthesize and publish the results of this investigation in
"a "Handbook of Organizational Design" appropriate for the use
of managers in Innovative forms of organization in government

or private Institutions.

This entire study is being sponsored by the Behavioral Sciences
Division of tht Air Force Office of Scientific Research. This it a re-
port of Phase I of this study.

Background of the Research

In recent years, a number of publications have appeared that sums-
rime organizational theory to date. However, only scant attention has
been given to translating findings and conclusions of organizational
theory Into usable criteria for the design of new kinds of organizations,
and especially for the design of chang•s in organizations that have been
affected by new developments In technology. The few discussions ot
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organizational design to date have beea exploratory in nature and have

not been related systematically to research findings on organizational

effectiveness in a manner that can be readily translated into useful

design criteria.

-' Organizationalsdesign concerns the planning of task groups, role

crelationships among individuals and groups, phys'cal settings considered

appropriate for the accomplishment of particular organizational objectives,
and related matters. An organizationa-1 designer is specifically related

to an orgaaizational researcher in mluch the same way that a design engi-
neer. is mor-9 generally related to a research scientist. All are con-

cerned with tbeory.,form, and technique. But the organizational designer

is a practitioner and inventor who, in addition to drawing on his own

creativity an6-inttition,--should have available a fund of prior experi-

ence and principles. jerived from research on organizational effectiveness

in seeklng alternatives and combinations appropriate to the particular
purposes of the organization, or segment of the organization, with which

he Is concerned.

However, those who design or redesign organizations usually have not

had the results of ozganizational research readily available. They have

been forced to do without detailed guides to principles underlying such

matters as the probable effects of various social structures on organi-

zational performance, the effects of the physical environment of the

organization on the behavior of members, and ways of dealing with the

problems that can be anticipated as a result of different relationships

-between the organization and its environment. As a result, the creation

of new organizations and the planned change of existing organizations

""have been based largely on the limited personal experience of a planner

or manager. In short, "organizational engineering" has been unable to

make systematic use of principles derived from the study of organizational

behavior.

A central purpose of the research described herein is to collect and

codify existing design principles, to formulate new principles from exist-

ing knowledge of organizational behavior, and to present the resul'; in a

form-that will be of maximum usefulness to those who have to plan or change

organizations.

Awareness of the potentialities of organizational design (and the

problems that arise when sound organizational design principles are not

understood and followed) is increasing. It exists not only within the

SAir Force and other organizations within the Department of Defense, but

also within many other organizations in government and in the private

sector. While the deficiencies and difficulties that result from poorly

2



planned organizations are the staple fare In management training program
and in the academic training of organizational researchers, virtually no

systematic, research based effort has been made to develop in the organi-
zational field the equivalent of "design engineering," "preventive medi-

cine," and "therapy" or to deteriaie what kinds of skills, trailing, and
experience are required for the effective practice of orgarizational de-

sign and planned change. This research is oriented toward these objec-

tives.

Research Methods

In this first phase of study, a systems approach has been used to
develop tentative design criteria and tools for organizational design.

These have been derived primarily from:

1. A review of existing literattire on (a) organizational theory and
(b) organizational design based upon organizational theory.

2. Case study materials, interview comments, questionnaire survey

data, and other materials frour a prior five-year study of the
adaptations of scientists and organizati -us, also sponsored by
the Behavioral Sciences Division of the Air Force Officc of
Scientific Research from 1961 to 1966.

3. Interview and documentary materials from four case studies in
organizational design, including analyses of the design of

(a) fundamental research organizations, (b) emergency public

services, (c) a manpower development program, and (d) a mass-

production factory.

Acknowledgments
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Chapter II

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Summary

This report is divided into two main parts: Part One--"Major Organi-
zational Problems" (Chapters III through VI); and Part Two--"Organizational

Design Solutions" (Chapters VII through IX).

Chapter III on "Individuals and Organizations" discusses the method-
ological and ideological premises underlying this study. The basic method-
ological perspective is structural-functional, seeking to identify the

major functions that organizations perform and then to determine the

structural forms that permit these functions to be performed most ef-

fectively and efficiently. The basic ideological perspective is demo-
cratic, individual-centered, and pluralistic, assuming that all organi-

zations are created to serve the needs of individuals, and not vice versa.

It is further assumed that organizational design activities must seek to
provide for the needs of both individuals and of organizations for a
balance between security and challenge. A variety of "adaptation mecha-
nisms" exist to allow individuals and organizations to achieve these basic

needs simultaneously, but this balance in individual and organizational

adaptation is most likely to be achieved where a special kind of function

is provided for in an organizational structure--what may be called a
"manpower utilization and development function."

Chapters IV and V provide evidence regarding the extent to which many
modern organizations do not utilize manpower effectively--especially tech-
nical professional manpower. Chapter IV shows that most employing ok-gani-

zations "consume technical talent without making adequate provisions for
its regeneration. In the United States at present, there is evidence that

about one in five engineers and one in fifteen physical scientists ex-

perience "technical obsolescence" as a serious problem in relation to

their present job requirements. Moreover, there is additional evidence

that as high as one-half of the eniineers and one-fourth of the physical

scientists in the United States have also lost the professional versatility
that they once had, and that the extent of this losa tends to increase with

age. These findings may be interpreted as indicators of the overutiliza-

tion of technical professional talent in many organizational contexts.

--Ii



Chapter V provides further data on the underutilization of both
actual and potential talent in many organizations. There are indications
that at least one-fifth of the engineers and one-tenth of the scientists
in the United States experience underutilization of their abilities as a
serious problem. Other data indicate that many companies tend to lose
their most talented employees through turnover; at the same time these
companies do not provide adequate opportunities for internal transfers
of personnel. Furthermore, there are indications that many organizations
could beneficially tap unused reservoirs of potential talent, especially
among women and among Negroes.

Chapter VI discusses the ways in which modern organizations tend to
stifle innovative activities. It is pointed out that the decentralized
kind of organizational structure that is most conducive to the conception
and proposal of innovations is not ordinarily the kind of organizational
structure that is most conducive to the adoption and implementation of
innovations. The latter is facilitated by a more centralized form of
organizational authority. Therefore, it appears that a well-rounded
program of generation and utilization of innovations requires an adminis-
trative structure that is mixed in form (i.e., is not too centralized nor
too decentralized) and that permits the processing of (1) nonstandardized
materials (physical objects, people, ideas, etc.) by nonstandardized
methods and (2) standardized materials by standardized methods. Innovative
activities need to be insulated from day-to-day diversions from noninno-
vative activities, but also need to be coupled with more routine activities
so that useful innovations are speedily applied. Successful innovations
also require regulatory provisions to protect novel thinking and the right
to dissent from established ways of doing things, as well as a facilities
layout that encourages an appropriate degree of both insulation and in-
tegration of innovative activities. Finally, as in the case of successful
manpower development, it can be maintained that successful innovntive ac-
tivity is fostered by the establishment of separate organizational entities
within a larger structure devoted to innovative and forward looking activi-
ties--e.g., fundamental research, long range planning, and technological
forecasting.

In seeking ways to overcome the above problems in organizational
structure and functioning we turn in Part Two to a description and
analysis of the organizational design process in Chapter VII. This
analysis indicates that the total process consists of (1) inputs of
knowledge and skill from relevant theoretical and applied disciplines;
(2) the core of the design process itself in which an organizational
designer can act in the role of an "artist," aa "expert consultant," a
"technician," or a "professional," orienting his activities toward both
operational and maintenance goals for the organization in the context of

j6



a variety of environmental constraints; (3) outputs of design activities

in the f-2' of goal statements (charters), systems diagrams, organization

charts, .itton descriptions, policy manuals, and facilities designs;

and (4) the implementation and evaluation of design efforts. A summary

evaluation of the state of the art of organizational design, based on

the organizational design literature, indicates that there is a need for

literature that brings together a systematic analysis of all phases of

the organizational design process suitable for the guidance of organiza-

tional designers.

Chapter VIII provides an analysis of four case studies in terms of

the components of the total design process and of questions derived there-

from. The cases deal with fundamental research organizations, emergency

public services, a manpower development program, and a mass production

factory. Analysis of these four cases suggests the hypotheses that

(1) organizations that are "technologically congruent" will be easier

to design than those that are not; (2) situations in which the type of

role that the designer takes is not clearly understood and accepted by

the client, the client organization, and/or the designer are likely to

be accompanied by major problems in the design process; and (3) situations

in which there is a smooth continuity between all phases of the entire

design process, from initial inputs to testing and evaluation of the de-

sign effort, are more likely to lead to successful design efforts.

Conclusions

Drawing on the findings and discussions in these previous chapters,

Chapter IX presents tentative design criteria relevant to (1) the role of

the designer, (2) major organizational variables to take :to account in

the design process, and (3) evaluative indicators regarding the effective-

ness of design efforts. The designer role criteria deal with:

* The increasing use of organizational design specialists

0 The benefits to be derived from effective use of these specialists

4 The need for design specialists to be well grounded in relevant

background disciplines

0 The need for design specialists to work in a close collaborative

relationship with clients

* The need for the role of the designer to he accepted by other

significant members of the client organization, as well as the

immediate client representative

7
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The need for the designer's role to be clear and accepted in all

phases of the entire design process.

In turn, the organizational variable criteria relate to the extent
to which organizational designs (or redesigns) provide for:

• A specific manpower development function in the organizational
structure

* A specific innovation producing function in the organizational

structure

"* A form of technology that is most appropriate to the goals and

environmental constraints of the organization

* Organizational structure and patterna of functioning (hierarchy

of authority, division of labor, formal and informal communica-

tions, and layout of facilities) that are appropriate to organi-
zational goals, forms of technology, and environmental constraints.

Criteria that may be used to evaluate organizational design activities

can be found in:

"* Documentary outputs of the organizational design process (goal

statements, system diagrams, organization charts, position de-

scriptions, policy manuals, facilities designs, etc.)

"* Interview comments of designers, clients, and members of the

client organization

"• Other data on productivity, profit and loss, attitude and opinion

surveys, etc.

In addition, several kinds of analytical tools developed or elaborated

on in the course of this exploratory study are suggested as aids In future

organizational design activities:

* Organizational design process analysis

* Organizational design role analysis

* Technological structure-function analysis

* Adaptation mechanisms analysis

aI



0 Manpower development analysis

0 Facility/function analysis

The various design criteria and the analytic tools are to be developed

in more detail and tested in the subsequent phase of this research.

9
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Chapter III

INDIVIDUALS AND ORGANIZATIONS

Our approach to the development of research-based criteria for the

design of organizations is built on two basic perspectives. One is
methodological; the other Is Ideological. The methodological perspective
is essentially structural-functional.* It seeks (1) to identify the basic
functions that organizations perform, both in overt or formal terms and In

covert or informal terms, and then (2) to determine the structural forms
(i.e., kinds of relations between individual and group roles) that permit
these functions to be performed most effectively and most efficiently.t

However, as they become "institutionalized," we recognize that organiza-
tions tend to develop "a life of their own"; they develop mechanispas to
perpetuate themselves; original goals and functions tend to beccme dis-
placed by new goals and functions; and the needs and interests of par-

ticipants tend to become bent by, if not subordinated to, organizational
ends .*

At the same time, the ideological perspective taken herein is essen-

tially democratic, Individual-centered, and pluralistic. It is based on
the assumption that all formal organizations, including the nation-state,
are created to serve the needs of Individuals, and not vice versa. In

detail, it is assumed that individual needs will be met best through par-
ticipation In a variety of organized group activities (i.e., in a society
with a pluralistic power structure, rather than a monolithic state) and

that organized group activities must be ultimately (though not necessarily
immediately) responsive to the Influence and control of participants to

*So* H. M. Vollmer, "Structural-Functional Analysis as a Method," in
R. V. Bowers, ed., Studies on D3ýhavlor In Organizations (Athens. GR.s

University of Georgia Press, lM).
t The concepts of organiaational "effectiveness" and "efficiency" wqrv

most explicitly formulated by Barnard in The Functions of the
ecutive (Cambridge, Was .. Harvard University Press, 1936).

f These are basic propositions in the "natural systems" theory of orgali-
tation, a 4escribed in A. W. Oouldner, "Orgonizational Analysis, in
IR. 1. Morton, L. Broom, and L. S. Cottrell, Jr., eds., SoiolOLV Todsy
(New York: Basic Books, 19M); developed fully in P. Selanick, jLejr-
ship in Administration (tvanston, Ill.: Row Peterson, 1957).

I1
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assure that these activities continue to meet individual needs. We as-

sume that freedom to develop individual capabilities to the fullest is

ft.nctionally dependent on order in society (i.e., participation in or-

*4anized groups); in fact, we recognize that freedom and order are mutually

itterdependent. However, one's ideological perspective determines whether

he takes "freedom" or "order" to be the ultimate goal of his analysis.

Here, order is viewed as the servant of freedom--the means to the ultimate

end of individual self-expression and self-development--rather than vice

versa.

We could use this perspective to analyze the relations of individuals

to any one of the multitude of organizations in which an individual may
participate in modern society, including his family, his professional as-

sociation or trade union, various voluntary associations, the church, or
the state. However, we have chosen to focus on the relations of individu-

als to organizations that employ his labor--the institutions in which he
works in return for some kind of wage, salary, or fee remuneration. It

is in such institutional contexts that we sometimes find the widest gaps
between individual needs and organizational interests, perhaps in part

because employing organizations can claim that they have discharged their

legitimate obligations to employees as soon as they have delivered their

paychecks (which are interestingly enough termed "compensation" for doing

things that individuals might prefer not to do if they did not need the

money to survive in a cash economy). Yet individuals are not completely

mollified by mon tary compensation for their labor; the industrial re-

lations and personnel management literature is full of evidence of con-

flicts between employees and management that ultimately relate Lo many

nonmonetary aspects.*

What are the fundamental bases for management-employee conflict In

modern soclety2 Could organizations be designed to alleviate, if not

eliminate, such conflicts? In asking such quotions, It Is recognized

that in American socitty, employing enterprises are ordinarily formed

not to sitisfy the needs and interests of their employees, but rather to

produce somw produci or service required by customers and to do this with

a reasonable degree of profit for owners. Employing organizations must

For discusalsis of conflict in industrial relations, see A. Kor;hsausor,

R. Dubin, and A. V. Ross, *do., Industrial Conflict, (New York: McGraw-

Hill. 1954); in trade union orfianization, soe 8. M. LUpset, M. A. Trow,

and J. S. Coieman, Unon Democracy, (Olencot, lJl.: Free Press, 1956);

in industrial organizati.on, see Argyris, Integratinr the Individual and

the Organizatitn, (New Yor+: Wiley, 1964); and in research organiza-
tions, see *ornhause?, Stientista in Industry: Conflict and Adaptation,
(Serkel#y and Los Angelei: University of California Press, 1962).

'1 12



function in terms of several significant interest groups, including

customers, owners (or financiers), and the general public, as well as
employee participants. To serve all these interests at once may not
permit the "optimizing" of any one set of interests; it may only allow
the minimal "satisficing" of the needs of each group.* We recognize
that such minimum level compromise may turn out to be the only possible
answer, but we will not now accept this answer as fact without much
more study. We want to find out if it may not be possible to design
somde kinds of employing organizations, at least, in a better way than

they are designed at present--so that they can improve the degree to
which they satisfy employee needs along with those of other interest
groups, even though they may not optimally satisfy everyone's need. in
some absolute sense. We believe that inquiry into this matter is es-
sential in the kind of society in which many of us live today in modern
America--an affluent majority society superimposed on an impoverished
and deprived minority society and a society in which technological
sophistication appears to be rapidly outstripping organizational in-

ventiveness.

The Needs of the Individual

So far, we have mentioned individual needs without being specific
on what we mean. When we try to get specific about this topic, we im-

mediately run into controversy among knowledgeable men in relevant schol-
arly disciplines. McDougall, an early social psychologist, postulated
that human beings have over half a hundred needs (instincts) to satisfy
in some societal context.t W. I. Thomas, an early American sociologist,
was more parsimonious in his approach, and spoke of four 'fundamental
wishes": for security, new experience, recognition, and mastery.*
Sigmund Freud, the father of modern psychoanalysis, built a structure
of analysis based largely -n the human drive of love (eros).1 A social

psychologist of considerable influence in recent years, A. H. Maslow,
has written of a "hierarchy of needs," beginning with bauic psysiological

$ For a discussion of "satlaisicng" criteria, see J,. 0. March and H. A.
Simon, Organizations (New York: Wiley, 1958), pp. 140-1.

t See W. IDolugall, Introduction to Social Psychulogy (London: Methuen,

10s).
i See W. I. Thomas, The Polish Peasant in turope and America (New York:

Knopf, 1918-21), and The Unadjusted Girl (Boston: Little, W.own & Co.,
1923).
See S. Freud, The Basic Writimns of Sigmund Freud, trans. 9 ed. by
A. A. Brill (New York: Random House Modern Library, 1938).
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needs that must be satisfied before the individual can turn to the satis-

faction of "higher needs" such as safety, belongingness and love, esteem,

and self-actualization, in that order.*

Whether such a hierarchy of needs exists and in the order asserted

by Maslow is a subject of professional discussion and further research.

Th, available evidence to date does indicate that human beings require

some kind of a balance between "security" and "challenge" in their total

life experience to develop fully their potential napabilities, assuming

that sl1 of the "needs" postulated by various authorities could be sub-

sumed within one or the other (or both) of these two concepts. The need

for security, both in a physiological and a psychological sense, was

explicitly recognized by Thomas and is certain'y closely related to

Maslow's "lower needs," as well as Freud's emphasis on eros and its evo-

lution out of early parental relationships. But man also seeks something

more, as Goethe indicated when he had his Faust disprove the claim that

"Man's active nature, flagging, seeks too soon the level." By nature,

man needs challenge aivd seeks stimulation in his environment.

This conclusion squares with Maslow's recognition of the importance

of self-actualization; Barker, Dembo, and Lewin's studies showing that a

certain amount of tension and frustration increases creativity in child-

ren; Allport's finding tdat tension enhancement can be characteristic

of healthy individuals; Bruner's findings on the value of growth striv-

ings; Fromm's argaments that the concept of freedom from responsibilities

should be changed to freedom to be more responsible; Frankl's conclusions

that mental health is based on a certain degree of tension; Wolf's con-

tention that modern society has too much emphasis on security and de-
pendence; Schwartz, Jenusaitis, and Stark's findings that healthy in-
dividuals look for responsi:ility and develop-challenges; Henry's findings

that more competent executives are more likely to be in conflict and pro-

occupied; and Haire's conclusion that men may need responsibilities that

outweigh their authority and that the attempt to balance them may lead

SSee A. H. Maslow, tivation and Personal4 ,ty (New tork; Harper,

1954).
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to increased costs both for the organization and for the individual.*
After extensive studies of organizational conditions that contribute to

productivity among scientists, Pelz also came to the general conclusion
that productivity is greatest under conditions that provide a proper
balance between securlty and challenge.t

Therefore, a variety of scholars using a variety of approaches have
supported the conclusion that individuals function best in an organiza-
tional environment that provides sources of stability and confidence
(security) along with sources of disruption or intellectual conflict
(challenge). Either condition without the other balancing condition is
likely to lead to dissatisfaction or decreased productivity, at a minimum,

and perhaps to anxiety and mental illness if the unbalanced condition
continues.

The Needs of the Organization

So much for the needs of individuals. What about the needs of an
employing organization? Here we recall the basic proposition that organi-

zations tend to develop a "life of their own." In the course of this life,
they develop organizational needs.

It appears that organizations develop needs that are quite analogous
to the needs of individuals--again, the need for security and the need
for challenge. The need for organizational security is apparent in the

* See R. Barker, T. Dembo, and K. Lewin, "Frustration and Regression,"

University of Iowa Studies in Child Welfare, vol. 1, no. 1, 1941;

G. W. Allport, "The Trend in Motivat.onal Theory," American Journal
of Orthopsychiatry, vol. 23 (January 1953), pp. 107-19; J. Bruner,

"The Act of Discovery," Harvard Educational Review, vol. 31 (Winter
1961), pp. 26-28; E. Fromm, The Art of Loving (New York: Harper, 1956);
V. E. Frankl, From Death Camp to Existentialism (Boston: Beacon Press,
1959), and "Basic Concepts of Logotherapy Journal of Existential
ksychi try, vol. 3 (1962), pp. 113-4; W. Wolf, "Wider Horizons in
Psychotherapy," American Journal of Psychotherapy, vol. 16 (January
1962), pp. 124-49; M. M. Schwartz, E. Jenusaitis, and H. Stark,
"Motivational Factors among Supervisors in the Utility Industry,"
Personnel Psychology, vol. 16 (Spring 1963), pp. 45-53; W. E. Henry,
"Conflict, Age, and the Executive," Business Topics, vol. 9, no. 2
(Spring 1961), pp. 15-25; and M. Haire, "The Concept of Power and the
Concept of Man," in G. B. Strother, ed., Social Science Approaches to
Business Behavior (Homewood, Ill.: Dorsey-Irwin Press, 1962), p. 171.

t See D. C. Pelz, "Creative Tensions in the Research and Development

Climate," Science, vol. 157 (1967), pp. 160-5.
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tendency fur all organizatluns to develop ways and means to protect them-

selves from external and internal thrent and to perpetuate themselves over

time. Max Weber's whole theory of the bureaucratization of charismatic

social movements stresses this Lendency.* More recently, Philip Selznick

has been an especially perceptive student of the way in which organiza-

tions develop a "concern for self-maintenance" as a part of the process
of "institutionalization." In this regard, Selznick has written:

The transformation of expendable technical organizations into

institutions is marked by a concern for self-maintenance. A

living association blends technical aims and procedures with

personal desires and group interests. As a result, various

elements in the association have a stake in its continued

existence. Moreover, the aims of the organization may re-

quire a certain permanence and stability. There is a need

to accommodate internal interests and Adapt to outside forces,

in order to maintain the organization as a "going concern,"

minimize risks, and achieve long-run as well as short-run

objectives. An important sign of this development is that

the leaders become security-conscious and are often willing

to sacrifice quick returns ior the sake of stability.t

As universal as this tendency toward self-maintenance may be, it is

also true that even the most conservative organizations ultimately gener-

ate forces that work toward innovation and change. The U.S. military

services have produced a number of Billy Mitchells and Hyman Rickovers;

and even as ancient, venerable, and bureaucratic an organization as the

Roman Catholic Church produced a John XXIII. Such individuals are not

mere accidents or anomalies within their particular organizational struc-

tures, but are the result of "conditions of challenge" that exist in every

organization to counterbalance conserv~tive tendencies, even though these

innovative tendencies may be submerge6 literally for centuries. Indeed,

Chester Barnard maintained--and Phillp Selznick elaborated the thesis--

that it is the principal function ol executives to provide innovative

leadership; to be the designers and shapers of new organizational goals,

rather than the mere administrat'irs of previously determined policy.

* See M. Weber, From Max Weber: Essays in Sociology (New York: Oxford

University Press, 1946); M. Weber, The Theory of Social and Economic

Organization, trans. by A. M. Henderson and T. Parsons (Glencoe, Ill.:

Free Press, 1947).

t See P. Selznick, Leadership In Administration, pp. 20-1.
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Leadership at the highest levels of organizational structure is not

the only source of challenge leading to change, however, Functional

specialization within an organization can also become a source of inno-I vation. In my own research, I have found, for example, that personnel

offices within business corporationa, which were originall established

to help "manage" the employment and utilization of employees in the in-a terests of their employer, have sometimes become strong supporters of

concepts of "employee right3" vis-a-vis the employing organization.*

Similarly, organizationally separated corporate research laboratories
appear to provide an environment for scientific and technical innovation

in business corporations in ways that do not occur where research labo-

ratories are integrated into operating divisions.t In fact, the large-

scale employment of research scientists can include the development of

Sentrepreneurial roles and professional-client relationships that support

innovation in a variety of organizational contexts.t

Charles Perrow pointed out recently that it is useful to classify

organizations along two dimensions: one is the extent to which organi-

zations process standardized or nonstandardized materials (human, physical,

or symbolic items); the other is the extent to which persons in organi-

zational roles use standardized or nonstandardized search methods to solve
organizational problems in their material processing activities.§ From
Perrow's analysis, it is possible to derive the proposition that crgani-

zational contexts in which nonstandardized materials and nonstandardizedI methods predominate are most likely to produce innovations in products

and that those with standardized materials and methods are likely to be

most conservative, with two other "mixed" types somewhere in between.

Nevertheless, one can also maintain that even the most standardized kinds

See H. M. Vollmer and P. J. McGillivray, "Personnel Offices and the

Institutionalization of Employee Rights," Pacific Sociological Review,

vol, 3 (Spring 1960), pp. 29-34.

t See H. M. Vollmer, ed., The Fundamental Research Activity in a Techno-

logy-Dependent Organization (Washington, D. C.: Air Force Office of

Scientific Research, 1965), appendix, "Data on the Organizational

Separation of Research from Development," pp. 93-100.

* See H. M. Vollmer and D. L. Mills, eds., Professionalization (Engle-

wood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, 1966), "Professional Adaptation

to Organizations," pp. 275-282.

§ See C. Perrow, "A Framework for the Comparative Analysis of Organi-

zations," American Sociological Review, vol. 32 (1967), pp. 194-208.
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of organizational environments might be expected to produce innovations

under radically changed environmental circumstances, as we can easily see

in many examples.*

Therefore, Perrow's distinctions refer to differences in degree, rather

than to irreversible differenceL in kind. All organizations have an in-

herent potential to respond to challenge, engage in problem solving, and

adapt to change, even though the current balance between self-maintenance

tendencies and innovative tendencies may vary markedly in given cases.

The key proposition in our summary analysis of the organizational

conditions that appear to be most conducive to constructive (effectively

adaptive) change is as follows: that this kind of change is most likely

to occur under conditions of balance between problem stimuli (i.e.,

challenge) and self-maintenance considerations (i.e., security). This

idea is foreshadowed in March and Simon's summary of theory on this topic:

The hypotheses listed thus far attribute the parenthood of in-
vention primarily to necessity and secondarily to opportunity.

There is another common hypothesis, not derivable from these
postulates, that innovation will be most rapid and vigorous

when the "stress" on the organization is neither too high nor

too low. By stress is meant the discrepancy between the level

of aspiration and the level of achievement. According to

this hypothesis, if achievement too easily exceeds aspiration,

apathy results; if aspiration is very much above achievement,

frustration or desperation result, with consequent stereotypy.

In the first case, there is no motivation for innovation; in

the second case, neurotic reactions interfere with effective

innovation. Optimal "stress" results when the carrot is just

a little way ahead of the donkey -- when aspirations exceed

achievement by a small amount.

The concept of optimal stress is central to Toynbee's theories

of social progress. The same hypothesis is employed frequently

in educational theory, in determining the difficulty of the

successive tanks with which a learner should be confronted.f

* It will be pointed out in Chapter VI, however, that the kind of

organizational environment in which innovations are most likely to

be conceived is not necessarily the kind in which innovations are

likely to be accepted and implemented.

t See March and Simon, op. cit., p. 184.
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It is in accord with this theory that perceptive research managers in

industrial and government contexts have claimed that "good research must

be insulated, but not isolated" from other corporate activittes.* Organ-

izations, like individuals, require a balance between security and chal-

lenge.

Adaptation Mechanisms and Need Balance

i We can view the interaction of individuals and organizations an an
I interplay between two systems--a social system and a personality system--

each of which requires a balance between security and challenge.t In
this interplay, what happens is ;.hat each system develops behavinral
mechanisms whereby it attempts to modify the behavior of the other system

(the organization or the individual) to fit its own particular pattern of

balance between security and challenge.

Many of these mechanisms were analyzed in detail in our pA.viuus

studies of scientists and organizations, with particular reference to a

variety of different kinds of research organizations.* In these studies,

it was found that research organizations attempt to obtain the kinds of

research scientists that are presumably best suited to the needs of the

employing organization through the mechanism of recruitment, and con-

versely, to get rid of unsuitable employees through displacement (dis-

missal, forced layoff, early retirement, etc.). Once having obtained

these individuals, research organizations then attempt to influence indi-
vidual productivity through the manipulation of a variety of both monetary

and nonmonetary incentives. Finally, over time during the careers of em-

ployees in particular organizational contexts, the process of organiza-

tional socialization acts in a variety of ways to reshape individual

interests and activities in terms of organizational requirements.IL
In contrast, it was also found that scientific employees use several

important mechanisms to attempt to reshape their organizational environ-

ments into situations more amenable to their own interests. These include

* See J. E. Goldman, "Basic Research In Industry," International Science

and Technology vol. 7 (December 1964), p. 44.

t Fundamental considerations in the interaction between social systems

and personality systems are discussed in detail in T. Parsons and

B. A. Shils, eds., Toward a General Theory of Action (Cambridge, Mtas.:

Harvard University Press, 1954).

* See ff. M. Vollmer, Adaptations of Scientists and Organizations (publi-
cation forthcoming).
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2 the process of research entrepreneurship, whereby more highly profession-

alized scientists establish client relationships with other individuals
or groups, cutting across formal administrative hierarchies; hedging and
bootlegging, whereby scientists manipulate formal work requiremcnts on
research projects to allow the researchers to work on topics of their
own (but not necessarily their client's) direct interest; collaboration,
whereby work of mutual interest is more effectively and efficiently done
by two or more itdividuals than would be possible for a single individual,
again in patterns of relationships that cut across formal administrative
division3; and status advancement, whereby scientific employees enter
managerial positions where significant decisions regarding organizational
goals and policies are established and where these cap be reshaped.

Mechanisms of mutual adaptation like these allow "the work to get
done" in any organizational context, but they also extract a price. At
best, the price may be simply a certain degree of inefficiency in oper-
ations, resulting from the compromises thAt may have to be made in recog-
nition of the fact that the needs of neither system--the organizational
(social) nor the individual (personality)--can be optimized, but can only
be minimally satisfied. At worst, organizations may operate so that in-
dividuals are recruited, socialized, and induced to perform in ways that
"overutilize" or "underutilize" individual talent, without providing
adequate opportunity for the individual to develop or regeaerate talent
to his full potential. Similarly, individual entrepreneursbip, boot-
legging, collaboration, ard status advancement can all occur in ways
that "benefit" a few to the detriment of many. Where such problems of
adaptation occur, individuals can be expected to become insecure, apa-
thetic, or both, and moreover, organizational capabilities for innova-
tion can be expected to wither and die.

The Manpower Utilization and Development Function

Unless organizations have a particular individual--or better, a
unit or department--charged with the responsibility for continually in-
vestigating and facilitating the proper adapcation of individuals and
organizations, it will not be accomplished. As indicated earlier, some
previous research has shown that personnel offices sometimes take on
this responsibillty,* but this Is not generally the case. In many

* See Vollmer and McGillivray, op. cit.
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companies, personnel offices are concerned mostly with hiring and person-

nel record keeping.* After an employee is hired his further growth and
development is subject to the needs and viewpoints of his immediate line

management. Unfortunately, both for the individual and for the larger
organization, the viewpoints of lower and middle level management regard-

ing manpower utilization and development are often limited to the frame-
iork of needs of the immediate department or employing group. Therefore,

it in often very difficult for employees to obtain transfers to other de-
p:.rtments, for example, where their personal interests might be better

fulfilled and where they might have more opportunity for personal growth.

It is usually easier to leave an organization than to obtain an internal

transfer.

The Bell Telephone Laboratories is one of the few industrial organi-
zations that has instituted a special "Utilization and Placement Function"
within its central Personnel Division, whereby the effective placement of

technical professional personnel may be reviewed periodically and internal

transfers be facilitated. After some five years of study and experience
with this fupction, the Bell Laboratories management has concluded that

the following objectives have been achieved by means of this organizational

unit:

1. To aid in the early detection of placement problem.

2. To coordinate efforts toward a solution of placement problem.

3. To facilitate communication betweer. technical professional per-

sonnel and management on job interests and assignments.

4. To provide an impartial negotiator in triasfer situations.

5. To demonstrate management's commitmeut to optimal placement of
people.t

* For a study showing that personnel departments seldom play Innovative

roles at present, see D. 1. McFarland, "Organization Design, Person-

no] Administration, and Administrative Ixpectations," (a paper de-
livered at the 14th International Meeting of the Institsite of Managoe-
ment Sciences, Mexico City, Mexico, August 26, 1967.)

t See F. D. Leaner, "*dow a Company Minimizes Turnover and Maximizes tf-

ficlency as Applied to Technical Personnel," in Joint Engineering
Management Conference, Aingc n Inalnelrl~ M npower (New York: Ameri-

can Society of Mechanical Engilneers, 1967), pp. 128-34.
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Organizational arrangements of this type tend to offset either the

overutilization or underutilization of talent in specific segments of

iarger organizations. However, the fact that there is much still to be

done in this regard in U.S. industry and most employing organizations is

demonstrated in the following two chapters.
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Chapter IV

ORGANIZATIONS AS CONSUMERS (O TALENT

In modern society only one category of organizations--educational
institutions--can be considered to be predominantly producers of talent,
that is, producer3 of the kinds of knowledge and skills that are neces-

sary to function in most institutional structures in a high technology

society. On the other hand, all organizations (including educational

institutions) can be considered to be consumers of talent--i.e,, they

can use up knowledge an• .klls at a faster pace than they provide for

its regeneration. Although practically all organizations that employ

people provide at least on-the-job training for their employees (there-

by contributing to the maintenance or renewal of present talent, if not

necessarily to the production of new talent), and increasing numbers of

organizations are providing aoze kinds of more formalized updating pro-

gram, most employing organizations still consume more talent than they

produce among sizable proportions of their techical professional work-

forces. In the face of the "knowledge explosion" and related techno-

logical changes, job requirements also change, and many individuals are

unable to keep up with these changes. Over time, their knowledge and

skills have become "technically obsolete" In relation to the changing

requirements of their current jobs. Others have become so "overapecial-

ized" in their present jobs that they are unable to transfer into new
lines of work. take on managerial responsibilities, or maintain the level

of general knowledge and skills required among competent members of pro-

fessional disciplines.

The argument is presented here that--to meet the social and techno-

logical challenges of the future--employing organizations will have to

take on even sore responsibility for producing talent (or regenerating

It) than has been the case In the past, To keep pace with technological

changes, individual members of suciety must be increasingly involved in

a lifelong process of education. The idea prevailing for centuries of

a distinction betWeer "a time to learn" and "a tlime to work" or to apply

what one has loarnod io less appropriate In the lives of individuals in

modern society. More and more, learning and work must become continuously

Integrated over practically the entire life span of the individual. Some

sciools are beginning to recognize th" consequences of this idea, by ln-

stituting combined work-and-study programs. On the other hand, employing
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organizations are having to recognize the consequences of this idea by

placing more emphasis on on-the-job and in-house training programs, as

well as outside .,rrangements with universities for adult continuing edu-

cation programs. But most employing organizations have some distance to

gc before the extent to which they use up present talent is offset by the

extent to which they play a significant role in the regeneration of new

talent.

Observations on Mnpower Obsolescence

Overspecialization and technical manpower obsolescence as a national

concern has been reflected in the speeches and writings of leading authori-

ties. For example, John W. Gardner, Secretary of the U.S. Department of

Health, Education, and Welfare, has written:

Clearly we cannot do away with specialization, nor would we

wish to. But in the modern world it has extended far beyond

anything we knew in the past. And, unfortunately, there are

many tasks that can be effectively performed only by men and

women who have retained some capacity to function as general-

ists--leadership and management, certain kinds of innovation,

communication and teaching and many of the responsibilities

of child-rearing and of citizenship. Furthermore, the ex-
tremely specialized man may lose the adaptability so essential

In a changing world. He my be unable to reorient himself

when technological changes make hi specialty obsolete.

Note that It is not a 4uestion of doing away with the apcial-

ist. It Is a question of retaining some capacity of function

as a generalist, and the capacity to shift to new specialties

aP circumais..nces require.

In humrn #.ocleties there Is no reason whatever wtiy the specIlA-

Lot should not retain the capacity to fu'lctlon as a generalist.

Whether he actually does so depends partly on his motivatlon,
pertly on the manner In wV Lch he was edl,'atvd arid partly on

the Mature of the organization or society in which his abilitles

msturik.* (liphasis added.)

a Seo J. V. Gardner, Solf-Renewal (New York: Harper and Row, 1964),

pp. 24-5.
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William W. Seifert, Assistant Dean of Engineering of the Massachu-

setts Institute of Technology, has described several different aspects of

this general problem area in the following terms:

Currently, R&D activities are attracting a major fraction of

the best technical people in the country. Nevertheless, com-

patties i'n which the technical staff is concerned almost wholly
with such activities are voicing growing concern over the fact

that even their best engineers find themselves in a technical
rut in just a few years, More effective means must be found

for assisting practicing engineers in learning to take full

advanttRse of the latest advances of techn;ology.

For engineers concerned primarily with applying the findings

of RkD to improve goods and services and thereby profits for

the company, the problem is in a sense e-ven more difficult.

As research activities have grown, a widening gulf has de-

veloped betveen the research engineer and the applications

engineer, with the former finding less time tC devote to ap-
plications problems, and the applications engineer finding

it increasingly difficult to keep himself even vaguely aware

of research activities that might have considerable impact
on his immediate problems. As a result, in0ustry suffers,

and many practicing cnglneers foil to derive the satisfac-

tion they would by performing to the full extent of their

capabili ties.

The technical manager also is caught in this dilemma since
it is unreasonable to expect him to make the best decisions

if he is unable to understand and appraise the work being

carried on by his own staff, let alone be in a position toI take am aggressive part In Introducing new technology.*

A special committee of eminent scientists and science administrators,
headed by James R. Killian, Jr., recommended In a report to the President

in 1964 that industrial organizations should pay particular attention to

IW. N. Seifert, "The Preventlon and Cure of Obsolescence In Sciehtiflc

and Technical Personnel,' Research Management, Vol. 7 (1964), p. 143.
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providing an environment that encourages "highly talented manpower" tu
keep their talent up to date:

Industry should provide opportunities and encouragement for

its scientists and engineers to k,.ep abreast of new develop-

'sents in their professional specialties, and in some cases

to enter new fields. Steps that may be taken to that end

include provision of free time for basic research, leaves

of absence for the purposes of broadening and updating

knowledge, and subsidization of retraining in universities.

. . . certainly employing institutions that use up high-

talented manpower on narrowly focused tasks, without pro-

viding for the replenishment and expsnsion of skill and

knowledge, are shirking a vital responsibility. It is

important that industrial management be as much loncerned

with building the capacities of people as with assigning

them to productive tasks. Although.many companies do in-

vest substantially in professional improvement of scipntists

and engineers, more would find it profitable to do so.*

Industrial managers and executives, especially in research and de-

velopment organizations, show many signs of concern with the problem of

technical manpower obsolescence and with tht responsibility of their

organizations to help employees-overcome it. This has been reflected

in the considerable number of conferences among Industrial represe:ta-

tives that have been-held to discuss problems of technical manpower obso-

lescence and what tu-do about it. These meetings have not been limited

to R&D organizatior.s, or even to what are commonly thought of as "high

technology" industries. For example, a discussion on ?The Continued

Development of Technical Personnel--Prevention of Obsolescence" was held

by the Industrial Research Institute in 1964, and included 55 partici-

pants from major companies in steel, chemical, petroleum, pharmaceutical,

electronic, electromechanical, rubber, textile, photographic, food, and

other industries. The general conclusion of the pa.rticipants was stated

as follows: "The p,'ime responsibility for continued development of the

professional mao lies with the man-himself, (but) of scarcely less im-

portance is the organization to which he owes-his loyalty and which in

* Committee on Utilization of Scientific and Engineering Manpower,

Toward Better Utilization of Scientific and Engineering Talent

(Washington, D.C., National Academy of Sciences, 1964), p. 26.
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turit gives appropriate recognition to the man who succeeds in keeping

abreast of his field of w"rk."* A report of another conference called

by Dr. N. Scott Myers, Manager of Management Research and Development,

Texas Instruments, Inc., involving 25 participants from a variety of

industrial, educational, and research organizations, concluded that:

individuals per se do not become obsolete, but ac-

tivtties or functions of individuals can become obsolete

in relation to the requirements of their surroundings.

In addition, many felt that . . the organizational en-

vironment itself can become obsolete. This kind of or-

ganizational obsolescence can relate to the structure in

which people work -- its goals, its means of meeting its

goals, its products or services, its selection of obsolete

personnel, and its effect on mobility of personnel.t

Educators and educational institutions, which must operate at the

forefront of technical advances, can experience obsolescence too. Thus

W. R. Marshall, Jr., President of the A.I.Ch.E. and Associate Dean of

the College of Engineering of the University of Wisconsin has written:

. . the practicing engineer is not alone in his problem

of keeping abreast of new knowledge. The engineering edu-

cator is in an equally difficult task, possibly more dif-

ficult in some respects because of the expectation that he

is the person who should know about all new scientific

developments. It is not strange, therefore, that colleges

of engineering have undertaken programs to keep their

faculty up to date and abreast of new advances. It was

the recognition of the need for continuing faculty train-

ing that prompted the Ford Foundation to grant substantial

sums of money to aid in the development of engineering

faculties.*

* See Industrial Research Institute, "Continued Development of Teshnical

Personnel--Prevention of Obsolescence," Research Management, vol. 8

(1965), p. 167.

t See J. G. Roney, Jr., Report on First Conference on Occupational

Obsolescence (Menlo Park, Calif.: Stanford Research Institute, 1966),

p. 7.

SSee W. R. Marshall, Jr., "Educators Get Obsolete Too," Chemical En-

gineering Progress, vol. 59 (October, 1963), p. 19.
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The Experience of Manpower Obsolescence

Technical manpower obsolescence is not just a phrase or faddish con-

cern among educators and managers in current times; it is a real experi-

ence among practicing engineers, scientists, and other technical profes-

sional personnel. Such experience has been reflected frequently in

comments made during previous studies of scientists and engineers in a

variety of organizational environments conducted by the author. Follow-

ing are some typical comments from these studies:

I have spent more than 16 years in industry and I am amazed

at the ignorance of ma.ay of the senior research engineers

here to the advances that have been made in their very own

fields out in industry. To maintain the high prestige that

this laboratory has, it must insist that its personnel read

the current literature and attend professional meetings more

frequently. (Senior research engineer, university research

laboratory.)

This organization should have an organized plan to combat

engineering obsolescence. This could be worked out with

local universities and partly paid for by the organization.

(Research scientist, nuclear research laboratory in in-

dustry.)

Time on the job here does not enhance nor improve an in-

dividual's ability or capability, if it is in the same

position over a period of years. Instead, that individual

stagnates, and subsequently so does the company. Any or-

ganization must recognize talent and utilize it to the

fullest in order to survive in today's demanding economy.

(Design engineer, nuclear engineering department in in-

dustry.)

We should develop reasonable steps to transfer unsuitable

people to non-research organizations within government.

Most of these people have invested themselves heavily in

government service and should not be hurt by removal.

They have, however, been bypassed by changes in technol-

ogy and emphasis in the organization here, and are now

simply taking up valuable space. (Research scientist,
government laboratory.)
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I have been unable to devote as much time as I would have

liked to keeping abreast of the new developments in my

own particular field. I believe that more seminars among

the research personnel could help remedy this. (Research

engineer, nonprofit research organization.)

Despite the several educational programs available to our

employees, I don't believe enough real encouragement is

being offered the employee to improve himself profession-

ally. Another research organization, for example, similarI in many respects to ours, can afford a "sabbatical" plan

whereby their employees can acquire higiier degrees on a
full-time basis while being paid a stipulated percentage

of their salary. We tend to operate on more of an ad hoc

basis. (Systems analyst, nonprofit research organizat.ion.)

Such experiences are expressed by staff members at different levels
of education and occupational requirements. Thus, for example, a labo-

ratory technician stated:

In regard to personnel assignments, I would like to see

some sort of rotational plan among the technicians, engi-
neering aids, and engineering assistants whereby they

would work in different departments for either short or

long periods of time. This would be on a voluntary basis,
of course. It seems to me that most of the technical

people are becoming specialists and therefore are, or
will be, limited as far as their skills are concerned in

the future. This method of rotation would also allow

the semiprofessional people more opportunity to become

acquainted with other projects and enable them to choose

wisely the area in which they would most like to work

permanently.

In the same organization, a laboratory manager spoke of the need to com-

plete degree requirements by some professional level research personnel:

We need to encourage senior employees with productive

records to complete their educationel requirements,
where in many cases these efforts have been abandoned,

and the passage of time has rendered such efforts

economically unfeasible.
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And yet another staff member mentioned postdoctoral work:

Opportunities for professional development beyond the doctoral

level should be provided. The simplest way to do this is to

follow the pattern of the better universities and to provide

sabbaticals for meritorious service to deserving individuals.

Most studies of technical professional personnel have found that they

increasingly experience a sense of becoming "boxed in" (i.e., overspecial-

ized) over time, and hence, they become more concerned with being obsolete

with respect to the knowledge and skills required for the performance of

their jobs. This progressive concern with obsolescence is expressed in

the following "ruminations of a hypothetical interviewee" beginning in

NACA, the predeceasor of NASA:

I came to NACA with a master's degree several years ago to
work on basic research in aeronautics. I didn't seriously

consider industry and its larger salaries because I would be

able to do basic research and have more freedom at NACA,

would be more secure, and could publish in journals, etc.

I started working on a basic research assignment as a GS-7

and stayed with that work for 6 years, also being promoted

to GS-9, 11 and 12. Became known as the expert in X around

here. After several years I became somewhat tired of it

and wanted to switch into Y, but it took a long time to get

permission and to make the transition. (Even now, people

box me in with their expectations of solving all the X-

type problems.) It took a long time for me to bring myself

up to snuff in Y and probably I wasn't very useful to them

for a while. I took some more course work at night as well

as a couple "in-house" courses -- I'm quite uncertain as to

how useful these were, 1,ut the people here rather expect

you to do this.

Recently a project arose in an applied research aspect of

Y and I was pressured to try the work for a while. I was

somewhat concerned about making the shift because you know

it's usually a one-way street from basic to applied re-

search to development work -- once you leave the basic

scientific work you never get back.
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Most of the men in basic and applied research seem naturally

to specialize after they come here. There are at least twice

as many specialties among people at my level (GS-12) as among

new GS-7's. I've also noticed that among people at GS-14 and

15 there are very few specialties or specialists -- but then

most of thei are in supervisory positions anyway. Probably

you could pictur, the distribution of grade and specialties
(as a diamond). In a way, specializing can be a pit that

you dig yourself into -- an increasingly deeper commitment

that is hard to get out of -- your niche could become obso-I lete and dead-end you -- although specializing probably

helped me to progress faster when I first began here.

It's a little difficult to see far into my future now --

NASA is evolving rapidly, its goals are yet unclear and the

relations between NASA and this Field Center have yet to be
worked out. Frankly, it's harder to identify myself with

the Field Center now that it's shifted its programs and the
goals seem so vague. Also, I was a physicist in college

and used to go to most of our society meetings, but that

kind of thing seems less important now. I was reclassified

as a "space environment technologist" (•) when the new

functional classification came out, and the traditional

backgrounds never get used much any more. Perhaps func-

tional classification is more realistic, but I vaguely

miss my identity as a physicist. Maybe it will become

possible to build an image of a "space scientist" but I

don't feel that this is yet established.*

In the above summary-type interview comment at NASA, one can ob-

serve several attitudes and experiences that are common to technical
professional personnel in a variety of government, industrial, and edu-

cational organizations. These include:

1. An initial interest in doing science-oriented or discipline-
oriented activities (e.g., "basic research"), followed by a

gradual involvement, somewhat reluctantly, in activities con-

nected with the applications of scierse and technology to the

* From D. R. Peters, Notes on Career Growth in NASA: Patterning of

Interview Responses (Cambridge, Mass.: Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, School of Industrial Management, "Working Paper," 1963),

pp. 18-9.
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specific problems of the employing organization--the latter re-

sulting from the pressures of "organizational socialization" on

employees over time.*

2. Associated with (1), a gradual identification of the individual

with a particular specialty field, making it more and more dif-

ficult for the individual to change specialty fields as time

goes by.

3. Associated with both (1) and (2), a gradual shift from a scien-

tific or technical discipline orientation in the individual to

a functional job category orientation.

4. As a concomitant of v:ll of these, a growing sense of loss of

professional versatility in the individual (e.g., "It took me
"a long time to bring myself up to snuff in Y," and "I.'s usually

"a one-way street from basic to applied research to development

work"), and sometimes even a sense of inability to keep up with

changing requirements in one's current job (e.g., "Your niche

could become obsolete and dead-end you.")

Although increased specialization does not always turn out to be the

road traveled by technical professional personnel, there is considerable

evidence that many are subject to a loss of professional versatility over

time in a wide variety of organizations, whether they specialize or not.

In support of this conclusion, an SRI study of two groups of technical

professional people (nuclear physicists and organic chemists) at two

points in time (six years apart), found that the members of one group

(organic chemists) tended to become more specialized, while the members

of the other group (nuclear physicists) tended to become more generalized

in their work activities.t Yet only 50 percent of the nuclear physicists

and 40 percent of the organic chemists indicated that they still felt they

are "broadly qualified in their basic disciplines" after six years in the

organization studied. About 85 percent of those in both groups said that

they are "not completely satisfied" that they have kept up to date with

* For a further description of this process in research organizations,

see H. M. Vollmer, Adaptations of Scientisto and Organizations,

Chapter VIII, "Organizational Socialization."

t In the six-year period studied, ten of the organic chemists said they

became "more of a specialist," two said they became "more of a gener-

alist," and two said they "remained about the same." Among the nuclear

physicists, in contrast, six said they became "more generalized" and

one said "more specialized."
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the advance of new knowledge and new methods in their technical fields--

mostly because of the increased amount of technical literature they have

to read. And before-and-after analysis of the amount of time members of

the two groups reportedly spend in trying to keep up with the technical

literature shows that, on the average, the time spent in technical read-

ing has increased for both groups.* Apparently, scientists in both groups

have been reading more, but "enjoying it less" with regard to the extent

to which this increased reading has contributed to general professional

self-confidence.

Two Kinds of Manpower Obsolescence

Out of the previous discussion, there emerges a recognition of two

distinct types of manpower obsolescence among technical professional per-

sonnel. These may be described as (1) job assignment obsolescence and

(2) professional obsolescence, respectively. Job assignment obsolescence

(or "job obsolescence," for short) may be said to occur when an individual

does not have the knowledge or skill necessary to perform his present job

assignment, either because he once had knowledge or skill that he does not

have now or because the knowledge and skill that he has retained are not

sufficient for changed job requirements. In contrast, professional obso-

lescence may be said to occur when an individual does not have the knowl-

edge or skill necessary to perform in the normal range of different job

assignments that can characteristically be performed by members of the

relevant professional group. Again, this may result either from indi-

vidual loss of professional knowledge or skill, changes in professional

requirements, or perhaps both. Thus, in sum, job obsolescence refers to

In 1961, the average amount of total time per week at work and home

reported spent in reading technical literature was 7.3 hours among

the nuclear phy.,icists; this had increased to 9.5 hours per week in

1967. In 1961, the organic chemists spent, on the average, 7.2 hours

per week in reading technical literature; this had increased to 12.3

hours in 1967. In comparison, one survey has shown that eltsctronics

engineers spend about 3 hours per week, on the average, in reading

technical literature while at work; see S. A. Mcillion and B. F. Os-

bahr, "How do Engineers Keep Up-To-Date," Electronic Industries, Vol. 22

(May 1963), p. 80. One authority has concluded that engineers need to

spend at least 8 hours per week (20 percent of their time) in retrain-

ing activities; J. K. Wolfe, "Keeping Up to Date -- In Career Training

in the U.S.A.," Electronics and Power, Vol. 11 (August, 1965), p. 260.
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a lack of specific job-relevant capabilities, while professional obsoles-

cence refers to a lack of professional versatility.*

Once this distinction is made, one can raise the further question:

How extensive is each type of manpower obsolescence? More specifically,
about how many scientists and engineers are significantly affected by

either type of manpower obsolescence? How do these types vary among
technical professional personnel in different kinds of organizational

environments? Among personnel in different age categories? Among per-
sonnel at different educational levels? Is there any way of beginning

to estimate the costs of these kinds of manpower obsolescence to employ-
ing organizations (as well as the obvious "human costs" to the individuals
concerned)? Finally, what are the implications of manpower obsolescence

for organizational design? Can we begin to speculate on how organizations

might be designed in the future so that they reduce, if not eliminate, the

degree to which they induce job obsolescence and/or professionaL obsoles-

cence? In sum, can wore envision organizations that operate efficiently and

1'et that produce (or regenerate) talent to an extent that at least offsets
the degree to which they consume talent?

To begin to answer this array of questions, we must consider first
how we might be able to measure the extent of each kind of manpower obso-
lescence. We need appropriate indicators of both job obsolescenc,' and

professional obsolescence.

Preliminary investigation of this matter has led to the conclusion

that two general kinds of indicators of both kinds of obsolescence are
useful. One set of indicators may be identified as direct-report indi-

cators; the other may be designated as indirect or inferential indicntors.

This twofold categorization of types of manpower obsolescenc:e is a

modification of Ferdinand's threefold typology; see T. N. Ferdinand,

"On the Obsolescence of Scientists and Engineers," American Scientist,

vol. 54 (1966), pp. 46-56. Ferdinand distinguishes "a real obsoles-

cence" (specialty obsolescence) as a third type. However, it appears

likely that there is an inverse correlation between the extent of

specialty obsolescence and professional knbsolescence--e.g., as indi-

viduals tend to become overspecialized over time, by definition, they
also become obsolete in terms of professional versatility. Therefore,

it would appear that a concept of specialty obsolescence distinct from

professional obsolescence Is not greatly useful to the analysis of this

general problem area; the two types identified in the text above appear

to be sufficient.
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A direct indicator of the experience of job obsolescence could be a

negative response to a question like: "Do you feel that you are keeping
up to date on new scientific or technical developments in your field to
the extent required by your present job?" A direct indicator of profes-

sional obsolescence could be a negative response to a question like: "Do
you feel that you are currently keeping up to date on new scientific or
technical developments to an extent comparable to that of effective mem-

bers of your scientific profession?"

On the other hand, an indirect indicator of job obsolescence could
be some kind of performance disability, such as a failure to produce any

scientific publications over a specified time period among research

"scientists,* or an inability to produce satisfactory engineering de-
signs according to schedule by design engineers, etc. Perhaps the best

indicators of professional obsolescence assess the inability of indi-

viduals to move from one kind of job position to another within the
normal range of jobs held by members of the same professional grouping--

i.e., measures of professional labor immobility.

The two following sections of this chapter will discuss the extent
of job obsolescence and professional obsolescence in the United States
at present, using some of these kinds of indicators.

The Extent of Job Assignment Obsolescence

Conservative? estimates of the overall extent of job obsolescence

(loss of knowledge or skill necessary to perform a present job assign-

ment) indicate that job obsolescence may be a serious problem among
about one in fifteen physical scientists and perhaps more than one In
five engineers in the United States at present.

The estimated extent of job obsolescence among sciehtists can be

based on the following direct and Indirect indicators. As an example
of a direct indicator, in a national survey of scientists (physicists,
chemists, biologists, and mathematician3) conducted by SRI, 8 percent
of the total number of 3,691 scientists surveyed admitted that they have

* For a general discussion of different kinds of publication indexes

as ýeasures of scientific productivity, see H. M. Vollmer, "Evaluat-

In# Two Aspects of Quality In Research Program Effectiveness," in

H. ¥ovits, et al.,eds., Research Program Iffectiveness (New York:

Gordon and Breech, 1966).
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not experienced "opportunity to keep up to date on new scientific de-

velopments in my field." (The proportions giving this response varied

from 9 percent among mathematicians to 8, 7, and 6 percent anong chem-

ists, biologists, and physicists, respectively. Also, the proportions

increased only very slightly with age--6, 7, and 8 percent for all scien-

tist4 surveyed in their twenties, thirties, and forties, respectively,

and then declined again to 7 percent for those in their fifties and

over.)*

As an example of a possible indirect indicator of ob obsolescence

from the same national survey, it was found that about 9 percent of all

scientists surveyed have produced no scientific or technical publications

within the past five years. Moreover, a cross-tabulation of data from

this survey shows a high degree of association between producing no pub-

lications in a five-year period and the reported experience oi not keep-

ing up to date in one's scientific field. The analysis reveals that only

2 percent of "high producing scientists" (in terms of theii output of

publications) report that they have not had opportunlity to keep up to

date in their scientific fields, whereas 12 percent of 'low producing

scientists" say that they have not had opportunity to keep up to date.

In other words, the proportion that allegedly has not been able to keep

up t, date is six times higher among low producers than among high pro-

ducers.

Thus, the experience of obsolescence in terms of knowledge or .ill

is statistically associated with lower scientific productivity, although

the direction of causality can not be determined by these "ata. It could

be that inability to keep up to date in scientific knowledge and skills

Is, in part at least, a cause of lower scientific product.vity. Or it

could be that inactivity with regard to the production of publishable

scientific findings also partly causes one's scientific knowledge and

skills to atrophy. Or, on the other hand, both could result from a

scientist's being employed in an organizationsl environment that dotes

not encourage keeping current In scientific knowledge and in scientific

outputs. In any case, however, there is evidetice here that direct in-

dicators (self-reports of inability to keep up to date) ad indirect

0 See K. M. Vollmer, Work Activities and Attitudes of Scientlist and

Rkvsoarch MIatnagers: Data from a National Survey (Menlo Park, Calif.:

Stanford Research Institute, "RL)D Studies Series," 1964) p. 411.
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indicators (failure to produce publications in the scientific literature)

tend to corroborate each other as signs of deficiency in job performance.*

The findings discussed previously are supported further by findings
from other surveys of scientists. A nationwide survey of chemists found
that from 7 and 9 percent of Ph.D. chemists in universities and in in-
dustry, respectively, reported that it is "not characteristic of their
organizations to make it easy to keep up with the field by providing
library facilities, seminars, and the like."t In answer to another ques-
tion in the same survey, 4 and 6 percent of the professional chemists in
universities and in industry indicated that it is not characteristic in
their organizations that their co-workers are "highly competent."* (This
latter statement might be taken as another kind of indirect indicator of
the general extent of job obsolescence among the e particular kinds of

scientists in universities and industry).

In another survey of scientists in industry, a somewhat larger pro-
portion of scientists--14 percent--agreed wit; a statement that "there

is little incentive for engineers and scienzists to keep up on new de-
velopments in their field."§ Three percent "definitely agreed" with

this statement. Again a somewhat comparable proportion of scientists--
8 percent--rated their scientific colleagues as "only fair" to "not too

competent" in the performance of their technical job duties.**

* Contrary to the conclusions of earlier studies, more recent data have
shown no continuous decline in scientific productivity with advancing

age; actually, there are two peaks in scientific productivity over the

life span of scientists; see D. C. Pelz and F. M. Andrews, Scientists

In Organizations: Productive Climates for Research and Development
(New York: Wiley, 1966), Chapters 10 and 11. Data on scientists in

SRI studies show the same two-peaked curve of productivity.
t See A. L. Strauss and L. Rainwater, The Professional Scientlst: A

Study of American Chemists (Chicago: Aldine, 1962), p. 115.

* Ibid., p. 112.
SSee Opinion Research Corporation, The Conflict Between the Scientific

Mind and the klanaie.ent Mind (Princeton: Opinion Research Corp., 193S),

p. A-44.
00 Ibid., p. A-14. Further oirldence that it mv be normal to expect soet-

where in the neighborhood of 8 percent of scientific work (or of scien-
tific employees) to be technically incompi tent is given :jy data from a
study of "bench scientists," "supervisorso," and "project monitors" In
eight Army research laboratories. The study found that 6 percent of
the bench scientists, 12 percent of th. supervisors, and 6 percent of
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For~ scientists without Ph.D. degrees, there are indications that the
extent of job obsolescence tends to be somewhat larger than is generally

true for Ph.D. scientists. Thus, in the national survey of scientists

conducted by SRI, it wac found that 6, 8, and 9 percent of doctoral-level

p!hsicists, chemists, and mathematicians, respectively, reported that they

currently do not have opportunity to keep up to date on scientific de-

velopments. The comparable proportions of scientists in the same three

disciplines who do not hold Ph.D. degrees are 8, 11, and 11 percent,

respectively--or in other words, 2 or 3 percent higher than the Ph.D.s

in their same fields.*

Other surveys have found larger differences. For example, the
Strauss-Rainwater study of chemists found that, while 9 percent of the

doctoral-level chemists in industry indicated that their organizations

do not make it easy to keep up with their fields, the comparable pro-

portions were 18 percent for non-Ph.D. cheadsts in industry, 26 percent

for "bench chemists" (technical assistants), and 23 percent for chemical

engineers.t The Opinion Research Corporation study found that, among

scientists and engineers combined, 14 percent of doctors, 16 percent of

masters, and 24 percent of bachelors agreed that "there is little in-

centive for engineers and scientists to keep up on new developments in

their field.*

There are a variety of ir5icators that the proportions of job obso-

lescence are considerably higher among engineers, in general, than among

physical scientists. Thus, for example, in the Opinion Research Corpo-

ration study, the high figure of 30 percent of the ergineers agreed that

"there is little incentive for engineers and scientists tV keep-up on

_new developments in their field." In a survey of professionally oriented

engineers (members of the National Society of Professio.iLal Engineers),

14 percent indicated that "a chance to keep up with new devflopments in

your field" was among the things most lacking in their present jobs.§

the monitors reported dissatisfaction because their "subordinates

turned out poor work"; Dale W. Dysinger, Motivational Factors Affecting

Civilian Army Research and Development Personnel (Pittsburgh, Pa.:

American Institutes for Research, 1965) p. 63.

Vollmer, Work Activities and Attitudes of Scientists and Research

Managers, p. 144.

t Strauss and Rainwater, op. cit., p. 115.

* Opinion Research Corporation. op, cit., p. A-44.

§ See The Pr fessional Engineers Conference Board for Industry, Career

Satisfactions of Professional Engineers in Industry (Washington, D.C.:

Professional Engineers Conference Board fur Industry, 1960), p. 59.
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In the same survey, 18 percent of the engineers also indicated that op-

portunity for further training was also lacking in their present jobs.

In an SRI study of research scientists and engineering personnel in an

aerospace company, 22 percent of the engineers (compared with 10 percent

of the scientists) said that they currently do not feel that they have

opportunity to kcep up to date on new technical developments. In a siml-

"sr SRI study of research scientists and nuclear engineers in the atomic

equipment division of a large industrial corporation, 19 percent of the

engineers (compared with 4 percent of the scientists) gave this same

response.

T~iere is more indirect evidence from other studies that points to

the same conclusion that at least one in five engtneers (on the average

in a variety of situations), if not more, is markedly affected by some

kind of job obsolescence. In a national survey of engineering graduates,

42 percent of 3,246 respondents agreed with the statement: "My colleagues

seem out of date and need more study."* Another survey of 1,000 engineers

and engineering managers has reparted the very large proportion of 95 per-

cent of the engineers (and 86 percent of the engineering managers) in-

dicating that technical obsolescence is a "real problem."t

Another indirect indicator of the extent of job obsolescence is as-

sessment of the proportion of engineers who show a strong desire for ad-

ditional training in technical areas related to their job responsibilities.

One survey of 2,100 engineers in 176 companies in 20 industrial categories

found that 40 percent or more of the respondents wanted additional train-

ing in a variety of technical areas. The largest proportions (over 50

percent of the respondents) indicated a specific desire for additional

training in such topics as engineering economics, engineering analysis,

computer programming, engineering materials, information data processing,

automation, probability and statistics, and "review of college mathemat-

ics."t Another study of engineers in aerospace companies in the Los Ange-

les and Seattle areas found that over 30 percent of the respondents desired

SSee W. K. Lebold, R. Perruci, and W. Howland, "The Engineer in In-

dustry and Government," Journal of Engineering Education, Vol. 56

(1966), p. 255.

t See Princeton Creative Research, Inc., "Engineers Talk about Obsoles-

cence," Machine Design (June 18, 1964), pp. 148-51, and "Who Pays for

Technical Retooling," Machine Design (July 2, 1964), pp. 92-5, and

"Attitudes on Education," Machine Design (July 16, 1964), pp. 124-27.

* See R. W. Christian, "Personal Obsolescence," Factory, Vol. 122

(October 1964), p. 111.
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additional training in probability and statistics and in computer program-

maing and data processing.* In a survey of chemical engineers by their

professional association, a definite interest in advanced training in a

variety of technical subjects was expressed by over 25 percent of the

society membership.t In the General Electric Company, 36 percent of the

technical professional personnel are involved in retraining programs.$

Finally, a study of layoffs among engineers and scientists in the
aerospace and electronics industries of the San Francisco Bay Aria in

the period of 1963 to 1965 found that, after a two-year Lime period, 6

percent of these personnel were still unemployed, and another 15 percent

haJ found it necessary to take jobs in "non-engineering/scientific work."§

This would seem to provide further evidence of the inability of about one-

fifth of these technical professional personnel (most of whom are engi-

neers, rather than scientists) to qualify for technical positions in their

respective disciplines.

If, as the data discussed previously suggest, at least one in fifteen

scientists and at least one in five engineers experience job obsolescence

as a major problem, we can conclude that out of an estimate of 500,000
scientists in the United States at present, over 33,000 may be experienc-

ing job obsolescence as a marked problem. Out of an estimated 1,200,000

engineers in the United States, 240,000 may also be experiencing job obso-

lescence as a marked problem.** Thus there is reason to believe that job

* See W. D. Mcllvaine, The Professional Technical Employee: What Factors

Affect His Continued Growth (Los Angeles: University of California at

Los Angeles, Department of Engineering, 1966), pp. 16-7.

t See J. C. Smith, "Credit-free College Courses: an Impending Explosion"

Chemical Engineering, Vol. 74 (April 24, 1967), p. 140.

SSee Wolfe, op. cit., p. 261.

§ See k. P. Loomba, A Study of the Re-employment and Unemployment Ex-

Periences of Scientists and Engineers Laid Off from 62 Aerospace and

Electronics Firms in the San Francisco Bay Area during 1963-65

(San Jose, Calif.: San Jose State College, Center for Inter-

disciplinary Studies, 1967), pp. 49, 77. Those in "non-engineering/

scientific" work were found to be engaging in a variety of occupa-

tions, such an insurance, real estate, and used car sales.

** The estimates of the total number of scientists and engineers in the

United States at present are based on interpolations of NSF data; see

National Science Foundation, Profiles of Manpower in Science and

Technology (Washington, D.C.: NSF 63-23, 1963), p. 7; and National

Science Foundation, Scientists, Engineers, and Technicians in the

1960's (Washington, D.C.: NSF 63-34, 1963), pp. 34-5.
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obsolescence represents one serious source of loss of talent on a national

level, especially for engineers. Moreover, if efficient ways to prevent
this loss were developed through retraining programs and other appropriate
methods for the regeneration of talent, it can be seen that the projected
national shortage of engineering talent in the decade of the 1960s amount-
ing to somewhere in the neighborhood of 265,000 engineers, might be mark-
edly alleviated.* This implies, however, that organizations that employ
engineers (and scientists also) must become willing to devote more effort
to overcoming job obsolescence among their scientific and technical em-
ployees. In turn, implications can be drawn for manpower utilization

policy at the national level, as well as for the design of goals, struc-
tures, and policies at the corporate level.

To achieve the latter, the managements of corporations (including
government, educational, nonprofit, and industrial institutions) must be
convinced that corporate contributions to programs oriented toward the
regeneration of technical talent are economically efficient--i.e., cost
less than the costs of consuming talent without trying to regenerate it.
This certainly requires special tailormade considerations in each employ-
ing organization, according to the nature and scope of the job obsoles-
cence problem among its scientific and technical personnel. It is suf-

ficient to point out here the importance of taking such considerations
into account within the overall topic of organizational design or re-
design. If the situation in a particular corporation is similar to what
may exist for the nation as a whole, the corporation management can ex-

pect that more than one out of fifteen of the scientists on its staff
and mo.,'e than one out of five of its engineers experience job obsoles-
cence as a serious problem. What is the loss to the employer in salary
and other compensation to this proportion of its employees who are no
longer technically equipped to perform their jobs adequately? What is
the overall loss in corporate productivity of present products? What is
the loss in terms of new product markets that a corporation has been un-
able to enter?

Such questions are difficult, if not impossible, for any corporate
management to answer. But perhaps the key question for corporate goals
and policy implications is: What are the costs to an employer of as-
sisting in the regeneration of present talent compared with the alterna-
tive costs of employee turnover--the costs of dismissing technically in-
effective employees and recruiting and training others to replace them?

* This projected shortage, resulting from an expected discrepancy be-

tween the supply and demand for engineers in the 1960s, is reported
in Scientists, Engineers, and Technicians in the 1960's, p. 29.
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Even this fairly straightforward cost-effectiveness problem needs to be
related to two other broader cost considerations: (1) the cost to the

morale and productivity of currently effective employees where there is
a corporate policy of consuming talent among their colleagues without

assisting in the task of regenerating it and (2) the cost to the nation
as a whole in releasing older scientists and engineers into a labor market
in which their employability has decreased because their technical talent
is not commensurate with present-day technological advances.

The Extent of Professional Obsolescence

The latter consideration serves as a transition into a discussion of
professional obsolescence. It will be recalled that professional obsoles-
cence may be said to occur when an individual has lost the knowledge or

skill necessary to perform in the normal range of different job assign-
ments that can characteristically be performed by members of the relevant
professional group. Examination of survey data indicate that it is not
as easy to identify professional obsolescence by direct indicators, as
has been done in the case of job obsolescence. However, the ease with
which individuals can move from one technical professional job to a simi-

lar job in the same professional area, but in another employing organiza-
tion, appears to be a useful--albeit more indirect--measure of professional
obsolescence. In contrast to indicators of job obsolescence, indicators
of professional obsolescence show a marked increase with the increasing
age of individuals.

Considering only those scientists with the highest amount of pro-
fessional training (those with Ph.D. degrees), data from the national
survey of scientists conducted by SRI indicate that the proportion of

scientists who would reportedly find it "not very easy to get a similar
position in another organization" is 8 percent for scientists in their

twenties, increasing to 11, 20, and 24 percent for those in the thirties,

forties, and fifties-and-over age categories, respectively. This in-

creasing inability to market one's skills in a variety of professional

positions with advancing age is apparently associated with increasing

specialization. An indicator of this is provided by data from the same

national survey, which show that in their twentl.es, 65 percent of the

scientists stated that they wish "to remain in their same line of work"

in the future (in contrast to "going into another line of work" or

"going into management"), while the proportions who desire to stay in

their "same line of work" increases to 69, 76, and 83 percent among

scientists in their thirties, forties, and fifties-and-over, respectively.

Simultaneous with this increase in specialization is a decrease in pro-

fessional orientation among sciencists, at least from their thirties on
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to the end of their careers. Those who state that they "identify them-

selves primarily with their scientific profession" (rather than their

employing organization) decline from 81 percent in the thirties to 79

percent in the forties and 70 percent in the fifties-and-over category.

One can infer from these data that overspecialization and a concomitant
lack of professional versatility appears to be a marked problem for about

10 to 20 percent of these scientists in their younger years, increasing

to about 25 to 30 percent in the older age groups.

Other surveys have asked more direct questions on overspecialization.

The Strauss-Rainwater study found that 26 percent of Ph.D. chemists in

industry report that "specialization is a problem" and that this is even

more common among non-doctorates (35 percent).* As one researcher put it

in answer to the question: "What dangers does chemistry as a field face

today":

I would say overspecialization. There's more and more to know
and more and more to work on, and you can't know everything.
You tend to know more and more about less and less.

Similarly, the Opinion Research Corporation study found that 18 percent

of the scientists surveyed and an even higher proportion of engineers

(25 percent) "definitely agreed" with the statement tha4: "Company

practice often forces engineers and scientists to overspecialize."t

Again, this latter study found that overspecialization was more fre-

quently reported among non-Ph.D. scientists and engineer.. (21 to 22

percent) than among those with Ph.D. degrees (17 percent).t

The Strauss-Rainwater and Opinion Research Corporation surveys do
not present a breakdown of data on overspecializatlon and consequent

lack of professional mobility by age categories, but data from addi-

tional SRI surveys show that the proportion of engineers who plan to

transfer to a job in their engineering field in another company de-

creases steadily from 38 percent for those in their twenties, to 22,

14, and 4 percent for those in their thirties, forties, and fifties,

respectively. In the same age periods, those who say that they are

primarily oriented toward the engineering profession, rather than their

employing organization, declines steadily with age from 54, through 45

and 36, to 31 percent for those of age fifty or over.

* Strauss and Rainwater, op. cit., p. 210.

t Opinion Research Corporation op. cit., p. A-45.
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There is other evidence that older scientists and engineers actually
It have more difficulty in obtaining other jobs in their professional fields

as they advance in age. Thus, for example, the Loomba study of unemploy-ment and re-employment experiences of engineers and scientists who were

laid off found that among those of 35 years of age or less, 26 percent

were laid off for 18 weeks or more before they were able to find another

job in their professional fieles. Twenty-eight percent of those from

ages 36 through 45, and 43 percent of those of ages 46 or older, were

unemployed for at least 18 weeks. Conversely, 29, 17, and 19 percent Uf

the younger to the older age groups were able to find new employment

within four weeks of the time they were laid off.*

Much of the professional obsolescence of engineers and scientists
associated with age results from the fact that the specialty fields in

which the engineers or scientists have been trained and to which they

have become committed, have "gone out of date." David Allison pointed

out in 1964, for example, that about one-half of the 700,000 engineers

who held bachelor's degrees at that time had received these degrees be-
fore 1953, which was about the time that the leading engineering schools

began to put more emphasis on training in scientific fields and in mathe-

matics and less on "how-to-do-it courses." Allison writes that this older

half of the engineering profession:

. . . are not merely in need of brush-up courses, courses that

rub off the rust. Rather, they lack the fundamentals of modern

technology--from modern math to computer utilization--unless

they have kept up in the intervening years, whether by attend-

ing classes regularly, at nearby schools or at work, or by

diligent study of on-rushing technical literature, most of

which is incomprehens±ble, having been written to be published

rather than read and understood.

Allison amplifies these comments by showing that the "hot'"I space engineer-
ing specialty fields in the 1950s were servomechanisms, operations re-

search. microwaves, nuclear engineering, rocket propulsion, polymers, and

solid-state devices. In the 1960s, attention has focused on such fields
as automation, computer technology and computer-aided design, micro-

electronics, superconductivity, advanced communications theory, plasma
physics, and extraterrestrial engineering. By the 1970s, he predictij
that engineer~ng could include substantial aspects of behavioral science,

* Loomba, op. cit., p. 52.
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self-organizing machines, electro-optics, plasma engineering, exogeology

and exobiology, psychopharmacology, and biological engineering. He notes

that the fields of greatest excitement in engineering today are not simply

outgrowths of earlier "hot" technologies, but instead have grown out of

developments in basic scientific fields, and that the up-to-date profes-

sional engineer must master these kinds of relevant scientific funda-

mentals.*

Even in the basic scientific or theoretical disciplines, however,
there are areas in which professional obsolescence can result over time
from earlier commitments to specialty fields that are now out of date.

Warren Hagstrom has reproduced the following passage from an interview

with a mathematician, which Hagstrom says is typical among mathematicians

in the university contexts that he studied:

This happens particularly among older mathematicians who

started research .along a particular line. Let me give you

an example: At the turn of the century, a hot area in

mathematics was the so-called theory of geometrical in-
variance. At the time, the notion of invariance was rec-

ognized as unifying a great many geometrical ideas. So

there was an enormous study of invariance at the time.

It was a fairly technical and fairly narrow area, and a
lot of Ph.D.'s were being turned out at that time in the

theory of invariance. Well, this went on for a time, and
pretty soon they exhausted almost evc.:ything that could

be said; the field wasn't closed, there were still a great

many things to be done, but it was generally realized that
what you were going to say would be more of the same kind

of thing. It really wasn't going to bring entirely new

ideas into the field. I've known a good many !%athemati-

cians, now all in their sixties, who were trained in this
field, did their research in the area for many years, and

didn't learn any of the related mathematics at the time.

When the popularity of invariance theory went down they
were simply left stranded. For example, they had dif-

ficulty getting papers published, because editors were

just not interested in the material, So that they were

perfectly aware that the field had passed them by, and

they eventually gave up doing research. They felt they

See D. Allison, "Engineer Renewal" International Science and Tech-

nology, No. 30 (June 1964), p. 49.
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were too old to branch out into new fields and it was as
plain as could be that it was impossible for them to re-
ceive recognition for research in what they had done. Ob-

viously they were quite discouraged and frustrated.*

Whereas we estimated previously that job obsolescence appears to
affect at least one in fifteen scientists and one in five engineers, we

can see from the evidence presented in this section that professional

obsolescence is probably much higher among scientists and engineers,

especially among those in the older age categories. Overall, without
regard to age differences, professional obsolescence appears to be a

serious problem for about one-fourth of the physical scientists and

perhaps about one-half of the engineers in the United States.

Again, one can raise questions on what degree of responsibility em-

ploying organizations should assume to help overcome this tremendous con-

sumption of professional talent, compared with the degree of responsibility

that individuals, professional associations, and the federal government

should assume. Since professional obsolescence, by definition, involves

job transferability rather than current job performance, one might be

inclined to argue that the federal government (in the interests of na-

tional manpower utilization) and professional associations (in the in-

terests of their membership) should assume more responsibilities in this

regard than employing organizations. Nevertheless, to argue that em-

ploying organizations should not, at least,share in the sponsorship of

various programs to help alleviate professional obsolescence can be an

extremely narrow and shortsighted view of managerial responsibilities.

It would ignore the degree to which employing organizations are in-

creasingly dependent on a highly fluid supply of technical professional

manpower (i.e., scientists and engineers who move from one employing

organization to another several times in their careers). It would ignore

the degree to which mergers and product diversification are forcing many

large corporations to consider the internal job transferability of tech-

nical professional personnel. And finally, it would ignore increasing

pressures for corporations, both private and public, to be organized and

managed in ways that contribute to public interest and public welfare,

as well as to private profit.

* See W. 0. Hagstrom, The Scientific Community (New York: Basic Books,

1965), p. 233.
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Chapter V

ORGANIZATIONS AS WASTERS OF TALENT

The last chapter described how organizations tend to consume talent
among sizable proportions of their employees by employing them in job
assignments for which they are no longer qualified or in job assignments
that reduce their professional versatility through overspecialization.

In a sense, then, these are variations in the overutilization of talent.
In contrast, this chapter discusses the underutilization of talent. Many
organizations not only use up talent by permitting manpower obsolescence,
but also fail to employ fully certain kinds of actual or potential talent
when it is available and when it would be to the organization's advantage

to employ this talent more completely. When intellectual talents are not
fully employed, they can be expected to atrophy, similar to the condition
among muscles of the body when exercise is lacking--or in terms of learn-
ing theory, when reinforcement is not present. Thus what can be referred
to as "the waste of talent" in the short run, results in the consumption
of talent in the long run. Underutilization and overutilization eventually
turn out to be two sides of the same coin.

The Underutilization of Technical Talent

Many observers of employer practices have noted various forms of the
underutilization of talent in different organizations. For example, in
answer to the question, "Is there a waste of talent?" the Killian Commit-
tee wrote: "The Committee recognizes the existence of some waste of scien-
tific and engineering talents inherent in practices such as 'goldplating,'
'brochuremanship,' and 'stockpiling' of manpower." (The latter refers to
a company keeping more scientists and engineers on its payroll than the
ful'illment of its current government contracts requires, to make it easier
to obtain and man new projects.) The Killian Committee recognized that
special case studies of the Titan II and the Naval Tactical Data System
programs had found no positive evidence of stockpiling, but nevertheless
cautioned thaL "abuses" in this regard could occur and should be avoied.*

* See Committee on Utilization of Scientific and Engineering Manpower,
op. cit., pp. 27-8.
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Moreover, Arthur Ross (currently Commissioner, Bureau of Labor Statistics,

U.S. Dept. of Labor) wrote for the Committee the following strongly worded

comments:

Inability to exercise professional skills is one of the evident

and most chronic complaints of employed professionals. It is a

persistent theme in surveys of scientific and engineering work.

I might add that I have seen a great deal of it myself, in the

course of arbitrating industrial disputes in private industry
over the past 15 years.

Manpower "loading" or "hoarding" in order to be in a position

to accept new contracts . . . is a frequently noted phenomenon

closely related to the competitive conditions discussed above.

If expiring projects and new projects are nicely dovetailed,

waste of manpower may be avoided. Otherwise the excess person-

nel must be assigned to some project or other. I am not sug-

gesting that it would be desirable or practical to demobilize

or remobilize research organizations in response to irregu-

larities of manpower de-mand. The point is that procurement

authorities should regularize demand to a greater extent

so that excess capacity can be minimized.*

Ross goes on to note declining ratios of technician support for

engineers and scientists as indicative of the underutilization of pro-

fessional talent:

In the aerospace industry there were 42 technicians for every

100 scientists and engineers in 1955, but only 37 in 1961.

After so much talk about manpower utilization, greater sub-

professional support would be expected, but actually it do-

clined.t

Clues on the extent of the underutilization of talent are provided

in surveys, such as the Strauss-Raliuater survey of chemists, which found

that 24 percent of the chemists in universities, 22 percent of those with

* Ibid., p. 88.

+ Ibid., in turn cited from A. Shapero and H. M. Vollmer, "Technical

Profile of the Aerorpace Industry," Appendix H, in 0. Hayes, The

Industry-Oovernment Aerospace Relationanip (Menlo Park, Calif.:

Stanford Research Institute, 1963), p. 246.
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Ph.D.s in industry, end 29 percent of the non-Ph.D.s in industry said

that the statement "some of my duties are really below the level of my

training and skill" was "very characteristic" of their jobs.* The Opin-

ion Research Corporation Survey found 34 percent of the scientists and

43 percent of the engineers I°definitely agreeing" that "the so-called

shortage of scientists and engineers is caused largely by poor utiliza-

tion of available talent by management."t Loomba in his survey of engi-

neers (mostly) and scientists laid off in 1963-65 found the very large

proportion of 60 percent of the respondents saying that their scientific

and technical training was not "utilized to the fullest extent"I on their

jobs before they were laid off. Closer examination of the reasons given

for this response reveals that about 18 percent of those in Loomba's sur-

vey were actually indicatinj their general dissatisfaction with their

past management (understandable in a group of people recently laid off),

another 17 percent were apparently overutilized in their past jobs ("en-

gaged in work different from what was trained for" or "job required

skills in too narrow a specialization"), 4 percent gave a variety of

"other" responses, and 26 percent gave responses indicating underuti-

lization--"company needed a person with less education and training."

"unchallenging and unstimulating work," "too much administrative work,"

and "cotaany did not need a technically trained person."t A Brookings

survey found a -otal of 11 percent of natural scientists and 18 perctnt

of engineers in industrial employment indicating that their "work does

not fit capabilities or training" or that there is "too much routine in

the work; monotonous, not enn~ugh change, variety," etc. Almost identical

perci,;tages--ll and 17 percent, respectively--of scientists and engineers

employed by the federal government gave the same responses.§

From data such as those cited above, we could infer conservatively

that at least one-tenth of the scientists and one-fifth of the engineers

in a variety of organizations experience underutilization of their talents

* See Strauss and Rainwater, op. cit., p. 112.

- See Opinion Research Corporation, cp. cit., p. A-41.

* Ste Loomba, op. cit., p. 45.

SSee F. P. Kilpatrick, V. C. Cummings, Jr., and M. K. Jennings, Source

Book of a Study of Occupational Values and the Imago of the Federal

Ser vice (Washington, D.C.t The Brookings Institution, 1964), p. 207.
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to be itdceqaste technical support; scientists and engineýrs often have

to porfor, functions that could be performed by less highly trained sub-

professional personnel. Shortages in technical support are especially

marked among scientists and engineers in federal government employment

and in the aerospace, petrochemical, and chemical-pharmaceutical In-

dustries. Data frcm the national survey of scientists, conducted by

SRI, indicate discrepancies of 23 percent among scientists in federal
government laboratories, 19 percent in aerospace companies, 26 percent

in food and drugs (chemical-pharmaceutical) companies, and 13 percent in

petrochemical companies between the proportion who say that "adequate

technical assistance" is "quite important" in their work, and the pro-

portion who say that they have experienced "adequate technical assistance"

in their work. This compares with a total industrial average of 12 per-

cent and with 8 and 9 percent in universities and nonprofit organizations,

respectively, in measures of discrepancy between the desire for, and the

experience of, technical assistance.* In the same survey, in answer to

the question, "Which is presently the most serious or pressing kind of

problem you face in your research position?" 23 percent of the scientists

in the federal government and 5, 14, and 17 percent of those in aerospace,

petrochemical, and food and drug companies indicated "inadequate number

of appropriately trained technicians." (A larger proportion of those in

aerospace companies--34 percent--indicated "limited or uncertain funding

for research" as their most serious problem.)t

Data on the actual ratios of technicians to scientists and engineers

support the above attitude survey findings that those in the federal gov-

ernment and in aerospace, petrochemical, and chemical-pharmaceutical com-

panies suffer most from a lack of technical support. The national average

is 66 to 67 technicians for every 100 scientists and engineers, but the

aerospace, petroleum, and chemicals-allied products industries had only

46, 42, and 44, respectively, in 1960.* The overall ratio of technicians

to 100 scientists and engineers in the federal government is 62, but fur-

ther analysis indicates that this is most reflective of technician support

for engineers (about 80), rather than for physical scientists (about 37)

* See Vollmer, Work Activities of Scientists and Research Managers: Data

from a National Survey, p. 95.

t Ibid, p. 90.

* See National Science Foundation, Scientists, Engineers, and Technicians

in the 1960's, p. 36.
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in the federal goo ,rawtt serit:,.6 Turattermsoe, projctiorn indicate

that these support ratios are not expected to increase very much up to

1970.+

The manpower-space control system existing in many federal gover,-

ment research laboratories is a major contributor to the underutilization

of physical scientists. Characteristically, a certain number of "manpower

spaces" are allocated to each laboratory director. He can fill these

spaces with fully trained scientists or with technicians, clerical per-

sonnel, etc. The natural tendency--if only for organizational prestige

purposes--is to try to fill most of these spaces with full-fledged scien-

tists, Ph.D.-level people if possible. But, in consequence, many govern-
ment scientists end up having to do their own technical work, and some-

times even clerical and other "paper-shuffling" duties, resulting in

strong feelings of underutilization.*

In the comment by Arthur Ross, quoted earlier, it was mentioned that

technician support ratios have apparently decreased in recent years in the

aerospace industry. This decrease could be somewhat deceptive, however,

in that other data show that from 28 to 38 percent of the "professional-

level workforce" in defense-related industrial establishments (mostly

aerospace) do not have college degrees.§ In some major companies, as

high as 12 percent have had no college training whatever.** This suggests

that many individuals who might be classified as "technicians" may be

* See U.S. Civil Service Commission, Federal Workforce Outlook (Washing-

ton, D.C.: USCSC, 1965), pp. 7-8.

t See National Science Foundation, Scientists, Engineers, and Technicians

in the 1960's, p. 36.
* These observations are primarily drawn from two years of study of Air

Force research laboratories, partly reported in H. M. Vollmer, Applica-
S~tions, of th~e Behavioral Sciences to Resea~rch. Management:_' an Initial

Study in the Office of Aerospace Research (Menlo Park, Calif.: Stan-

ford Research Institute, "R&D Studies Series," 1964).

§ See A. Shapero, R. P. Howell, and J. R. Tombaugh, The Structure and

Dynamics of the Defense RLD Industry: the Los Angeles and Boston

Complexes (Menlo Park, Calif.: Stanford Research Institute, "R&D
Studies Series," 1965), p. 19.

** Shapero and Vollmer, op. cit., p. 260.
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classified as "professionals" in the defease-related sectors of the aero-

space industry, perhvps in part as an aspect of the "'brochuremanship" and
"stockpiling" practices referred to in the Killian Cemmittee report. In
any case, it would appear that upgraded technicians, who may be (on paper
at least) ovelutilized, do not completely offset the unaerutilization of
many fully-trained scientists and engineers in aerospace companies.*

Why markedly low ratios of technician support are found in the petro-

chemical and chemical-pharmaceutical industries is less easy to understend.
However, in part, the low ratio may reflect the fact that many non-Ph.D.
level chemists and "bench chemists" are employed in industries to support
the work of Ph.D. chemists. Perhaps as a consequence of being assigned

to technical support funetions, rather than to positions with more pro-
fessional independence, these non-Ph.D. chemists are even more likely to
experience feelings of underutilizatioin than are the Ph.D. chemists. The
Strauss-Rainwater survey found that 33 percent of the "bench chemists,"
29 percent of the non-Ph.D. chemists in industry, and 22 percent of the
Ph.D.s said it was "very characteristic" that "some of my duties are
really below the level of my training ard skill."t

As a whole, the electronics industry is an example in marked contrast
with those mentioned above regarding the extent to which companies provide
technician support for their scientists and engineers. There are about
95 technicians for every 100 scientists and engineers in the electronic
compouents and accessories industry.* When asked in the national survey
of scientists about their "most serious problem," only 8 percent of the

scientists in electronics companies indicated an inadequate number of
appropriately trained technicians; the largest proportion of those in
any employment category (30 percent) indicated "no problem worth mention-
ing. § The discrepancy between the proportion of scientists in electronics

- r4

| Further evidence supporting this conclusion is provided by data from
the national survey of scientists, showing that the rate of general
Job dissatisfaction is markedly higher (15 percent "dissatisfied" or
"very dissatisfied") among scientists In the aerospace Industry than
in any other context of employment; Vollmer, Work Activities and At-
titudes of Scientists and Research Mnagers: Data from a National

Survey, p. 84.
t See Strauss and Rainwater, op. cit., p. 112.
* See National Science Foundation, Scientific and Technical Personnel

in Industry, 1961 (Washington, D. C.: NSF 63-32, 1963), p. 21.
§ See Vollmer, Work Activities and Attitudes of Scientists and Research

Managers: Data from a National Survey, p. 90.
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companies who say that adLequate technical assistance is quite important
and those who say that t'hey have adet ute technical assistance is only

2 percent.* And in response to a question on general Job setisfaction,
only 3 percent said they are "dissatisfied" or "very dissatisfied." An
unusually high proportion of scientists in electronics companies (80 per-
cent) report that "management has given my scientific work the recognition
it deserves," thus lending further support to the conclusion that talent
tends to be employed in especially fruitful ways in this industry.t

The Loss of Technical Talent

Although orgaaizations may not always be able to employ technical
talent fully at any given point in time, one might expect organizations
to learn to use talent more effectively as time goes by and also to find
ways both to increase needed talent in present employees and to eliminate
those whose talent cannot be increased through the turnover of personnel.
Chapter IV has documented the extent to which organizations have failed

to increase talent among present employees--i.e., the extent to which
they allow job assignment and professional obsolescence to occur. Here
we examine the extent to which many organizations actually appear to lose
their more talented employees.

There are few good qualitative studies of turnover among scientific V
and engineering personnel. Those that exist suggest that scientists and

engineers who leave companies are likely to be as talented, at least in
terms of broad professional versatility, as those who stay--if not more
talented. Thus, a careful and comprehensive study of 640 engineers who
left the General Electric Company in comparison with 720 engineers who
remained in the company showed that those who left were more likely to
be "aggressive," "self-confident," and "broad-gauged" in their interests
and abilities, while those who stayed were more likely to have interests
and abilities related to particular engineering specialties within the

company. The conclusions of this study suggested that this situation
could have a detrimental long-run effect on the organization:

While it is not surprising to find that the more aggressive,
self-confident men are leaving, there is no similar strong

reason to expect that the men with more broad-gauged in-
terests and abilities than the average engineer should leave.

* Ibid., p. 95.

t Ibid., p. 84
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Perhaps assignments or opportunities could be found for some

young engineers which are just as interesting and challenging

to the man with broad-gauged interests as most present assign-

ments are evidently to the man with a strong orientation to-

ward the more routine, down-to-earth engineering work. The

broad-gauged men may very well be our future general managers.*

The Loomba study of engineers and scientists laid off in the San

Francisco Bay Area found that the age of the respondents was the only

factor that differentiated them from the engineers and scientists who

remained with their various companies--those who left tended to be

younger. As far as educational background, number of engineering and

scientific courses completed since achieving highest degree, technical

publications, patents, and membership in professional societies were

concerned, there were no significant differences between those who were

laid off and those who remained with their companies.t At least there

is no reason to believe that those who left were any less capable than
those who remained, and the fact that those who left were younger would

cause one to speculate whether they might be more aggressive, on the

average, than those who stayed. Although it is recognized that layoff
policies commonly require junior employees to be laid off before senior

employees, layoff policies do not ordinarily pravent an employer from

laying off technically less competent employees among professional-
level personnel.

The Shapero-Howell-Tombaugh study of the defense-related R&D industry

reported that engineers and scientists with Ph.D. degrees had the highest

turnover rates in four out of five areas studied (in Boston, Denver, Tuc-

son, and Orlando, but not in Los Angeles).*

One way to interpret these kinds o flindings in to categorize them

as examples of "constructive turnover"' in the sense that they may reflect

the attempts of organizations to get rid of highly educated and/or highly

motivated individuals that these organizations cannot employ to their full

* See H. H. Meyer, and S. Q. Cuomo, Who Leaves? A Study of Background

Characteristics of Engineers Associated with Turnover (New York3

General Zlectric Company, Behavioral Research Service, 1962), p. 3.

t Sa. Loomba, op. cit., p. 29.

$ See Shapero, Howell, and Tombaugh, op. cit., p. 48.
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capacity. The other way to interpret them, however, is to acknowledge
that they could reflect a basic inability in these various kinds of em-
ploying organizations to utilize high talent and high energy in their
employees appropriately. The latter interpretation presents additional
challenges for organizational design or redesign.

Relevant to the discussion here is consideration of the argument
that no turnover at all is unhealthy in organizational life, even though
one recognizes the contrary situation--that excessive rates of turnover
are also undesirable. Many maintain that an organization that lacks
"new blood" can "grow stale" over time. Is there any evidence that this
is true? And if true, how long does it take an organization without any
turnover to begin to "grow stale?"

Donald Pelz and Frank Andrews have presented evidence showing that
R&D organizations tend to decline in productivity over time, without the
addition of new personnel. More specifically, they found that in 83 RLD
groups, there was a general decline in the production of contributions
to scientific knowledge as group age increased. On the other hand, they
found a somewhat different pattern for ratings of the overall usefulness
of group efforts from the standpoint of their employing organizations.
Their evidence had indicated that the usefulness of R&D group outputs
tends to increase up to about four or tive years and then begins to de-
cline steadily for the smee-group of scientists or engineers working
together for. longer periods of time. In association with these patterns
of productivity over time, they found that members of older groups tended
to become more communicative with each other, but also less competitive
with each other and also more specialized in their interests and activi-
ties.* ('Overspecialization!" can be considered to be one way to reduce
interpersonal competition. )

A. was pointed oit in Chapter III, a general conclusion from all of
Pels and Andrewa' studies has been that group productivity Is maximized
when there Is a proper balance between security (as supported by favor-
t.ibs kiits of Qomnication) and challenge (as supported by competition).
Apparently olr groupw of scientists and engineers tend to develop an
imbalance in- these two items; they tend to become security-oriented at
t-!.he expense of providing -. ohallenge and stimulation for group members.

S See Pels and Andrews,: op. cit.t Chapter 13. Pals and Andrews find-
ingsw on the declitdng productivity of MD groups in torms of contri-
butions to scientific knowledge ts group age increases correspond to
"• earlier findinsof H. Shepard in a study of 21 industrial laboratories;
see "oastivity -in 001teaNs," Roeeag h and Zaiangeringg (October 1956),
pp. 10-$
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On the other and,- -Pl and Andrews' findings also suggest that It
takes about four *Q -five y#"Sk iOf interaction, on the wverage,. for tc•o-

nical proftsios&l perifttiel to develop the patterns of coMM04cation

with each other that,wVl&al•1,ow them to become most proOuctivc in terms

of the usefulneftop.O.the outputs of their employer. Viis coincides with.

ty own findinga that scientists ý(and perhaps other employees sauo) lodw

to go.through t•o signifhiAnt docisions in developing comitment tO an

employing organization. The first is "the deCision to join" tho organiz- .

tion, which is dc at, & time of entry.', Th6esecon-iAs "theidecision-
to st"in theiorgan tion-, which tends to c,.eabout, fiv years -later,

after a period of adjustment iand doubt about"organizatialhal comitment

during the first four or fieyars of. 4employment.* ft is x'waaonablet t a
assume that an i•ndividu'Is full potential $16X', Iaking uaeul contribqtions

to an employing oronizatton does not dve o until •h•e smade thiude-

cision to stay.'"ý Db•t &t the same tlme,ýthe available evidence aliso sug-,

gests that if a scientist decides to 6tay a gýrup context that is •e .0.
up entirely of people-to have been aspooiated wk "et other fov five
years or more, he vill"begin to e;peir.enAC a declining degree 'of challenge

In this context. Thisw, in turns.:- will, indiic* decrea-sed pdutivity both
in terms of organizational usefulnei0 and s4ientif'fc value.ý.

One could jump to a further conclusionu-tat t•t is therefore deSirable

(from an Individual security-challenge staiiAit, sP well as I ro* the,

point of view of organizational prodcti-ft.ty) for technical proiedsional-,

personnel to change their group context of employment somwvhere .lit
neighborhood of once every five years. Translated 4to organiational
turnover rates, this would imply that an annual turnover rate,,on,

technical professional personnel of about 20 percent would be most de*•-

sirable, assuming that each individual would have an opportunity to

participate in this rate (i.e., leave one group context for another)
about every five years.

We can see at once that such a turnover rate Is much higher than the

reported turnover rates in many establishments sa present. Nevertheless,

an annual turnover rate of 20 percent is not uncommon among the highly

S These findings are discussed in a variety of papers by N, N. Vollmer,
including "Toward a 'Two-decision' Theory of Organizational Conflict
and Commitment," (a paper presented at the C)olleoge on 1knagement
Psychology of The Institute of lftnagemnt Sciences, i1onterey, Calif-
ornia, April 16-16, 197);"Organizational Socialisation among BeCien-
tists," presented at the annual meting of the American Sociological
Society, San Francisco, California, Sept. 28-31, 196?; and AapItatons
of Scientists snd OrAnfiations, Chapter VIII, "Organisational Sociali-
sation."
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dynamic companies in the defense-related R&kD Industry. Vhilo the Engi-
neering Manpower Commission of the Zngineer' a Joint Council has reported
an average annual turnover rate for engineers and scientists In high
technology industries (aircraft and parts, communicati~ona, electrical-
electronics, Instruments, and WiD) of 12 'percent, the-same Commission
found an average turnover rate--for technical ,professional personnel in
other less technically hase4 indu~tri-s of 8 percent.* rIn contrast, the
Shapero-Howell-Tombaugh study of the -delense-related R&D A'ndustry found
annual turnover rates in excess of 20 percent In many ejotibli~shments.f

There Is -no evidence! that these higher turnover rates Inhibit thp
succeqa1f ul- operat*iOwi of dynamic, high technology enterprises. On the
contrary'.'*t, wou_4, almost seemi'that the more complex the technology with
which ani enterprise may have to deal, under iintensive production pressures,
the hi'jhIir the turnover rate~ is likely'to be. ,Yet- one must still recgtnizeý
that'-extremely hi -gh turnover rates may reduce organizati-onal effectiv*,ness-ý-
but-beyond, some po int that cannot be ;determined precisely.' -fb the lackI
oievidence to- the contrary, we could ,ýhypothesize (based, on the PAZ-

A'ndrews findingis) that h optimal turnover riate could be In the neigh-
borhood..of 20 p,ýrcentý.-

Such "ciuitructWE4 t roer need not all ,ome frow employooes 1"Anizg
acompany, 6ie v er, :Much of, it migh~t benef IcsIXY, doryivf fromL in company4

tranifers frmone -group ýor department to.anothkir. Yet" 0pporttuitiesfo
inteihal tsfr1*dtity imiateo '$n many orgapiiatiovia! con X~s

Impressions gai ned during the SRI studi~et of resiearch, organisations have
i-ndcated -,that ijt-is often easier-for research scientlits to obtain ,a
poEtioli in an 'outside organization than, to transf eiw from one- group tot

another within an organizatimi. 'Sometimes this results fro* a'desire to
avoid competition between- one 'grnup aiid'another where scientists wi~th
strong capabilities are seeking internal trastifor,., 'Other- SRI., studies
haiv.e Indicated that- 6orporato management is 'of te3n reluctun*t to transfeor
-ongineoiws, from 6. tense work to commorcial work witbin their am-ýtoa
panies, on the asalmption that *aai~nsive retrAiuning ould kwa nees-

-_ary.*$ But, ina- later study, no evidene hat beew found to give a"y

* z1noonelntg M1anpower 'Oomiissica oU.f Rugiers Joint Counoll, RI-n
!ngners (New yonk: it.N.. Of X.J.C., l"), p s.18

t Shapero, sowells, and To0augho afi *itt&# 0.* 44 his sltuoy tonal an,
nual turnover rates In different establishments varying btweenoi f and
42 percent.

* See M. L. Veienbaum anel A. B. Roset, PotL*tial Inadustrial AdineMets
to shifts in defens Spndinga La. AuaLuI8s of a I dot nStaei
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substantial support to this management assumption.* Finally, R&D managers
tend to agree that it Is easier i~or scientists to transfer from basic re-
search activities to applied research and development activities, rather
than viaee-veres, mainly because of a 1os5 of professional versatility
along the lines described in Chapter, IV, In all these situations and
others, there are indications that iVC'reAsed internal transferability
would benefit the employing organizations.

In summry, It could be suggested that the harmful loss of technical
talent to other organizations could be alleviated by organizational design
considerations oriented toward the following elemer 9 of "constructive
turnover" among personnel:

1. A total technical professional turnover rate for the organization
(combining internal transfers and external losses) that does not
deviate far from 20 percent annually.

2. A rate of Internal transfer that Is at least equal to, and pre-
ferably exceeds, the rate of external losses.

3. A continued monitoring of the actual and potential abilities of
-those who leave the organization with the object of assuring

-thati the abilities of those who leave are Inferior to the abili-
ties-of (a) those who remain and (b) new hires.t

fter. such policies would be Implemented in organizational structures,
we could expect an organization to gr~ow In vitality. Where such W1icies
are not followed, we could expect organizations that depend on highly
technical talent to decline In productivity along the lines that several
studio.s have Indicated. Rn the latter case, abler employees leave and
the less able stay and have an effect analogous to the jirocoes of Midi-
meat building up over tise In a water tank that Is not properly drained.

Ob(Mal. Park, Calif.,,~ a. Stanford Reearch Institu-to report
to fte Department of Defenseo Office at the Direotat of DfenseA
Research and swaimerinto1W)
9 URttenkouse', Thbe Tansferability an~d Uetraiin cf ain=e (Mml.
Park, Calif.& a Stanford Re~rc.b mmst~t~t* re"rt to the U.S. &1'Afm

otro]l and $is0"awmntAgn,1W .
t A further discussion of turnver is Volable in 3. 3.,Voll10't it.,

Turnover a Good Thinge" (Mnio Park, Wai~u~ ordRearh ne
tuatet a imoaheon address before the X8th Annual Joint Ingirering

ee4
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Policies oriented toward "constructive turnover" can thus work in the

direction of organizational renewal. In contrast, "destructive turnover"

results in organizational ossification and eventual death.

The Underutiliation of Potential Talent*

Another sense In which employing organizations my be regarded as

wasters of talent relates to underutilization of potential manpower re-
sources. ThIs can take place In two ways. The first is underutilization

of segments of the labor market because of special worker characteristics
(unrelated to specific Job requirements) that are considered by employers
as handicaps to effective performance. The second is undorutilizatlon of

untrained manpower that could be effectively used by the organization both

to produce the company's product and to help develop an expanded labor
pool, If suitable training or Joo restructuring were accomplished. In

this section, both kinds of underutilization are examined along with some

implications for organizational design.

If skilled manpower mere always readity available, if turnover rate*
were always at the same optimal level, if organizations never lost vitality

and effectivemess, and If an esploying organization could be considered as

an entity detached from Its social milieu, there would be little need for

concern with the way organizations deal with labor pools. Wortunately,
no orgauization exists either in an economic utopia or separated t.ym the
social problem of the time. For these reasons, thought muet be given to

the conservation and development of the manpower resources from which all

employers must ultiately draw their working staffs.

All employing organizations omut be discriminators of talent, be-

caus, of the highly spec•lalied and competitive nature of work in the In-

dustrializsd ociety of the United Steres. Discerment with reelewt to

talent is exercised at the time ot hire, In usasurig anM r4wardifn per-
formanco, and at the time ot seperation (although SOitimeW im tlfe•t.vely.
as was pointed out in the Previous sectio e Stlt _0
tinguihed for purposes oa specific o-b sas"gSmet and for mer- ge•nral

organizational considerations or for societal rsuce. It is also ft"

tinguished to moet lSM0itae d Ms, "Ma~t ic g i"ti• ei t•sh watt' . ..

or for- long reapg purpose.

e The amalyils In this section aM the fcllow•i two *tloas to by

Richard URs.hberg.
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It is the contention of this section that certain general and longer
range considerations tend to suffer in discriminating among potential hires,
that the result is underutilization and consequent waste of manpower re-
sources, and that improved organizational design in the manpower sphere
could do nuch to change this.

4I

For example, at a large research establishment on the West Coast,
44 percent of the entire staff are classified as "professionals" and 71
percent as "manager/administrators, professionals, and supporting techni-
cians.' Three percent of the entire staff are of the Oriental race. Of
the Oriental employees, however, 77 percent are manager/administrators,
professionals, and supporting technicians. Of the remaining 23 percent,
almost one-half are skilled craftsmen and office workers. Approximately
one-fot.rth of the Oriental workers are women, and their jobs are dis-
tributed in different occupational categories about as favorably as

Oriental men.

The actual number of Oriental professionals in thia organization--
48--appears small when compared with the total professioruil staff of over
1,300; yet 48 highly trained scientists and engineers in this time of
professional shortage represents a manpower resource of considerable

value. At current research organization annual budgeting levels, it
could be considered to represent the essential core of a research organt-
zation doing $3 million of work annually.

SAn indication that these figures are not unusual can be seen from
the fact that of the 135,000 Chinese men in the United States in 1960,
the professional manpower per thousand were 26 for engineers and 5.0 for
natural scientists. Comparable figures for the caucasian male population
were 10.8 engineers and 1.7 natural scientists.*

It can be argued that had this contribution to the labor pool not
come from Orientals, it would not have come at all and that the national
scientific and engineering establishment would probably be operating
under a higher average salary level, lower numerical manpower level,
and reduced or retarded output. In general, it may be hypothesized that
this situation would result wherever high demand skills are in short
supply, when appreciable occupational training is necessary, and when
expansibility of wage rates is limited by overall economic consequences.
The riverse may also be argimed; that if a segment of the population is

See P. H. Abelson, "Mainland China: An Emerging Power," Science,

Vol. 157, no. 3787 (28 July 1967), p. 373.
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I

effectively limited In its participation In a hit• skill, hilh deaand,

short supply labor pool, a removal of these limttations could Increase

the manpower resources and economic output (or level of development) by

an amount equivalent to the normally expected ratio of that work force.

This presumes that relevant population segments (for example, women,

Spanish-speaking people. Negroes) are basically as talented and poten-

tially as effective as normal labor pool occupants, even though th•se

groups may not currently be trained for high skilled Jobs. This assump-

tion is hard to -•hallenge on any reputable grounds. Cer'.ainly the ex-
periences of the Soviet Union in utilizing women professionals, espe- • i i
cially in the medical, scientific, and engineering fields, lend weight ii

to this assumption. Moreover, American experiences with Oriental scien-

tists and engineers would hardly be believed by those •aucastan Americans

of the 19th century who saw the Oriental Csl:abilities only as coolie

laborers, laundrymen, and cooks.
• •---------.

L•t us examlne the growth of women in the Amertcanworkforce in some !i

detail, kee.plng in mind that not lany decades ago the womants prilm social

and economic assignment was to the home. Even today, the major revolution
in workforce participation by women is not generally comprehended. "

The example ls directly relevant• for in the words of President John- --

i The underutiltzatlon of American women continues to be most

P tragic and the most senseless waste of this country. It ts

a waste that we can no longer afford. Our economy •s crying

out for their services. In the next decade alone we will

need 900,000 additional school teachers and college in-

structors; 1 million additional specialists in the health

services; 800,000 a•ditional science and engineering tech-
nicians; 700,000 additional scientists and engineers; and

4-1/2 million additional state and local employees, ex-

clusive of our teachers.

The requirements in these fields alone will be 110,000 ad-

ditional trained specialists, e•ery month for the next 10

years. That requirement cannot be met by men alone . . .$

i i.

* Federal Woman's Award Study Group on Careers for Women• Proiresa. Ire-

port., to the President (Washington, D. C. t Federal Wo•n*s Award Study

on Careers for Women, March 3, 1967), p. 7.
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Table 1 shows the general trend in female participation in the labor

force over three-quarters of a century. During that span of time, women
have gone from about one-tixth to more than one-third of the labor force.
Today almost two out of five women are in the labor force, more than double
the figure of three-quarters of a century ago. Moreover, one-half of this
change has occurred in the last 25 years, and there are no current indicc-
tions of a slackening pace.

The reasons for this remarkable change are described elsewhere;*
the importance from the point of view of the employing organization is
in terms of the potential impact of women on the labor market and the
opportunities for conservation and development of specific occupational
segments it affords. The dramatic nature of this impact over the last
20 years can be seen from Figure 1.

The potentialities for growth of the women labor force are evident
from an examination of the Womanpower Reserve for the United States.t
No matter what reasonable exclusions are made (such as excluding teen-
agers and young adults in school, mothers of young children, and elderly
women), the number of women in the labor reserve exceeds that of men.
The inescapable conclusion is that future potential impact is high.

On what basis can it legitimately be held that woman power is being
underutilized or wasted by employer organizations? Let us examine some

pertinent facts.

1. More than one-third of all married women are workers, and, con-
versely, nearly three out of five women who work are married
and living with their husbands.

2. The educational attainment of women workers is roughly compara-
ble to that of men workers.

3. In general, women receive lower wages and salaries than men.

*See U.S. Department of Labor, Women's Bureau, 1965 Handbook on Women

Workers, 'Bulletin No. 290" (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing
Office, 1965), p. 7. See also S. H. Garfinkle, et al, "Work Life

Expectancy and Training Needs of Women," Manpower Report, No. 12

(May 1967), pp. 1-10.
t See, for example, S. Saben, "Work Experience of the Population in 1963,"

Monthly Labor Review, Vol. 88 (January 1965), pp. 8-16 and Al-23.
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Table I

WOMEN IN THE IABOR FORCE, SELECTED YEARS, 1890-1965
(Women 14 years of age and over)

As Per-
As Per- cent of

cent Woman
of All Popula-

Year Number Workers tion

Highlights*

April 1965 26,108,000 35.0 37.3
Start of the sixties (April 1960) 23,239,000 33.3 36.3
Midfifties (April 1955) 20,154,000 31.2 33.8
Korean conflict (April 1953) 19,296,000 30.6 33.1
Pre-Korean conflict (April 1950) 18,063,000 29.0 32.1
Post-World War II (April 1947) 16,320,000 27.6 30.0
World War II (April 1945) 19,570,000 36.1 37.0
Pre-World War II (March 1940) 13,840,000 25.4 27.6 (

Long-Term Trends=

1930 (April) 10,396,000 21.9 23.6
1920 (January) 8,229,000 20.4 22.7
1900 (June) 4,999,000 18.1 20.0
1890 (June) 3,704,000 17.0 18.2

* Civilian labor force.
t Decennial census (total labor force).

Source: Reprinted from U.S. Dept. of Labor, Women's Bureau, 1965
Handbook on Women Workers, "Bulletin No. 290"(Washington,
D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1965), p. 6.
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4. The age distribution of women workers differs from that of men;
it ia bimodal* because of the entry-re-entry pattern of women
workers into the labor force, which is correlated with child-

bearing and child care.

5. Women as a class have a long work-life expectancy despite a
childbearing-child care period during the early years of mar-
riage; moreover, there is a relatively long work life expect-
ancy for mature women who return to the labor force.

6. Men and women have different occupational distributions, for
the most part unrelated to physical differences.

These facts and other available information reflect differances in
the economic role connected with woman's procreative lif.i and socially
defined family responsibilities. The picture also reflects e situation
where employing organizations adopted an implicit manpower policy in the

past that accepted women as a class of workers not only different from
men, but also whose right to employment was basically less meritorious.
In so doing, employing organizations tended to view women both in terms
of highly specific job assignments and of meeting immediate organiza-
tional demands. The resulting manpower practices have, in consequence,

tended to retard women's opportunities within the organizational frame-
work, as well as retarding increased educational attainment and manpower
pool growth in high skill-high demand occupational areas. It is in this
sense that employer organizations may be said to have sacrificed-longer
range considerationg and wasted or underutilized potential manpower,
rather than encouraging the full self-expression and development of this
"woman power" resource.

Currently, despite federal and state laws directed at encouraging
equal employment status for woment employing organizations have tended
to view adjustments as a matter of complying with minimum legal require-
ments rather than as an opportunity for corporate and national benefit.
For such benefits to accrue, innovation in manpower planning is required
at the nompany level. This innovative thinking must view the conserva-
tion and development of manpower resources as inseparably linked to the

* Labor force participation as a percent of all women in the respective
age classes.

t See U.S. Department of Labor, Women's Bureau, 1965 Handbook on Women

Workeas, "Part II - Laws Governing Women's Imployment and Status,"
pp. 226-5S8.
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organizational design of compýanies, In the following pages some imp!ýca-

tions of the foregoing facts will-be presented, and directions that may

be taken in organizational design, will be indicated. These will consist

largely of manpower arrangements in the company for recruitmont and train- -Z

ing, job composition, direct and indirect employee benefits,.- and elabora-

tion of manpower policy.-

Employer Opportunities for Utilizing Women

One implication of the facts that have been recited earlier is that

wo nen are willing to work for pay, that the requirements of the American

fatdly structure are changing to fit job opportunities for women, and that

:this willingness of women to work for pay has contributed to the growth,

of business and industry and the satisfaction of new markets.

By and large, adult Americans want the improved living satisfactions

that come from aw-i4acreased ratio of family Income to living costs. Em-

ployers may view this as the equivalent of a long term American value

system commitment to ecno~mic growth. If, as may be supposed, the key

limitation to suchý rowth is a large pool of well-trained manpower' rather

than markets, an advantage accrues to those employer organizations that

first laarn how to tap undertitilized or fresh manpower resources (such

-air wofeý-*.nd to devtlop and maintain these resources by integrating the

new workr. treatoent ýsnd utilization concepts into their tottl manpo*'er
mRan 4emePt mechandsmas.

Ilt can also be a rgted that an increase in the size of a labor pool,

such as by arn- increase in' qualified women workers (with equal male/female

wage treatment and without expansion or compression effects on the total

pay acale) would result:in advantages to the employer. The company could

be more selective in hiring, promotion, job rotation, and so on and thereby

obtain the direct beniefit of increased productivity (in quantity or qual-

ity). The company would also profit india'ectly through increased consumer

demand as a result of an increase in the family consumption level.

Differing positions can be taken with respect to these and other

argument.a. Whatever the position, however, the manpower policies prac-

ticed by large exployers affect occupational skill pools for years to

come. The power to control vast resources is the poter to affect the

society at large; this social effect cannot be lessened by being Ig-

nored.

Increasing attention by both corporate executives and professional

students of labor management is being devoted to the role of top exetor-

tives in business and industry as "socially conscious' decision-askers,
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rs'flecting the -bsic s":iali• isponsibilities of employing organizations.
il manpower policies of the company are evailuated-within this context, a
strong case c&n be iade for-sharing the r besponsibility for conservation

and development of manpower resources with govenhmental authorities.

Since it it f airttp say that the U.B. fai~ly structure has readily
adapted to increasing- employment opportunitI*$ for wo-en,* the factors
of Acrpora-te advavtag andi-.overall concer• for manpower should dominate

n, reconsideration or redesign of a company's policies concerning employ-

ment -of women.

-A seond iiplication s; the facts presented earlier is that there is
-. •.ia great deal of brganizatioual leeway for employers to ad~Just employee

'treatment patterns atd work process patterns to the dynamics of the family

structure, thereby opening job opportunities, to women now unable to enter
.,the labor force, either partially or fully.

Sudh factors inpludV providing skill refreraher and retraining op-

poctunities for mature women labor force re-sý,ýrants, t-oviding special

services for er-ployees with youngqtchildren, and innivative work schedul-
ing (end work hours) to uatch family care requirements. Job restructur-

Ing, either in connectton with tOe above factors or`by*itself, is a po- i
tentially .iwportant design technique for'matching the roqoirementa of
the ompsn tO the dynamic patternis of the wman'sa --ol 1 the family.

There is.-a loig hihstory ---hiaJob uuutwa wi
or task breakdown iith skill level, in.U.S,• ndustry. The imortant point
here is the recriktment bee*fit t4 be gainod- when-work restructuring al-
lows increased labor lorce*entry to an approciably uinerutiliaed popula-
tion segment. ranovative spproaChes Are limited, only by declining' ef-
ficiency or increased cost of the total operation. Fro• the national
point of view, an overall gain may be achieved thro•gh job restructuring

Nuueroum arguments for protoctfing the husband, the haeul the fouily,

and the child from the threat of the working woman have been shwon to
be misrepresentation& or exaggerations of opinion or fact. From a
soologicoal or phyaoflogical benfits point of rIew, the not oo
quenase of the inereating employment of women appear to bW lergely
neutral or indetoorinae; postive and native consequenees have
been only inoonalusively demonstrated. For an extensive lift CC
relevant studies so A. 8 Raol, "Aquality Btween the fozest An
tindeat Proposal," I-* Diedalus Vol. 03 '(Spring 19600 pp. WT-~
68.
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even if employer organizations suffer a small degree of decreased effi-

ciency or increased cost, providing that the per unit degradation Is off-

set by turning underutilized or nonworkers into more productive members

of the workforce. Under such circumstances, it is even possible to sub-

sidize the employing organization for the marginal increase in coat of
Job restructuring, where it can be held that the public interest is being

served in the long run. This kind of public/private partnership in the
national interest has many precedents and also applies to all of the other

considerations under discussion--training, special services, and innovative

work scheduling. Thus, part of the organizational design implication is
the acceptance of a certain degree of partner relationship relat±ng to
treatment of special segments of the labor force, so that no competitive
advantage will accrue to nonparticipant employers, and with the ultimate

improved condition of the labor force as the final objective.

However, no competitive disadvantage or public/private partnership
arrangement need necessarily exist in implementing any of ;hese employ~e

treatment or work pattern adjustments. For example, occupational and

skill shortages in the health service field have now become so acute

that numerous job and task restructuring proposals have already been

made and, in many instances, acted on. What is required is the fore-

sight to act on shortage situations before they become crises; and the

vision and Imaginativeness to see new patterns in untapped manpower and

overall work requirements even where current shortages do not exist. In-

novation in this segment of manpower design can be Jtit as profitable as
from any other kind of inventiveness; an excellent case in point can be

found in Liberty Ship construction during World War II.

A third set of implicationa of, the tActs preseated earlier is that
today's women workers are heirs to wign and salary treatrint that for

decades has discriminated against womenR not for reasons of talent, but

because they are women. This kitd of diacriminattan unrelated to specific
job requirements has reduced both tO4 ability nAnd the incentive of women to

improve even further their educatiotal attasiment and to enter into the
labor force In even larger numbers. It hac .kso had an espeially re-

tarding effect on entry Into-those high skillhhgb demand professional

occupations described earlier by the Presdidet.

The extent to which salawr inequities exist betweon men and women
workers has be"# documented many tvl*0, bat,. for an example, consider
the case of nurses. A reasonably couplete pioture-of the low fltancial

returns of this profession Vo both an absolute Od a relative basis can

easily be documented from public statistic%. *T.-'a it demontrated in

'Table St which i.0s Pay scales for the full rawng of this hblh skill,-4m
5m
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Table 2

MEDIAN WEEKLY SALARIES* OF WOMEN IN SELECTED
HOSPITAL1 NURSING OCCUPATIONS

Directors Super- General
visors of Head Duty Nursing

Metropolitan Area* Nursing Nurses Nurses Nurses Instructors

Atlanta $ -- $ 89.50 $ 81.50 $75.00 $ 85.50

Baltimore 132.50 101.50 93.00 81.00 106.00

Boston 164.00 109.50 101.00 66.00 107.50

Buffalo -- 119.00 108.00 91.00 112.00

Chicago 157.00 116.50 103.00 93.00 114.50

Cincinnati -- 118.50 98.50 85.50 99.50
Cleveland 150.00 120.00 108.50 93.00 114.50

Dallas -- 101.50 92.50 83.50 -- I _

Los Angeles-Long Beach 160.50 117.50 109.00 94.50 11600

Memphis .... 87.50 75.00 93.00

Minneapolis-St. Paul 165.00 117.00 105.00 89.50 104.00

New York City 177.50 116.00 109.00 95.50 120.50

Philadelphia 155.00 100.00 91.00 79.50 102.50

Portland (Oreg.) -- 107.00 95.50 87.50 --

San Francisco-Oakland 161.50 124.00 113.50 93.50 123.50

Weekly salaries are straight-time earnings excluding extra pay for work ti

on late shifts, as well as value of room, board, or other perquisites,
and are rounded to the nearest half dollar.

t Covers those In nongoverment hospitals.
* For 15 metropolitan areas In mid-1963.

Sources: aeprinted with minor modifications from U.S. Dept. of Labor,

Women's ftreau, IOS 34book on Women Woreseo, "BulIetin go. no,

i.
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high training, high responsibility profession. These low salary scales

for nurses are only recently being corrected--through collective bargain-
Ing pressures in mny cases.

For another example, It con be shown that the salaries of women
sciehtists and engineers are far below salaries of men for comparable
educational degree and age categories--in certain instances, 30 percent
or more below. Obviously, one way for employer organizations to help

4 ~correct certain mnpower shortages relating to 9women io to redesign in-
equitable wage and salary scales.

Motivation and education can be discussed together since they are
closely connected. The jective is to "free" one segment of manpower

(in thin case women) within the environment of the company so that the
Increased life and vitality generated In this segment spreads to the
underutilized manpower sorce--with a resulting, long run expansion of

the labor pool as Increased employment opportunity is realized. This
is basically recognizing that a strong latent force for growth exists
and then proseiding one of the conditions (increased opportunities) for
its release. We have already indicated some of the inferential basis
for believing that such a latent force exists. A further indicator can

be Iound in the growth of advanced detTees since 1900.* In 1900, 6 per-
cent of all degrees earned by women were at the advanced degree level;
by 1930, thisfitur had Increased to 12 percent and stood at about 15
percent betw..n 1950 and 1965. For men, the corresponding figures were
7. perent in 1900, 13 percent in 1930, and rose to 22 percent by 1965.
The increasing.tility of advanced degrees in business and Industry
following World War 11 contributed to-the rapid growth In the acquisition
of advanced dogrees by naon 10nS past history of degree acquisition
..Show* that they would quickly again approach the male advanced degree
level, given Inneased incentive .and opportunity.

-It impossible for employing organisations to carry out a co-
ordinsted nationa,_ progran to, vitWlii, the'expansion of a segment of
tho labor trcie. [tluNwt 60 realised, however, that when discrimiaa'.ion
IV s"larteo sad advafcelateitsi ihsl/ihdm docu':oa
ther-4 are-'fewer Isoentivon toa ilautinu on for advanced training. alhe
eapl.-oyi orSAkstiauont. otributi0#-on be to make It evident &rsm
, i i" .-s that. t" tll rang a employment opportunities

eof. 1-br, Vm u' a e e i Ag.ti.aal
•: -lop" ( mas go" -. o. at vaPti OU1ice
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for women are there, and then to join with governmental, foundation, and

educational agencies to tune the educational process and work practices

to a single working harmony. Granting that the employing organizfttions

have "freed" opportunities, then the other partners responsible for man-

power resources can expand their current efforts to design appropriate

curricula,* reformulate images, provide financial support, and so on.

A fourth implication of the facts presented earlier is that employer

organizations have room for expanding job opportunities for both women

and men wherever rationally unjustifiable sex dominance of an occupational

field exists and that radical technological or organizational innovations

in the clerical and home service areas could lead to male/female manpower

adjustments of major proportions and of major benefit to the nation at

large.

At a recently concluded conference, the Second International Confer-

ence of Women Engineers and Scientists held in Cambridge, England, The

Soviet Women's Committee is reported to have presented the following

figures: women make up 6 percent of the USSR's directors of in-

dustrial concerns, 16 percent of chief engineers, 12 percent of shop

managers, 22 percent of shift managers and laboratory chiefs, 20 per-

cent of foremen, 62 percent of rate fixers, and 79 percent of engineer-

economists, planners, and statisticians"t It has also been pointed

out that womea constitute about one in three of the professional engi-

neers in the USSR; about one in fifty in France; less than one In a hun-

dr*ed In the United States; and less than one in a thousand in the United

Kingdom. It is obvious from these figures and other date that woman's

potential in the ongineering disciplines is high and that their partili-

pation rate depends primarily on social--not biological cr psycholo•ical--

factors.

For example, It way be m Important (on the average) for women. than

for men to pursue curricula with a geuerallst orientation, and also

with a futurist orientation, so as to eas the further learning and iS

retraining problem that re-entry into the labor force implieS. suih

a view would anticipate forestalling occupational obeolescence before

it has sOt in (see Chapter IV).
t a. ail, "Technical wowen, lteritu omnal ,cieneo an T blc.i

no, U (Septeo•er 1967), Pp. 13-so.
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In view of the fact that the Engineering i3anpower Commission esti-
mates a shortage of almost 30,000 engineering graduates each year over
the next decade,* it is clear that American women offer one of the best
potential sources for filling the gap.

A recent description of the situation in chemical engineering, the
engine3ring discipline with the largest number of women (approximately
1,200 out of 125,000 engineers), summarizes the problems, potential bene-

fits, and some steps to be taken to increase women's participation in that
field sharply.t 'The most important implications from the point of view
of this chapter is that wide discrepancies in occupational ratios of the
sexes are more often than not socially rather than biol3gically determined
and that recognition of this fact can be turned to the advantage of the
company through active recruiting and prerecruiting activities.

We consider iuow some potential effects of technological and other
changes on workz7- ratios by sex. About 98 percent of stenographers,
typists, and secretaries are women. Suppose, however, that the technical
aspects of going from the spoken or handwritten word to machine copy be-
come fully automated; that transmitting and receiving textual information
becomes a pushbutton, desk-top function; and that establishing telephonic
contact aad associated protocol control becomes fully programmed for an
e-•ectronic-switchboard. It becomes clear that the stenographer-typist-

S ... secretarial function moves more closely toward a technical orientation.
-M6e strtictjy feminine character of the occupation and relatively low
cleiical wage rates both might change under such circumstances; new job
configurations are also li.kely possibilities.

It will obviously be some time before such changes occur (although
much applicable research work is currently under way). However, inno-
vative forays Into the organizational aspects of such man-machii.ý, rela-
tionships might pay rich dividends for corporations of sufficient size

and with applicable operations.

Other innovative forays into the home service area by appropriate
Sei!poying organizations might also yield surprising dividends. For ex-

ample,_, the design of employee ,eard strUctures seldom intrudes as far

* An average demand of. 69,000 per ,year compared-with-an ave.rage Supply
of 41,000 per year'.

SSee H. Popper, "What You hhould Know About Women Engineers," Chemical
g p l, V61, 74 (September 11, 1967), pp. 165-72.
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into the social fabric as providing housing and home services for the

family unit. The concept of company housing would appear to have had
its day. However, the unsatisfied demand for trained household workers
(it has been estimated that 10 potential consumers are competing for
every available domestic worker) is only one of many indicators of the
sociotechnical gap in meeting perceived home service needs. Various

economic solutions to this problem have been proposed. One in particu-
lar, the creation of a professionalized home service industry--estimated
to have a market potential of $1.5 billion per year--could lead to male/

female manpower adjustments both by freeing additional women (who are
currently constrained to the home)-for the work force and by shifting a
predominantly female service occupation to a different sex ratio balance.

Quite apart from such overall economic solutions, employing organizations
might well re-examine the potential manpower gains that might be achieved
by providing various forms of family housing and home service benefits.
This is especially so i* view of recent Department of Labor statistics
that show a surprisingly high degree of occupational similarity between
working husbands and wives.

Employer Opportunities for Utilizing Negroes

Women have been used as an example of the relationship between under-
utilization of potential manpower resources and organizational design.

Other segments of the nation's manpower could also be analyzed to bring
out this relationship with somewhat different results. For example, the

participation of Negroes in the nation's workforce is now a wmtter of
vital concern everywhere. Here, the crucial facts* are quite different
from those given previously for women, and the implications of these facts
are also different. For example, there is no good evidence to indicate

that the Negro family structure has been much in harmony with the driv-
ing economic themes of our society or that employer accommodation to some
common current forms of this family structure will yield long term man-
power payoffs.1 There is, moreover, a complex relationship among housing,

* See E. Ginzberg and D. L. Hiestand, "Employment Patterns of Negro Nan

and Women," and A. F. Brimmer, "The Negro in the National Economy,"
in J. P. Davis, ed., The American Negro Reference Book (Engelwood

Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice Hall, 1966).
t See H. Lewis, "Culture, Class, and Yamily life Among Low-Income Urban

Negroes," in A. M. Ross and H. Hill, eds., Eployment. Race and Poverty
(New York: Harcourt, 1967);, D. P. Moynihan' "Employment, Income, and
the Ordeal of the Negro Family," and L. Rainwater, "Crucible of Iden-
tity: The Negro Lower-Class Family," in Daedalus, Vol. 94 (Fall 1965),
pp. 745-70 and Vol. 95 (Winter 1966), pp. 172-216.
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education, and employment, and there has been little development of the
kind of entrepreneurial traditions so characteristic, for example, of

Jewish and Oriental minorities.* These conditions hinder "take-off"
when employment opportunities for Negroes are "freed" in the employer

organization context. This implies a need for a heavier concentration
on employing untrained manpower by means of suitable training and job
restructuring; that is, a concentration on the second kind of under-
utilization noted earlier.t

A critical factor in organizational design for the utilization of
Negroes is that of time. Unlike the long term situation with women--
who are mostly integrated into the main fabric of national life and have

basic commitments to it--time has run out with American Negroes.* The
historical drift, as well as current forces and circumstances, now leave
the employer little choice but to increase and upgrade minority employ-

ment. The important questions are: To what degree can the adjustment
of racial balance in the company be placed on a rational basis and what
are the crucial, high-payoff techniques for accomplishing the changes?
One thing is clear--employer organizations (in some form of partnership
with other institutions)§ must be the "minority manpower entrepreneurs";

by and large, Negro aspirants for a better future do not have the organi-
zational and motivational traditions to carry the main burden alone at
this time.

E I. P. Foley, "The Negro Businessman," Daedalus, Vol. 95 (Winter 1966),

pp. 107-44.

t See F. H. Cassell, "Jobs for the Hard-to-Employ in Private Enterprise,"
in F. H. Harbison and J. D. Mooney, eds., Critical Issues in Employment
Policy (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University, Industrial Relations

Section, May 12-13, 1966). The papers and discussions of this symposium
reflected the dominant themes of "emerging shortages and persistent sur-
pluses, . . . occurring simultaneously in the American economy today."

The relationship between these concerns and the treatment of under-
utilization in this chapter are apparent.

*W. F. Soskin, "Riots, Ghettos, and the 'Negro Revolt"', in Ross and Hill,

Employment, Race, and Poverty, pp. 205-33.

SFor a discussion of some aspects of this partnership see R. A. Lester,

Manpower Planning in a Free Society (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton Uni-

versity Press, 1966), particularly Chapter 7, "The Economics of Man-

power Planning and Operations."
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Some of the design implications discussed earlier with respect to

woman-power also hold for the Negro population segment, despite the dif-

ferent basic facts and implications. For example, the importance of in-

novation in the fields of in-house training and of partnership with out-

of-house suppliers (and pretrainers) of manpower is even more crucial then

for women in general. Moreover, joint mechanisms for funding such programs

must be ,Ionsidered an tntegral part of the design. In general, it can be

expected that more and more the training aspect of an employer's manpower
organization will have to accommodate to individual characteristics of

manpower segments. An imaginative approach, however- that recognizes the
underutilized potential of each segment may yield the kind of generally

unforeseen advantages that accrued to Ford Motor Company when it innovated

Negro recruitment in the auto industry.

In summary, we have sought to show that underutilized manpower re-
sources exist, that their potential is waiting to be tapped, and that

mechanisms exist whereby employer organizations may change or redesign

their manpower patterns to produce several benefits.* These benefits

are to the nation, to employingV organizations, and to individuals. To

the nation, the benefit is a better balanced use of total manpower. To

"employing organizations, it is tie conservation and development of needed

manpower so that skill shortages may be reduced and demand for product

and services increased, with consequent increase in growth and development

opportunities for the company.. To Individuals it means fuller sharing

in the workings and n the fruits of modern life. "Good" organizational

design, for full manpower utilization means the development of compromise
manpower policies, patterns, and usages for the company that avoids, on

the one hand, the kinds of underutilization discussed in this chapter and,
on the other hand, avoids the kinds of overutilization discussed in C~hap-

ter IV. The manpower utilization and development units mentioned in

Chapter III could play an important role in seeking ways to utilize these

currently wasted reservoirs of potential talent profitably.

Manv of the ideas discussed in this section are reviewed within a

total nationel manpower context in U.S. Department of Labor, Manpower

Report of the President and Report on Manpower Requirements, Resourceas

Utilization, and Training (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Labor,
April 1967). See especially Part I1, "Unused Manpower," and Part I1!,

"Unemployment and Underutilization of Manpower."
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Chapter VI

ORGANIZATIONS AS STIFLERS O INNOVATION

Previous chapters have discussed the extent to which modern employ-
ing organizations misutilize individual talent--either by using it up
without providing mechanisms for its regeneration or by failing to employ

actual or potential resources of talent where these resources are avail-

able. In addition, to complete the picture of major deficiencies in

organizational operation, we must make a closer examination of structural

problems. Up to this point, we mostly have been examining manifestationc

of certain functional defects--those associated with a lack of congruence

between organizational systems operations and the developmental needs of

personality systems. Here we shall examine more specifically the conse-
quences of the way in which organizational roles are commonly related to

each other (i.e., organizational structure) for the capability of organiza-

tions to initiate and implement innovation. This is the acid test of the

viability of modern organizations. In a rapidly changing world, these

organizations that are not only capable of innovation, but are also con-

ducive to innovation will survive. Those that are static and Inflexible

will die. Furthermore, it takes only a small jump of ,aAgination to the
conclusion that whole societies that are made up mostly of organizations

that are not capable of innovation cannot be expected to survive.

This does not mean that innovations mast always be originated within
organizations. In fact, National Planning Association studies conducted

by Sumner Myers have found that "two-thirds of 560 innovations . . . were
adaptations"--i.e., the novel Idea was originally developed in one in-
dustrial organization, but was eventually applied in another comqny.*
Nevertheless, as Myers and others have recognized, organizations that are

astute in the utilization of linovations are likely to possess certain

structural characteristics, regardless of whether the innovations were

originated within their own walls.t

Bee S. Myers, "Industrial Innovations and the Utilization of esearch
Output," in Twentieth Wational Conerence on the AdamnIstration of

Research (Denver, Colo.: Denver tesear1 Institute* 196"), p. 139.

t According to Myers$ these Include techudcal professional eWmployees
with a "cosmopolitan" orientation and the combimation of "orpnisa-

tional bonds and spatial barriers"; Ibid., pp. 139-41.
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James Q. Wilson has led a group of scholars in a notable examination

and analysis of the structural factors in organizations that tend to in-

hibit innovation. In this analysis, "major innovations" were defined as

"fundamental changes in a significant number of tasks"--while recognizing

that a precise, a priori definition of these terms could not be made.

Wilson and his associates pointed to examples where organizations had

not produced major innovations in areas where they might have been ex-

pected, such as General Electric's failing to introduce the fluorescent

lamp and Western Union's failing to introduce the telephone. Examnination

of such cases led to the conclusion that the organizational conditions

that facilitate the conception and proposal of an innovation differ mark-

edly from the organizational conditions that facilitate the adoption and

implementation of the innovation. Innovations are more likely to be

generated in a decentralized, nonroutinized organizational situation,

but innovations are more likely to be adopted in a centrally coordinated
structure.*

In this conclusion, these analysts appear to have put their fingers
on a major organizational dilemma. "A prophet is not recognized in his

own country" because a country that produces prophets is not likely to

be organized so that it can put their ideas into action. Sputnik and

subsequent technical accomplishments have disproved previous doubts that

highly centralized socialistic systems can produce technical accomplish-

ments rivaling those of more decentralized private enterprise system.

It my well be that the former have an advantage in implementing technical

innovations, while the latter are more able to conceive them.

Wilson provides a pertinent description of these two aspects of inno-

vation in city government, drawing on Chicago and New York as examples:

How can one compare the innovative capacities of two city

governments, one of which is characterized by a high degree

of centralization, the other by a low degree? Chicago's

government is Informally centralized by a political boss
whose machine has almost complete control of the incentive

system of key members of the administration and of almos t

all mebers of the city council. Now York has a city
government that is decentralized; the formal, lel di.-

persion of power is not overcome by Informal centralization

under party auspices. Sey admintstration members are

9e"e J. Q. Wilson, "Innovation in OrganizationS Notes toward a Theory,"

in J. D. Thompson, ed., AgMwoaehea to Organisational Desia (Pittsburgh,

Pa.: University of Pittsburgh Press., 19M)% pp. 194-218.
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attracted by a wide variety of rewards over which the nominal

head of the administration, the mayor, has little or no con-
trol, e.g., the possibility of an independent political career,
of advancement to higher posts within semiautonomous boards

and commissions, of conforming to internally valued or ex-
ternally rewarded professional expectations and standards, of
entering into alliances with civic associations and newspapers
for whatever benefits they can bestow, and so forth. In New
York, new proposals are constantly being generated by many
persons within the administration; each proposal, however,
"must run a gauntlet that is often fatal." There are liter-
ally scoret of opportunities for others to intervene and
register a decisive veto. In Chicago there is no such
gauntlet; only the mayor's (i.e., the boss's) views count,
and what he decides becomes policy. At the same time,
relatively few proposals are generated within the adminis-
tration; the real sources of innovations are private as-
aociations and groups that compete for the mayor's attention.
(Such outside groups are also active in New York, of course,
but there they can usually count on having a governmental
agency or bureaucrat as their overt ally.) Whether Chicago
or New York is more innovative depends on the result of the
operation of these contrary tendencies.*

Thus, both forme of organizational structure-- the centralized and the
decentralized--can act as facilitators of one part of the process of in-
novation, but at the same time, can also act as Inhibitors or stiflers
of the other essential aspect of Innovation. : t o the stifling effects
of organizational structure that we shall focus more attention on here,
with some initial Indications as to how these stifling effects might be
overcome by more careful efforts in organizational design. To examine
these considerations in more detail, we turn to a discussion of adminis-
trative, judicial, and general structural-functional factors relevant to
the process of innovation.

Administrative Factors

kecant research has eotu more support to the conclusion that it is
not the meet co•pletely decentralised (i.e., the "met free) orpsla-

tioal situations that are likely to be mat oenducive to the generation

2"e Wilson, op. clt., pp. 205-6. See also . C. Dankield mad J. Q.
Wiloon, CItj Politics, (Camridge, ia I arvard IUiversity Pies.,
IMg), Captor 23.
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of innovative Ideas, but rather situations in which there is a high degree
of individual discretion In work activities--but balanced by a moderate
amount of contacts with, and Influence from, "significant others" in the
work environment. Thus, In their studies of factors conducive to scien-
tific productivity, Pelz and Andrews found repeatedly that the most pro-
ductive scientists were those who admitted that supervisors and colleagues
had exercised some influence in their choice of research topics to in-
vestigate; these turned out to be more productive than either those who
had acknowledged more, or those who bad acknowledged less, influence from
others.* This is reminiscent of the earlier findings of a group of psy-
chologists that children tend to be more satisfied, productive, and cre-
ative In play groups under what the researchers then called "democratic"
group structure (now called "participative"), than under either "auto-
cratic" or "laissez faire" conditions.t It is these mixed kinds of
situations--but with a greater relative e~hasis on freedoQ than on
control--that appear to be most conducive to the conception of innova-
tions.

Looking at the other end of the process--the acceptance and imple-
mentation of lnnovation--wo can also see that somewhat mixed organuza-
tional environments, rather than monolithic and completely centralized
structures, are more conducive to innovative acceptance. While we would
expect mlitary and paramilitary organizations to be readily adaptable
to new modes of operation introduced simply by fiat from the top of the
structures, we know that history ti replete with examples of resistance
to change in such organizational environments. 8mllarly, while the
Roman Catholic Church can be overtly responsive to liberal reforms In-
troduced by a Pope John XXMll, there can be significant areas of re-
sistance to change within the system, as is exemplified by the "tradi-
tionallst movement."

This is true because no organization can be completely monolithic
or completely centralised; all organizatlons of any complexity whatsoever
contain decentralised ftoc of power, and hence potential sources of reo
sistanco to change. Individuals who have served in various organisational

C See Pela and Andrewso op., it.
t For a stumm• of, the studies, see, 1. ippitt and I. X. White, "An,

axprlental Study Of Leadership aud 4roup Life, " in T. .9. Wewcomb

and a. L. 1artley, leadinas In Social Psyohology (N6ew York: Henry
Holt & C.., 1947), pp. 315-30.
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roles for any period of time tend to resist now ways of doing things be-
cause they have developed a stake in doing things the old way; their
status, security, and general self-image comes to be derived from the
way in which they have played certain roles. Thus, numerous studies

have shown that (1) the young (i.e., those who have not yet developed
such a stake in particular organizational roles) and (2) more educated
people (i.e., those whose status and self-image derives from readily-
transferable knowledge and skills) are more amenable to accepting in-
novative changes.* Furthermore, the literature on the effectiveness of

planned change in organizational contexts indicates that changes are
more likely to be accepted in situations where organizational members

have a sense of participating in the change process, or at least where
the changes introduced do not undermine the incentive patterns that are
attached to existing roles.t In sum, acceptance of innovation is facili-
tated in organizational situations in which centralization of decision-
making predominates so that Innovative decisions can be expected to be
accepted without "running the gauntlet" of a multitude of decentralixed
power centers, but where groups and individuals affected by an innovative
decision can be expected to accept the "legitimacy" of the innovation--
that is, its congruity with existing role and status patterns.*

The way that organizational administration is often set up contradicts
one or the other of the above considerations. Organizations are often do-
signed on a unity of command principle (i.e., "every man should have on.

S Bee the review of the literature of A. Shapero reported in "Diffusion
of Innovations Resulting from Research: Implications for Research Pro-
gram anagment," in Yovits, Op. cit.

t For a renvew of this literature, see H. A. Shepard, "Changing Inter-
pqrsoeal and Intergroup Relationships In Organiations," in J. 0. abrch,

ed., Randbock of gOnsnisations (Chicago: land M•sally, lBS), pp. 1115-
43.
? is principle is well Illustrated by Burns and Stalker's ftindigs from
studiel of the British electronics industry, Indicating that in those
ompanies mat adaptive to Innovation, information flows from M or

i rkotiag departmnt sources directly to those parts of the productis:*
delprtmnt fhere the tutormtioh Was needed to reprogra.• m oine oper-
atioms. it less daptive Poipieso, Jaftormtion barriers eistd be-

tween thee departmsuts. R•evrtheleso, in the iniovative ooqpninL:
it Was foumd that various departmeots had.a stroft sewse o hardo
ideatificatiom wIth overall company goals. See . Burns and 0. U.
Stalker,.Te iUN aet U IMnvation (Laudout Tavistook, IM).

I11
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boss") and on a uniform profitability principle (i.e., "every unit should

pay its own way" In the same payoff time frame) so that rationality isapparently maximized, but innovative capabilities are in effect minimized.

As Charles Perrow has suggested, there are p articular forms of organ-
ization that are especially designed to process nonstandardized materials
(material Items, people, or symbols) and to use nonstandardized methods
for handling these materials, while other forms of organization are set
up 'o handle more standardized materials with standardized methods. There
are also two other forms of organization to handle nonstandardized mate-
rials with standardized methods or standardized materials with nonstand-
ardized methods as shown in Figure 2. Perrow suggests that a "flexible,
policentralized" form of organizational structure characterized by nego-
tiation and feedback of itformation, rather than formal centralized plan-
ning, Is more characteristic of high quality, innovative production of
nonstandardized materials by nonstandardized methods.* While se would
agree that this form of organization Is characteristic of situations in
which innovations are likely to be conceived and proposed, we find no
evidence that this is the form of organization In which Innovations are
more likely to be accepted and i!Mlemeated.

What is needed is a description of a model of organizat.ci that
facilitates both ends of the process of Innovation--the Initiation aned
the adoption. Such a model of organization rust be a "mixed model"--It
must include structural arrangements for the total organization that
permit the processing of (1) nonstandardised materials by nonatandardlsed
method* and of (2) standardized materials by standardized methods simul-
taneously. In effect, this requIves a form of organization that deviates
trom the commonly accepted principles of unity of commnd and uniform
profitability within the same time period.

a" e Porrow, "A Frapmwork for the Comparative Analysis of Organization,"
It should be noted that Perrow denies that he has proposed "four types
of orgasfiatioa" in his analysis; he maintains that he has described
two c.rose-outting dimensions (form of materials processed and method
oct pronessig). that can be applied to any form of organization for
the purpose of ooarsative analysi Nevertheless, for tho purposes
of desig-ing oratnisatioal structures wppropriate to different form
of techology, one mat reconceptualise Perrow's variables in term
of .form of organisational structure.
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Figure 2

DIMENSIONS OF ORGANIZATION ACCORDING TO TECHNOLOGY
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Aerospace companies (which Perrow places in his high quality, inno-

vative production category) are noted for the development of the matrix

form of organization, in which project authority tends to be set up for

particular projects that draw on technica.l professional personnel from

different functional administrative departments. When assigned to pro-

jects, these personnel are in effect operating under duel authority.

They obtain direction for project worik zom the project director, but

they are well aware of the fact that they will-be ultimately, if not

immediately, accountable to administrators of functional departments.

In such situations, every man is no longer subject to one "boss" alone.

He has two (or more) "bisss" for different kinds of tasks--ie., super-

vision operating in specificallv- deýineato'd, rather than generalized,

roles .*

In essence, the -technical profeesional personnel are placed in pro-

ject team roles.'that are at least temporarily segregated from more perma-

-nent functional ioles within the :dministrative structure--into segregated

rolea,, but not into permanently isolated roles. Also, different perform-

ance standarde (Cre., diffare..t criteria of profitability) may be required
in the. segregated roles•.,

What are the effects of organizational segregation on innovative

p -productivity? Data are not generally available to answer this question

"con6lua)-ely, -b<ut some imafigement experiences %nd data from studies of

resegrch scientists in organizationally separated versus organizationally

inte4grated fundamental research activities begin to indicate some answers.

fnn the-question of the organization of nonstandardized researct ac-

tivities, Jacob Goldman, the Director of the Scientific Laboratory of the

Ford Motor Company, has written that organizations devoted to fundamental

research can b. quite useful to corporations that depend on rapidly chang-

Ing technology, but that:

Good research has to be cushioned. Perhaps I phrase it best
if Y say .that good research must be insulated, but not iso-

lated. It has to be inpulated, or cushioned, because once

people learn that they can utilize this talent to put out

fires, t0 help solve immediate problems, then the research

* For a schematic representation of the matrix form of organization, see

Figure 5 in Chapter VII.
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is crippled. It is for this reason that we are set up as
we are -- with basic research separated organizationally,

but not geographically, from applied and product research.*

Jack Morton has pointed out that Bell Laboratories has a similar organi-

zational barrier between fundamental research, on one hand, and applied

research and engineering, on the other:

we want some feedback, so let us see how we get it

from, say, applied to basic (research): We get it in one

way with a space bond -- people in applied and basic livce

in the save building. And we get it through a common

language. But at the same time, we see that if applied

people or engineering people can dictate what the research

people do, they will kill the long range basic research.

So we need an organizational barrier: One man -- Bill
Baker -- is head of all basic research; other men head up

applied research and engineering. Our people are free to

sell, to stimulate and motivate all they like. But my

engineers, for example, cannot tell the basic researchers
what to do. And conversely, the basic researcher who

believes he has made an important discovery cannot order

the applied research or engineering people to pursue it.

So this organizational barrier provides freedom for basic

research and freedom regarding what shall be developed.i

Our national survey of scientists provides data on the organizational

characteristics and on the productivity and attitudes of research scien-

tists in organizations that separate fundamental research activitier from

engineering development in comparison to those that do not.* These data

indicate that the majority of scientists in industry and the federal gov-

ernment are generally employed in contexts in which research and develop-

ment are combinevi in the same organizational unit. In the electronics

industry and in nonmanufacturing companies, however, scientists are more

* See Goldman, op. cit., p. 44.

t See J. A. Morton, "From Research to Technology," International Science

and Technology, (May 1964), pp. 88-90.

*These data are reported in detail in Vollmer, Adaptations of Scientists

and Organizations, Chapter V, "Institutional Variations in Adaptation."
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likely to be employed in contexts in which research is organizationally
separated from development. Equal proportions of scientists in private

companies in atomic energy activities are employed in each type of con-

text, as is true essentially of scientists in nonprofit corporations

(the majority of whom are in the "national laboratories" operated under

ABC contracts). As expected, most university scientists work in contexts

separated from development activities because dLvelopment is not a major

function in their employing organizations.

Further data from the national survey shows the characteristics of

scientists in organizations in which research is separated from develop-

ment in contrast to those in which the two activities are combined. These

data suggest that those organizations in which research is separated from

development are more likely to: employ scientists in fundamental or basic

research activities (oriented primarily toward contributions to scientific

knowledge), allow these scientists a large degree of freedom in selecting

their own research assignments, employ them in single discipline or one-

man research activities rather than in multidisciplinary teams, employ

scientists with doctor's degrees, and pay them higher salaries.

Further analysis has been undertaken on what employing organizations

apparently obtain as a result of the above combination of organizational

environment and personnel characteristics. In those contexts where re-

searc• is organizationally separated from development, as might be ex-

pected, scientists are likely to make more contributions to knowledge

in their scientific fields, judging from the numbers of professional

journal publications produced, and to make more notable contributions,

judging from the frequency with which they indicate that their work has

been subsequently cited by scientific colleagues in other organizations.

At the same time, there is little, if any, difference in the two

kinds of contexts with regard to the degree to which scientists develop

a sense of obligation toward, or commitment to, the goals of their em-

ploying organization, although those in the context in which research

is separated from development are more likely to feel that management

has given their work "the recognition it deserves" and to say that they

are "satisfied with their jobs in general."

Finally, as would be expected, scientists employed in contexts where

research is organizationally separated from development are less likely

to have job-related contacts with nonresearch personnel in product de-

velopment, manufacturing, marketing, and other organizational functions

and are consequently less likely to be able to participate directly in

helping to translate their research findings into useful applications

within their employing organizations. There is a greater need in these
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organizationally distinct units, therefore, for the assistance of research

managers acting as "coupling personnel," liaison engineers, 6nd other per-

sonnel who assume a particular responsibility for translating research

findings into useful applications as a major part of their job. Other
data show that research maragers play an important role in "coupling" re-

search and nonresearch activities in such situations. While only 18 per-

cent of the scientists (nonsupervisory) in contexts in which research is
organizationally separate from development reported that they have job-

related contacts at least "several times monthly" with people in their

corporations who are responsible for product development, manufacturing,

etc., further analysis also reveals that 68 percent of the research man-
agers surveyed in these same contexts have job contacts with nonresearch

personnel at least "several times monthly." In other words, research
managers are almost four times as likely to have such contacts as are
nonsupervisory scientists. Thirty-nine percent of these managers re-

ported that they had such contacts at least "several times weekly,"o and
20 percent said "daily."

In higher level positions, research managers are likely to be per-
forming a management generalist role. The role of the management gener-

alist (sometimes called "general manager") is primarily an integrating

role. The role of technical managers under their general direction is
primarily oriented toward achieving technical quality as well as meeting
administrative requirements (with regard to time, cost, etc.) through

the planning and control of research and development projects, and the

role of administrative managers is primarily oriented toward providing

necessary support services. The role of management generalist. is pri-

marily oriented toward integrating administrative support services with

technological project activities, and both with the overall mission or
goal cf the sponsoring organization or corporation.* This role and its

relations to other management roles are shown schematically in Figure 3.

The role entails the making of key management decisions regarding (1) the

administrative effectiveness and efficiency of projects or programs (e.g.,

in terms of meeting schedule, cost, and performance requirements); (2) the

allocation of manpower, time, money, and facilities resources to be made

to ongoing projects; and (3) the initiation of new projects or program.

* This is similar to the "linking pin function" in supervision described

by R. Likert in New Patterns of management (New York: McGraw-Hill
1961), but places emphasis especially upon horizontal (rather than

vertical) coordination and integration in organizational structures.
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It is evident that the management generalist role is more likely to

be performed by individuals who are in at least second level or higher

management positions in a technology management organization; first level

supervisors are more likely to be acting as technical managers. It is
also evident that the management generalist role requires individuals

with somewhat different characteristics and abilities than are required

of technical managers. Whereas technical managers must be primarily out-

standing in their technical abilities with regard to the type of project

being managed, management generalists at higher levels must combine at

least basic familiarity with the technical areas under their general

management with basic understanding of administrative matters in their

employing organization.*

Moreover, there is no clear career continuity between first level

supervisors (mostly technical managers) and higher level supervisors

(mostly management generalists).t Many technical professionals aspire

to a technical manager role where they believe that they . n have a

maximum amount of freedom in exercising their technical abilities and

making decisions regarding technical matters. They are often not in-

terested in advancing to a higher level management generalist position,

where they must, of necessity, become more concerned with general manage-

ment and leadership responsibilities and less involved in purely tech-

nical matters. Thus, data from our national survey indicate that 71 per-

cent of all the scientists surveyed who are now tn nonsupervisory positions

* A conclusion of an Air Force content analysis study of 825 RlkD manage-

ment jobs occupied by officers In the Air Force System Comnd Is:
"Since R&D management officers are primarily managers and not scientists

or engineers, they must have thorough knowledge and understanding of re-

search and development policies, procedures, and management practices.

The specialized training in management needed suggests the advisability

of graduate work In management or business administration." J. X. Marsh,

M. J. Glorgia, and J. M. Madden, A Job Analysis of a Complex Utilisa-

tion Field: The RLD Management Officer (Lackland AIB, Texas: Person-

nel Research Laboratory, 1965).

t The lack of career continuity between lower level and higher level

managerial rosponsibilities can also be Identified in modern military

organications. Thus Morris Janowits has written: "The organizational

dilems linked to career development form a basic theme of military

life. The dominant role conflict is the conflict between tactical

combat skills and the requirements of higher command. Often this is

stated as the clash between staff and comnd. But a close examina-

tion of the military establishment seems to Indicate that the dilema
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say they desire to remain in nonsupervisory positions for at least the

next ten years, and only 18 percent desire to move into supervisory re-
sponsibillties.* Engineers are more prone than scientists to desire

a career in management, but a national survey conducted by the Profes-
sional Engineers Conference Board for Industry indicates that only about

50 percent of the engineers are pocitively oriented toward a career in

general management.t

Although conclesive data are lacking, we can only speculate at this

point about the degree to which the lack of explicit recognition of the
existence and importance of such "coupling roles" and recognition of the
degree to which such roles differ from other managerial roles--due to

adherence to an older concept of unity of command rather than diversity
in specialized managerial functions and a failure to appreciate the need
for both "bonds" and "barriern" In organizational structures--prevents

many or~anizntions from achl eving their maximum innovative potential.

Here, the tentative proposition exy be advanced that those organizational
structures that (1) provide simultaneously for separated activities that

handle (a) more programmed or standardized tasks and (b) more nonstand-
ardized or unique tasks and that (2) provide effective coupling roles to

assure a croas-flow of relevant information between these different kinds
of activities, will be more conducive for both initiating and adopting

innovations.

is between differing leadership skills. The skill of organizing and

directly controlling small tactical units where the demonstration of

technical skill is paramount gives way to the skill of organizing

larger and more coqlex units where the elements of stress are more

indirect and subtle. The military Is no different from other Insti-

tutions, in that the higher the position the less Important specific

techninal skills are, snd the Pore iu'portant are general interpersonal

skills." N. Janowitz, Sociology and the MIlitary Establishmant (Now

York: Russell Sage Foundation, 1959), p. 59.
* See Vollmer, Work Activities and Attitudes of Scientists and Research

MNangers: Data from a National Survey, pp. 32-33.

+ See Professional 3ngineers Cc~nterence Board for Industry, Career
Satictations of Professional Inineors in Industra (Washington, D.C.:

Mcmi, 1962), p. 10.
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Regulatory Factors

Every organization is not only a structure of people related to each

other through roles oriented about the performance of specified tasks,

but also a structure of written (sometimes) and unwritten (more often)

rules that govern the ways in which tasks are to be performed and the

ways that people are to relate to each other and to the organization.

These rules not only prescribe what individuals in particular roles are

expected to do for the organization, but the reciprocal obligations of

the organization to the individual--both in terms of required participa-

tion in organizational affairs and in terms of prohibited interference

in nonorganizational activities and concerns of the individual. An in-

dividual only gives part of himself to any organization; this part falls

under the commonly recognized legitimate scope of authority of the organ-

ization. Everything outside this legitimate scope of authority is pro-

tected from managerial control.*

The system of slavery, on one hand, represents one extreme type of

employment relationship In which an employee retains almost no area of

individual discretion in his "life space"'; he is almost completely sub-

ject to the authority of his employer-mater. Such does not exist in

most modern societies, however. Even conditions of involuntary servitude

in military forces are generally proscribed by uniform rules of military

justice, and rights against arbitrary treatment of inmates in prisons and

other "total institutions" like mental hospitals are becoming Increasingly

recognized.

In contrast, the employment relationship for members of highly pro-

fessionslized occupations represents clost the other extreme of indi-

vidual discretion in the way work Is performed. Professional people are

bound by professional codes of ethics in the conduct of their work, but

are typically subjected to a minimal amount of direction from representa-

tives of an employing organization (i.e., supervisors). Physicians and

attorneys are being Increasingly employed in salaried positions, but they

are commnly given a very large degree of freedom in the way that they

carry out their work in these positions--even as they would be if they

were serving clients as "independent professionals."t Our national survey

* See a. IL Vollmer, fieZoe Rights and the loploysnt aslatio*aMhp
(Berkeley and Los Ageles: University of California Preas, IMO),

especially Chapter VI "hr* WtAgement of DsvianCe."

t See Vol);In md mills, Op, cit., especially chapter S, "Professienls

and Cumplex Orgagsaatloas.
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of scientists found that 94 percent of the scientists or. university staffs

report that they have "a large degree of freedom in day-to-day research

activities," and that the proportion giving this response is still quite

high for those in nonprofit research laboratories, federal government

laboratories, and even in private industrial companies (87. 86, and 65

percent, respectively). When asked about R variety of "possible causes

for dismissal," only 12, 20, 26, and 37 percent of the managers of uni-

versity, federal government, independent nonprofit, and industrial scien-

tists, respectively, said that "refusal to undertake a research project

ussigned by a supervisor" would be considered just cause for dismissal.

Probably the well known (and sometimes debated) fact that members of

certain other groups striving for professional status (e.g., public school

teachers, nurses, clergymen in certain denominations) are not generally

accorded this kind of freedom by their employing organizations and by the

general public is indicative of serious barriers to professionalization

among these groups.

Several studies have suggested that (i) more highly professionalized

groups are more likely to be both originators of innovation and adopters

of innovation than less professionalized people (although granting that

"overprofessionalization" may inhibit innovation),* and that (2) amo14g

professional groups, those who have more discretion in the conduct of

their work are likely to be more innovative in their work than those with

less discretion (although this does not deny the fact that innovative

professionals may be subject to several sources of influence outside them-

selves, as was mentioned earlier.t

This brings us to consideration of the degree to which the written

and/or unwritten rules of employing organizationfi recognize (1) the "Job

rights" that are commonly expected aspects of professional status and

(2) considerations of "due process" in dealing with innovative departures

from expected patterns of role performance--in other words, juridical

procedures to protect the "right to dissent." t

g See Wilson, op. cit.; Shapero, op. oct.

B See Vollmer, Adaptations of Scientists and Organtsations. Chapter V11;

L, lbItser, "Scientific Productivity in Organiaational Settinfso"

Journal of Social lssUes. vol. Al, (1959), pp. 32-40.

S eeW M. ever, "Organixation Jan and Due Process of Law," American

iggioloLical Review, vol. 26 (1961), pp. 540-M4,: P. elIanick and

U. V. Vollmer, "Rule of Law In Industry: Soniority Rights," Industrial

Relations# vol. 1 (1962), pp. 91-116; also 0. V. Phelps, Discipline

and Distchare in the tnleonied Fire (Berkeley and Los Aele.: M,-I

versity of California Press. 1950).
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Although it was pointed out earlier that the unwritten policies of
most industrial companies would not condone the dismissal of a scientist
for refusing to undertake a research project assigned by a supervisor,
data from the national survey of scientists also show that most research
managers (58 percent) in industrial companies would consider it just and
proper to dismiss a scientist for "giving research ideas to outsiders
without clearance from own management." (This is in contrast to 6, 10,
and 18 percent of the research managers in universities, nonprofit labo-
ratories, and government agencies who gave this same response.) In in-
dustry, it is a common doctrine that the employing organization owns the
product of the scientist's labors--i.e., research ideas. However, this
contradicts a professioital and scientific principle of the free exchange
of pr'ofersional communications (a "professional right 9 ).* We have no
evidence :o indicate the degree to which this conflict between what is
commonly asserted to be an employer right and wbat is coumonly asserted
to be a professional right may affect the motivation either to conceive
iinovative ideas or to put them into practice, but it is reasonable to
expect some inhibitive consequences.

Furthermore, it may be noted that, anlike many production organiza-
tions (especially these that are unionized), few research organizations
have yet developed any formalized procedures for juridical review of

grievances of technical professional personnel. The development of
formal labor arbitration procedures as aspects of meat collective labor
agreements,t the simultaneous growth of the role of personnel and labor
relations offices in the processing of employee grievaaes,t and the
Increasing attention to institutionp like that of the "corporate ombuds-
man! abroad may foreshadow changes ir thins direction for wre profes-
sIonalized employees in the United States.

In regard to the latter, Isidoro Silver has writtent

... corporate justice, especially t0 the company's nonunion
exployees,.. is ncomplete uhless some meahanism to -Oview
management decisions is established by top managei et it-
"self. The function of such a mechanism would be to assue
an impartial outlet for an employee's dissatisfaction with

p eor a discussion of the importance of frenly eOxzanging "gufta of
Informtion among slientists, see Uagstrom, op. Oit.

tPhelps, op. cit.
* Vollmr and McOillivray, op. cit., pp. 29-34.
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decisions adverse to him. If the corporation is to provide

fair and equal treatment to employees, it should ideally

combine the virtue of fair-mindedness with the necessities
of thrift and efficiency. Such an impartial grievance out-

let exists in the political world and, I would argue, could

be readily adapted to the corporate realm. It is the in-

stitution of the ombudsman.*

Silver points rout that ombudsmen in Sweden (where the system started In

1809) Denmark, Norway, Finland, and New Zealand are individuals who are

learned in legal processes and who are given carefully specified and

limited authority by legislative bodies to inquire into complaints

against administrative officials and to make periodic reports about

their findings. Experience with this institution has indicated that it

operates to support and legitimatize administrative decisions, while

giving individual citizens a satisfactory channel to air their grievances.

But in most cases, these grievances are satisfactorily handled without

having to question administrative actions directly. For example, the

Danish ombudsman finds it necessary to make a formal investigat-on of

only 15 percent of the complaints submitted to him, and only 5 percent

of the complaints have resulted in statements by the ombudsman that

censure admintstrators.t

We suspect--but we do not really know without further research--that

the institutionalization of effective channels for rvn.al In corporat,

environments would encourage innovation within thea, ironments. Spe-

cifically, we might suggest the proposition that tbh employing organiza-

tions that (1) fully recognize the "professional rights" of personnel In

categories and that (2) provide effective lidepeAdent procedures to ad-

Judicate disagreetenta and grievances among professional and nonprofes-

sional employses alike will be more conducive for both initiati'ng and

adopting .nnovations. The development of specia,izsed "manpower utiliza-
tion an development function," mentioned in Capter II1, is not quite

what is being suggested here, but they cerLanILy could sevy as a step

S . fSltver, "lfb Corpoao Ouiudsmn," Narverd Business riew, vol. 43
O(hy/Jume I"?), pp. 7"-8&. See also W Ouk'1horn. Omdudaemn nd Othero

(Camrifte, afts.. i Darvard Univorsity Pre-O,& 10)
1'Silver, _7 c., $ p. v 75 ?jaw function ot "inspector generals" In mdili-

tary o 1gi.- tions is, in theory, saiilar to that of the onbudSan.

lioeover, in practice it appears that Inspe:tor generals have sonwtimes

tuwtloned mare as managemellt informants ta•jn as effective channels
torL te corr0"tion of grivn•eso".
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in this direction--i.e., initially providing separate organizational
mechanisms for employee utilization and eventually providing other or-
ganizational mechanisms to protect the rights of employees to be inno-
vative in directions that they might not otherwise dare to explore.

Function and Structure

An increasing amount of organizational theory is being formulated

and described from a "systems viewpoint."* This point of view emphasizes
what an organization does, the technology an organization uses to process
various kinds of materials, how inputs are transformed into outputs through
various organizational processes, who makes significant decisions in these
processes, what kinds of information are needed by theqe decision makers,

etc. In the systems viewpoint, the formal structure of administrative
authority in the organisation is one of the important aspects of the
organization, but net necessarily the most important. Administrative
arrangements must be related to other systems processing considerations.

In short, organizational structure is determined by function, rather than
vice versa.

Perrow's analysis of dimensions of organization, mentioned earlier
(see Figure 1) takes this functional perspective. However, this perspec-
tive is not often taken by management in designing new organizations or

in attempting to redesign or significantly modify existing organizations.

An organlzaticn chart, showing ho reports to whom in an administrative
hierarchy, is usually among the first products of organizational design.
What is unfortunatq Is that designers often expect the chart to determine
how individuals will behave in specified roles within the organizational
system. In actuality, organization charts often tell little about how

people behave In organizations; an analysis of what people do in various
roles and of who makes the significant decisions (i.e., the "leadership

decisions" that dotermine the goals of the total organisation)i .s often

much more useful.

An example of these principles was found by the author in prior
studies of a variety of research organizations. The board of directors

a See for exasple, C. J. Iaberstroh, "Organization Design and Systww

Analysis" in 1arch, op. cit.
t Nor an extensive discussion of the role of leadership in defining

organizational goals and organizational character, see Belmniok,
L*adership in Administration.
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of one res'rch orgavization periodically puts out policy statements3di-

recting nmember.i of the oganization to reorient their efforts toward a

different kind o6.reserzrh than rhey"re now conducting. -These policy
directives are implemented býy ehenges in ad-inistrstlve struc ure in-the

organization, as are shc4n on rxti. e -ganization charts',_

However, for a period of-se policy changes have not
been implemented by the vtaff A"embers! itithe organization because the

administrative structui-al chan~es that have acct~mpaZied'-the policy --

changes have been largely ineffecftve. •`rhesei administrative changes
have no appreciable effect on two of the most siguificrant-Ids of de-

cisions in this orgsnization--decisions on whit research projects to

undertake and on new hires to the professiohna ataff. These ara decided
largely by first level managers in constticati6n with "aenior szaff memoers

in decentralized research program groups. Changes in-general adminis-

trative structure (who reports to whom on admimlstrativo matters) are

almost irrelevant to these two kinds of significant decisions- made at

the working level in this organization. 'Until the board-of directors

finds out how to influence these kinds of decisiou, the- buard will never
be able to achieve the policy changes -that it desiies.

It might be pointed out also that a substantial number of innovative

ideas have come from the decentralized• research program structure of this
organization, but conversely, many innovative policies and program con-

cepts have remained unimplemented in the organization itself, largely

because of the hurdles that such concepts have had to overcome in this

kind of decentralized organization where major functions are disconnected

from centralized authority.

Function and Facilities

What people actually do in organizations, what they can do, and what

they are likely to do is also related to the layout of their facilities.

Thus facilities design and organizational design should be Interrelated

activities. This is a principle that has long been recognized in mili-

tary man-machine systems design, but is only recently coming to be recog-

nized in the design of or'ganizational entities of the type discussed in

this report.

For example, there is evidence that the spatial arrangement of fa-

cilities affects the patterns of communication, required insulation, and

general productivity of research personnel, The comments of Jack Morton,

cited previously in this chapter, indicate the importance of "space bonds"

(i.e., spatial proximity) along with organizational insulation between
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r6aearch and engi~teering functions in the Bell Laboratories. Funther
studies by Wesley Tennant and his associates at Stanford Research IAst7t-:
S tute have been almost unique in developing methods to meastrc the ways
in-which researchers actually use physical space and the appurtenances
that occupy thts space.* In a-report on this topic, Tennant has pointed .-
out that more than $750 million are spent annually in the United States _

for building or remodeling research facilities, but that:

Only a fey laboratories are reported to have been designed
f- flm criteria that incorporated the results of serious study
-. the qurrent and probable future working needs of the re- -.-

searchers. Even in the comparatively limited area of basic-.,
- nvironmental factors--lighting, heating, ventilation, and
-acoustics--the approach frequently taken has been one of
piecemeal incorporation of current practice rather than an

-ordered assembly and application of existing knowledge in

relation to the total building design.-

Moreover, in reviewing the existing literature on research facilities
design, Tennant states that:

Most of the existing literature is based on the subjective,
intuitive judgment of research managers or architects, and
on certain analytical, a priori viewpoints such as saving
of steps, saving of time, and ease of access...Some of these r
industrial engineering concepts are still definitely useful .
in certain limited aspects of research facility design. .
However, our own and other groups' recent research on prob--
lems of organizing and managing technical intellectual re-
sources indicates that it is not such thing, as-the saving
of motion and the integration of work flow that become
critical in research facilities design -- but rather, it
is the man-centered, project-changing, idea-, informat.lon -
and special equipment-oriented nature of research that is
vital to facilities design._ - .

SW. L. Tennant, "Developing Destgn Criteria for Research Facilities,•-

in National Conference on the Adfinistration of Research, Twentieth
National Conference on the Administration of Research (Denver, rclo,;

University of Denver, Denver Research Institute, 1967), pp. 59-66.

t Ibid., p. 59.
SIbid., p. 60.
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To Tenhant. exA!leK-of the latter kind of crucIal design variable
-no A-ide -commumhiotion. pattens (who to whom) and work relationship

- patt.rni (wh.WoAo•k with whom) between "rious, discipllnes and work spe-

'•ial ties,-is .Study, like *ertons- previous obaeriati•av, four.d-that it

" " is necessiry to -deslg ...fac6Litles and - org3zatior al arrlagevents to en-

courage,'useful communiations,. but at :the sauq Aime"-o proVide for neces-
-• :-.- sary ..insalatio'n: - :"- ?.. .. " -

. research buildings shoId be -esigned -o encourageboth
i'form] aN: f orml co. y._nic'.tions; -ionf _ .raI,-
and the ;locti~on of. primar- apd secondt ry-rooms shpuld en.-

cotmage hapnstance M82ting of ~tfImners 4wel as
- to provide many. convenient soac-, foir:-l•anned mestings of

--small groups, i.e., three Ito: sevew people...,

Thought on how to temporarily and ,effciently -turt -f..

offices would also be profitible.,,,n occasion the .need
for Privacy is as great oa the need to cor uni-cate-.;And
"there&.are times when the best work requires untitierruopte -
privacy. Curxently ..most researhers have -no way of

/ achieving this:, the phone, the door, and the wals Ure -
- all ehanneia of "interruption.*

" " "Thus, fcilities design and organizat.onal desl!.g activities can

become cqkplementary activities, orientvd toward-creating a toa.1 environ-
. -nt that fosters iJnovative work.

,TheInnoVaVion Function-

' .The..organizational and Ohyzical structure of entire organizations

may be designedui&0, provide an optimal balance-between needs for communica-

- tipn and needs for insulation, but there may still be a need for spe-

cialized -uiits:-wi-thin the orgayLization to be concerned more especially

with innovative Attveri.--to be oriented toward investigating future pos-

"" ibAiliti;f or new directions.3 n corporate..-efforts,, rather than being

oriented toward. ,-the-solution of current problems. This is a major func-

tion that can be provided by fundamental research organizations within

-bid,, PP. 6465.-"p
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larger technologically oriented corporations.* In other ways, the function
can also be provided by long range planning groups, technological forecast-
ing units, etc. Moreover, the fact that these various kinds of activities
are so closely related in function also argues for a close organizational

relationship.

Thus, the case for separate organtzational functions to foster inno-
vative future-oriented activities is similar to the case for separate man-
power utilization and development functions that was made in Lhapter III.
Where such separate functicrns do not exist within the structure of organi-
zational entities--as is too often the case--the activities named tend to
be neglected or even lacking entirely.

In sum, therefore, this and the previous three chapters have provided
examples of the ways in which modern organizations fairly often fail to

provide the general balance of security and challenge that individual par-
ticipants need to develop their human capabilities more fully and simul-
taneously to contribute to organizational goals and requirements; more
specifically, the degree to which modern organizations consume or waste
talent; and finally, the extent to which the administrative, regulatory,

and physical structure of organizations is not responsive to innovative
considerations. In Part Two, we analyze the process of organizational
design for the purpose of exploring the ways in which organizational de-
sign efforts might begin to remedy these kinds of problems.

* For a detailed discussion of this function, see Vollmer, The Funda-

mental Research Activity in a Technology-dependent Organization.
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Che.pter VII

THE ORGANIZATIONAL DESIGN PROCESS

The process of organizational design may be viewed in systems terms.
Design activities themselves do not stand alone, but draw on knowledge
and skill from certain relevant theoretical and applied disciplines. De-

sign efforts are oriented toward goals, that reflect client interests, but
these activities must also be adapte'd to human, economic, political-legal,
sociocultural, and technological environmental constraints. The signifi-

cant outputs or products of organizational design activities include goal
statements, systems diagrams, organization charts, position descriptions,
and even facilities designs. However, the design process should not be
considered to be completed with the production of these items. Attention
must then be devoted to the implementation of designs, the evaluation of
their effectiveness, and the feedback of corrective information into the
general fund of knowledge to improve future design efforts.

The .jain interrelations of these elements are shown schematically
in Figure 4. Each major ilass of elements is discussed in the following
sections, beforc we discuss ani overall evaluation of the state of the art.

Inputs to Organizational Design

Althoug,, there are currently signs that a new applied discipline of
organizational design may develop and receive general recognition in the
future,* such has not developed to any significant extent to date. Or-
ganizational design and redesign activities are carried out mainly by the
line managers of organizations, but with Increasing help from innide staff
assistants and outside consultants who, in turn, are increasingly drawing
on relevant knowledge and skills from certain theoretical and applied
disciplines. Furthermore, there is a tendency for line management to be-
come more "professionalized" in all its activities.t One aspect of the

* See, for example, the recent writings on the topic of organizational

design and specific graduate educational programs oriented toward this
topic at such institutions as the University of California at Los Ange-
lea.

t See discussions of the professionalimation of business management by
R. M. Maelver, T. Parsons, and N. S. Timasheff in Vollmer and Mills,

op. cit., pp. 49-62.
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professionalization of management is to receive graduate-level university

training in a variety of relevant disciplines.

The major theoretical disciplines (those oriented toward the build-
ing of fundamental knowledge) that have made, or could be expected to make,

significant contributions to the field of organizational design include:

Sociology

Psychology

Anthropology

Political science

Economics

Mathematics
Philosophy

History

Sociology, psychology, and anthropology are generally referred to as
the basic behavioral sciences (oriented toward the study of human behavior

in it's individual social, and cultural aspects). Organizational soci-

ology, originating with Weber, Durkheim, and Pareto in Europe and with

Park, Cooley, Burgess, and others in America, has made outstanding con-
tributions to the understanding of social variables in corporate, com-

munity, and societal structures.* More recent names include Parsons,

Merton, Selznick, March, Gouldner, Bendix, Homans, J. D. Thompson, rubin,

Blau, Scott, Etzioni, Perrow, and others.t In the earlier decades of the

* See Weber, The Theory of Social and Economic Organization: Weber,

From Max Weber: Essays in Sociology; 1. Durkheim, The Division of
Labor in Society (Glencoe, Ill.* Free Press, 1933); V. Pareto, The

Kind and Society (New York: Harcourt Brace, 1935); R. E. Park and

E. W. Burgess, Introduction to the Science of Sociology (Chicago:

University of Chicago Press, 1924); C. H. Cooley, Social Organization

(New York: Charles Scribners, 1929).

t See T. Parsons, The Social System (Glencoe, Ill.: Free Press, 1951);

R. K. Merton, Social Theory and Social Structure (Glencoe, Ill.: Free
Press, 1949); Selznick, Leadership in Administration; March, op. cit.,

Gouldner, op. cit., R. •endix, Work and Authority in Industry (New York:
Wiley, 1956); G. Homans, The Human Group (New York: Harcourt Brace,

1950); J. D. Thompson, ed., Comparative Studies in Administration
(Pittsburgh, Pa.: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1959); R. Dubin,

ed., Human Relatlons in Administration (Inglewood Cliffs, N.J.: Pren-

tice Hall, 1961); P. M. Blau and W. R. Scott, Formal Organizations (San

Francisco: Chandler, 1963); A. Etzioni, ed., Complex Organizations: a

Sociological Reader (New York: Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1964); A.
Etztoni, A Comparative AnalZ¶uis of Complex Organizations (New York:
Free Press, 1961); Perrow, "A Framework for the Comparative Analysis

of Organizations."
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20th century, psychologists became interested in the interaction of in-

dividual behavior and personality with group and organizational influ'L.nces,

the ways in which styleb of leadership influence individuals in groups,

and how group performance might be measured. Notable among more recent

contributions are those of Argyris, Haire, Herzbergo Katz and Kahn,

Leavitt, Likert, McGregor, Schein, Tannenbaum and Vroom, as well as the

earlier work of Lewin.* The community studies of anthropologists around

the world have brought the attention of organizational designers to cultural

factors (values, ideologies, etc.) that vary in different circumstances

and to the structural-funictional mpthod of analysis of social organiza-

tion, beginning with the works of MAlinowski, Radcliff-Brown, and Mayo,

and extending to the more recent work of Levi-Strauss and W. F. Whyte,

as well as Sofer and Jacques.t

In recent years, the "behavioral approach" has also influenced po-

litical scientists and economists who are interested in the analysis of

governmental and industrial organizntions. As might be expected, the

political scientists tend to focus on problems connected with the dis-

tribution of power and authority in organizational environments, and the

econorists are more likely to analyze processes of production, consump-

tion, and economic exchange within and between organizational entities.

* See C. Ar.yris, Personality and Organization (New York: Harpers, 1957);

M. Haire, ed., Modern Organization Theory (New York: Wiley, 1959);

M. Haire, Psychology in Management (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1956);

F. Herzberg, et al, The Motivation to Work (New Yorkt: Wiley, 1959);

D. Katz and R. L. Kahn, The Social Psychology of Organizations (Now

York: Wiley, 1966); H. J. Leavitt, Managerial Psychology (Chicago:

University of Chicago Press, 1958); H. J. Leavitt, The Social Science

of Organizations (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1963); Likert,

op. cit.; D. McGregor, The Human Side of Enterprise (New York: McGraw-

Hill, 1960); 1. H. Schein, Organizational Psychology (Inglewood Cliffs,

N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1965); R. I. Tannenbaum, et al., Leadership and

Organization (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1961); V. Vroom, Work and Motiva-

tion (New York: Harper and Row, 1959); K. Lewin, Resolving Social Con-
flints (Now York, Harper, 1948).

t See 3. Malinowski, Ma ic. Science, and R.llylmon end Other Issays (Glen-

coo, Ill.: Free Press, 1948); A. R. Radclff-'Brown, "On the Concept of

Function in Social Science," AWrIcan Anthrologist, vol. 37 (1935)-,

pp. 394-402: 1. Mayo, The Social Problems of sn Industrial Civilizati.nl

(Iondon: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1949): C. Levi-Strauss, "Social

Structure," in A. L. Kroeber, Anthropology Today (Chicago: University

of Chicago Press, 1953); W. F. Whyte, Men at Work (Homewood, Ill.:

Irwin-Dorsey, 1961); C. Sofer, The Organization from Within (London:

Tavistock, 1961); 1. Jacques, The Chanting C4lture of a Factorl

(London: Tavistock, 1951).
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The former includes such names as H. Simon and V. Thompson; the latter is

demonstrated in the diverse approaches of people like R. A. Gordon and

T. A. Airschak.*

In addition to full-length book publications, writings on behavioral

approaches to organization theory are regularly published in such pro-

fessional journals as: Administrative Science Quarterly, Human Organiza-

tLion, Organizational Behavior and Human Performance, and others.

Books and articles also contain many useful reports of behaviorally

oriented studies of specific kinds of organizations, such as Janowitz'

studies of military organizations; Perrow's, Scheff's, and Goffman's

studies of hospitals; Lipset, Trow, and Coleman's study of a trade union;

Selznick's studies of a government agency program and of the Communist

Party; Cressy's studies of prisons; Pelz and Andrew's studies of research

organizations; Clark's studies of academic institutions; Gouldner's study

of a factory; and W. F. Whyte's study of restaurants; to mention only a

few.t

In addition to the behavioral disciplines mentioned above, there

are increasing indications that several aspects of mathematical theory,

* H. A. Simon, Administrative Behavior (New York: Mecidllan, 1954);

V. A. Thompson, Modern Organization (New York: Knopf, 1961);

R. A. Gordon, Business Leadership in the LarVe Corporation (Berkeley

and Los Angeles; University of California Press, 1961); T. A. Mars-

chak, "Economic Theories of Organizations," In March, op. cit., pp.423-

450.

t I. Janowitz, The Professional Soldier (Glencoe, Ill.: Free Press,

1960); M. Janowitz, The New Milltsry (New York: Russell Sage, 1964);

C. Perrow, "Hospitals: Technology, Structure, and Goals," in March,

op. cit., pp. 910-971; T. Scheff, Being Mentally Ill (Chicago: Aldine,

1966); 9. Goffman, Asylum (Oarden City, N.Y.: Asylum, 1961); Lip-

set, Trwo, and Coleman op. cit., P. Selnick, TVA and the Grassroots

(Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1949);

P. Sel*nick, The Organiastional Weapon (New York: MoGraw-Hill, 1952);

D. R. Cressey, The Prison: Studies in Institutional OrqMaln tion and

C (Nam York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1961); Nils and Andress,

op. cit.; a, Clark, Adult Education In Transition (Berkeley and

Los AnCeles: University of California Press, 1956); W. F. Whyte,

Rum-n Relations In the Restaurant Indstry (Now York: Moaraw-Bill,

1946).
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including scale analysis, set theory, matrix algebra, and other forms of
graphic analysis may be useful in organizational design in the future.*

Without attempting to cite specific references or individuals, it
should be mentioned that the disciplines of philosophy and history can
provide Important inputs to organizational design activities. Certainly
the design of new forms of organization should be carried out in accord

with the philosopher's systematic concern wit1 the expression of ultimate
values in the way that society, or major parts of society, are organized.

Philosophical questions cannot be separated from consideration of "what
are we designing for?" Similarly, the historian's systematic concern
with what has succeeded and what has failed in the past should permeate
organizational design efforts, as well as the historian's skill in care-
ful documentation of ongoing experience. Too often, there is no adequate

"organizational memory" of past experience. Thus, successful organiza-
tional design not only draws on the knowledge of organizational behavior
that has been accumulated by a variety of theoretical disciplines, but
also requires the skills of the philosopher in logical reasoning, the
historian in documentation, and the mathematician in symbolic manipula-
tion, as well as the behavioral scientist in systematic observation.

Organizational design can also draw on the knowledge and skills of

certain applied disciplines. These are disciplines that develop theory,
but their theory is ordinarily pragmatic and formulated with a view to-
ward direct application in the management of complex organizations. These

applied disciplines include:

Business management

Industrial engineering
Systems analysis and operations research

Public administration
International relations

The theoretical formulations in business management and public ad-
ministration have ranged from the "classical" analyses of Taylor, FayOL,

C See W. H. Starbuck, "1bthematIcs and Organization Theory," In March,

op. cit., pp. 335-3"6; A. L. 8tinchcombe, "On the Use of Matrix

Algebra tn the Analysis of Formal Organization," in Italoni, ed.,
Complex OrgM tsiation&:. X Sociological Reader, pp. 478-484; J. C.
Charlesworth, Mathematics and the Social Science. (Philadelphia:

American Academy of Political and Social Science, 1903); K. W. Kiley,
et a&, Sociological Studies in Scale Analysis (New Brunswick, N.J.:
Rutgere University Press, 1904).
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Uulick, and Urwick through the behavioral formulations of Chester Barnard
and Peter Drucker to the modern textbook presentations of L. A. Allen,
Pfiffner and Sherwood, M. C. Branch, and others.*

The concern of earlier industrial engineers to bring "sound erngi-
neering principles to the practice of management has now been elaborated
by the introduction of systems analysis and operations reearch methods
into a variety of organizational design considerations. Currently, there
.s interest in identifying "who makes decisions on what" in organizational
structures, what kinds of information are necessary to make these decisions,
how decisions are implemented through various communications and control
networks, etc.t Systems analysts are also likely to be optimistic about
the possibilities of experimenting with different organizational arrange-

ments by means of computer simulation.*

International relations is now coming it, o its own as a graduate
level program in several universities. This field has caused some be-
havioral scientists to devote attention to analyses of factors that will
reduce interorganizational conflict and promote cooperative efforts, not
only between nations, but also between different kinds of organizations
within nations, as may be seen by reviewing articles in the Journal of
Conflict Resolution and the Journal of Peace Research.

Thus, these applied disciplines can, and do, make useful contribu-
tions to knowledge relevant to organizational design activities, as well
as providing uaeful skills.

* F. W. Taylor, The Principles of Scientific Management (New York: Harper,
1942); H. Fayol, General and Industrial Management (London: Pitman,
1949); L. Gulick and L. Urwick, Papers on the Science of Administration
(New York: Columbia University, Institute of Public Administration,
1937); Bernard, op. cit., P. F. Drucker, rhe Practice of MAnagoment
(New York: Harper, 1954); L. A. Allen, Management and Organisation
(Ne•w York: McGraw-Hill, 1988); J. I. Pfiffner and W. P. Sherwood,
Administrative OrganizstiOn (Inglewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall,
1960); M. C. Branch, The Corporate Planning Process (New York: Ameri-

can Manageent Association, 1962).
t As an example of the earlier industrial engineering approach, see

L. P. Alford, Principles of Industrial M&anageent (Now York: Ronald
Press, 1940); as an example of later decision theory and systems con-
siderations, not 0. Fisk, ed., The Psychology of Msnagement Decisioa
(Land, Vwedeo: )loerup, 1067). also Rhberstroh. op, cit., pp. ?471-L212.
8 "ee K. J. Cohen and R. M. LCyrt, 'timilation of Organizational aehav-
Lor," in March, op. cit., pp. 305-334; B. K. Rome and S. C. Rome,

"Leviathan: an aperimmntal Study of Large Organizations with the Aid
of Computers," in Borers, op. cit., pp. 257-311.
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rm
It should be noted that there can be significant differences in the

skills that the designer provides and the knowledge that he brings to bear
on his various tasks, depending on the disciplinary orientation that pre-
vails in the designer's own background. Thus, as Warren Bennis has pointed
out, the operations anrlyst (or specialist) is more likely to try to deal
with the following strategic variables in his organizational design or
organizational change efforts: inventory, allocation, queuing, sequencing,
routing, replacement, competition, and search. In contrast, behavioral
scientists interested in "planned change" are more likely to be concerned
with: identification of appropriate mission and values, human collabora-
tion and conflict, control and leadership, resistance to change, utiliza-
tion of human resources, communication between hierarchical ranks, problems
of rapid growth, and career development. Bennis comments further on this
as follows:

The divergence of problem-definition leads to the selection of
different variables. OR pract1tioners tend to select economic
or engineering variables -- most certainly variables which are
quantitative and measurable and which appear to be linked di-
rectly to the profit and efficiency of the system. Not so of
the planned-change practitioners. While there are vigorous
attempts to measure rigorously and to conduct evaluation

studies, the variables selected tend to be less amenable to
statistical treatment and mathematical formulation. 'Upon

even a superficial perusal of some of theiliterature on
planned change and OR, the difference is evident: a sig- "
nificantly lower ratio of tables and mathematical formulas .
in the former.*

We maintain herein that successful organizational desigr efforts-must
draw on the contributions of both of these and all other relevant dis-
ciplines.

How can all of this knowledge and skill be applied-in organizational
design? To begin to answer this question, we turn ta-consideration of
the core of the design process itself.

* See W. G. Bennis, Changing Organizations (New York: McGraw-Hill,

1966), p. 87.
This eclectic approach differs from the completely "people-centered"

approaches to organizational design and planned change of some per-
sons associated with the National Training Laboratories. The latter
approaches have much of value, but can become one-sided and doctrinaire.
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The Deb'igi Process

Organizations.. design activities are ordinarily occasioned by a

desiri-to acccmpllsh a perceived objective (e.g., produce some product

or service) that requires cooperative effort (i.e., an organization).

Tbts objective becomes the operational goal for the new organizational

-•tructuite. (Or it may be that a significant change in operational goals

is desired in a currently established structure, whereupon organizatiamal

redesign efforts are initiated.)

Not all organizational design efforts are oriented directly toward

an operational goal, however. Some effort is, sooner or later, oriented

toward.probiems of how the organizational structure is to be maintained

over the time period necessary to achieve the operational goal, if this-

has a fixed time period attached to it. Furthetmore, we know from many k

examples that even in organizations that have fixed-time operational

goals, there is a tendency for members oZ the organization to attempt to

perpetuate it for longer-time per-iods to preserve the personal stake that

they have developed in it, as was pointed out in Chapter III. Thus,

organizati-onal maintenafice goals come to the fore in the design process,

alorg with operational goals.

This differentiation between two major kinds of goals has consequences

for the form that theo__rganizational design takes. Staff activities (ori-._

ented more toward orgaiiiza.li-oaal mai•ntbace). are-soon diffe-rentlated _frm" --

line activities (oriented&sore toward operati"oalI-objetives). in fact, --" -

the ratio- of-adwinistrative ard staff positionst) production personnel

seems to increase in more complex-orgLnizations, -perbaps because-mo-re . -

complex organizations require proportionately more effort to maintain

th•emselves than is t!2e case for- smallerdotnes.* - -

In turn, organizations: must be designed to accoVplish their goals m

within particular-human, economic, political-legal, socioculturýal, and

-technological .,constraints that exist in the organizational environment,
-as -.ss shcwd in Figure 4. The human d-istrai nts tfkat affect the, design

of: ny oxganization incluie the needs of members for sec'urlty. end for

challenge, as was discussed in.-Chaptersg.II and Vi- Econoic 'cot con-

siderationa obvioituly have to be bro-ught to bear on any organtzational

*For a summary of studies on this topic, see1W. A. Rushing. -"The Effects

of Industry Size and Division of Labor on Administration,, "Admi-astra-

tive Science Quarterly, Vol. 12 (1967), pp. 271-295,
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design, but especially in the design of profit making organizations in a

competitive, private enterprise economy. Economic cost considerations
S. 1ls(i must frequently be modified to accommodate to political-legal require-

ments that reflect changing value patterns--for example, a concern with
". affirmative acton programs" to accelerate equal employment opportunities

for members of minority groups. (See the discussion of this in Chapter V.)

Finally, there are all the technological state-of-the-art considerations
"-that impinge on the design of physical facilities, communications channels,
transpertation .networiks, atd other important features of organizational
structure.-

iHow arm. these various constraints brought to bear in the design of
"organizations oriented toward specified operational and maintenance goals

to a manner that applies the knowledge and skills of relevant disciplines?
Who does what in this process?

.The process ordinarily entails interaction between two individuals,

or two sets of individuals, acting in certain specified roles. For con-
-venience, we shall call these the "client role" and the "designer role."*

Ordinarily, it might be assumed that an individual client, or client

group, would be primarily an owner or chief executive who would request a

designer to design an organization oriented toward certain goals specified
by the client. However, this is not always the case, as suggested in the
schematic representation in Figure 5. In some cases a designer, acting
in what might be called an "expert consultant role" may actually indicate
to a client how the consultant thinks the organization ought to be ori-

ented, based on the personal expertise of the consultant, and then leave
the client to work out the details of the design and its implementation.

This might occur where there is already a detailed body of information

regarding the implementation of organizational designs in a well-
•: estsiblished field of activity, such as the more or less routine design

of additional schools in a large school system, of a branch plant in

an existXng industrial enterprise, or of additional military units in

a :conventional military organization. But marked changes in environ-

mental'constrtints could require design innovations that would not be
handled effectively by this kind of role relationship.

Some authors are inclined to confuse the designer role with that of

a "change agent." In the discussion here, either a designer or a

client, or both, may act as change agents, depending on the extent

to which either one or both participate in the implementation of

organizational designs or redesigns.
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Figure 5

POSSIBLE ROLES OF DESIGNERS IN THE DESIGN PROCESS

Who determines
the objectives of the design process?

DESIGNER CLIENT

Designer as Designer a

CLIENT EXPERT DeCHnerIas

Who determines CONSULTANT
the specific content
of the design
and the methods
t'o implement it ? Designer as Designer as

DESIGNER ARTIST PROFESSIONAL

SOURCE: An adaptation of categories originating in discussions with Chariton R. Price.

I.
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In circumstances requiring more novelty in the content of the design

and the way in which it is implemented, the designer might more appropri-

ately be expected to assume the role of a "professional," in which the
objectives of the design are specified by the client, but the designer
is given the responsibility of bringing a large amount of knowledge and

skill to bear on developing the details of the design and providing

guidance in their implementation. This might oncur in the design of new

kinds of educational institutions for students with special problems (e.g.,

Job Corps camps), of industrial companies that require the processing of

nonstandardized materials by nonstandardized methods, or of entirely new

forms of military organization for guerilla warfare activities.

The designer acting in either an "expert consultant" or a "profes-

sional" capacity would seem to be more effective than either of the two
other alternatives--the designer as an "artist" or as a "techniciand--

because the former role patterns involve both parties, designers and

clients, in a closer collaborative relationship. In the artist role, the
designer acts somewhat like an architect of the Frank Lloyd Wright type,

who makes essentially all the significant decisions and follows through

on their implementation in accord with the designer's understanding of

the needs of his client. However, unlike a physical structure, an or-

ganizational structure cannot be expected to stand by itself without the

significant support of its component parts--i.e., the client and his

employees. If he has not participated significantly in the design pro-
cess, the client could not be expected to understand it and to accept
it sufficiently to be able to make the organization "run" when the artist

finally leaves--as indeed he must eventually leave to go elsewhere to
design another artistic creation. As Warren Bennis has concluded from

his analysis of the role of "chango agents" (organizational designers):

Acceptance ... depends on the relationship between the change-

agent and the client-system: the more profound and anxiety-

producing the change, the more a collaborative and closer re-

lationship is required. In addition, we cqn predict that an

anticipated change will be resisted to the degree that the

client-system possesses little or incorrect knowledge about

the change, has relatively little trust in the source of the

change, and has relatively low influence in controlling the

nature and direction of the chnnge.*

* See Bennis, op. cit., p. 175. See also L. 1. Greiner, "Patterns of

Organization Change," Harvard Business Review, Vol. 43, No. 3 (May/

June, 1967), pp. 119-130, who reports that "the shared approaches

tend to be emphasized in the more successful organization changes."
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In contrast, if the designer plays only a "technician" role--i.e.,
provides an organization chart, job descriptions, prespecified policy
statements, etc.--the client cannot expect to benefit much from the know-
ledge and skill that a designer in a more significant role might be ex-

pected to bring to bear in the entire design process.

Further research is needed to ascertain the comparative effective-
ness of each of the above patterns of role relationships in different

kinds of organizational design situations. Also, research is needed to
identify further different definitions of who the client is. Up to this
point, it has been assumed that the client is the individual or group who
owns or principally manages the organization being designed--in other
words, the main source of power and authority in the organizational con-

text. However, as has been pointed out previously, we know that even in

the most centralized organizations, a certain amount of power and dis-
cretion is decentralized. Since this is true, it is always necessary for
an organizational designer to consider that, in a very meaningful sense,

the entire staff of the organization is his client. He must find a way
to relate to key members of the staff, at least, and to give them some
sense of significant par t icipation in the design (or redesign) process,

if he expects them to accept it and implement it.

Finally, a few words might be said about the designer himself. What
kind of person should he be and what should be his background? Obviously
he should have (1) a good understanding of information generated in the
disciplines mentioned previously, (2) knowledge of the ktnds of environ-
mental constraints faced by the particular organization he is designing

so that the knowledge and skill he brings to bear is appropriate, and
(3) skill in dealing with the kinds of staff members he must relate to
in the client organization to implement the design effectively. The de-
velopment of these three elements in particular individuals might be
expected to describe the profession of organizational designer in the

future.

Outputs from Organizational Design

"Organizational designs" ordinarily do not appear in a single pack-
age. They are usually embodied in the goal statements, systems diagram,
organization charts, position descriptions, and policy manuals that are
prepared by organizational designers.

Perhaps the most crucial tadk in the organizational design process
is to describe meaningfully the overall goals of the organization, be-

cause organizational goals determine other major aspects of organizational
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"character." According to Selznick and others, goal-setting and associ-

ated organizational character definition are the major "leadership" furc-
tions in organizations. Sometimes it is difficult or even impossible to
change organizational goals in a significant way--e.g., from craft pro-

duction to mass production--because the character of in organization has
become fixed in its orientation toward a previous goal. Selznick pro-
vides the following example from the notes of a Gar Wood Industries ex-

ecutive about a problem of this kind:

The first boats made by Gar Wood were high quality craft, made

of the finest materials by master boat builders. Later, the
corpany decided to mass-produce a comparatively low cost speed
boat for wide distribution. It developed that the entire or-

ganization found itself unable to cope with the effort to shift

commitments. Workmen and shop supervisors alike continued to
be preoccupied with high cost quality craftsmanship. Members
of the selling staff, too, could not shift emphasis from
"snob appeal" to price appeal. The quality commitment was

so strong that an entirely new division -- operating in a
separate plant hundreds of miles away and therefore recruit-
ing from a different labor market -- had to be created to do
the job successfully.*

Therefore, goals must be defined realistically in accord with organiza-
tional capabilities and major environmental constraints.

Particular emphasis on goal definitions can be found in the literature

on "long range planning," "corporate strategy," and "management by objec-
tives." The scope of this interest is indicated in the component sections
of a chapter on "A Practical System of Objectives" in a well-known text-

book on corporate strategy:

Problems posed by partial ignorance and uncertainty.
The planning and the long-term horizons.
Threshold goals for the firm.
Conflict between proximate and long-term profitability.
Hierarchy of the long-term objective.
Unforeseeable contingencies.

Internal and external flexibility.
Noneconomic objectives and constraints.

* See Selznick, Leadership in Administration, pp. 53-4.
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II

Objectives of individuals.

Overall hierarchy of objectives.

Setting of objectives as an open-ended process.*

When goal statements for organizations, or divisions within organiza-

tions, are formalized, they are often embodied in what becomes known as a

"charter." Following is a partial description of the formulation of char-

ters for divisions in the General Electric Company after it had become

decentralized:

When Mr. Cordiner became President, he sensed a need for

better understanding of the total enterprise. There was

a need to know clearly what were the most attractive

business opportunities available that were in keeping

with the particular competencies GE had or could acquire.

There was a need to know more precisely who was respon-

sible for what opportunities and how effectively each

was being handled.

For example, two decentralized components of the corpora-

tion might be competing with each other. They might be

trying to fill a customer want with the identical product,

or with different technical approaches to the same cus-

tomer need. That is, you can use a motor generator set

for a rectifier, you can use an ignitron tube, or you can

use a semi-conductor. Now, is it good to offer all those

alternatives to the customer? If so, should they all be

offered by one businesq, or should they be offered by

three competing businek 4es? Without charters, there may

be a failure on the part of the company to be in the

businesses it should be in. One or more of our 104 corn-

ponent businesses may have been missing opportunities.

We set out to develop charters for each of our businesses

in order to clarify their scope for our top management

group at the corporation level, for the division managers,

and for the people at the points of action.

See H. I. Ansoff, Corporate Strategy (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1965),

Chapter 4.
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question: "How was the charter program organized?"

Well, a task force had the objective of establishing the

dimensions that should be used in describing the scope of

a business. It worked at developing tie principles and

procedures to be used in writing a charter. It did not

deal with the question of whether a particular division

should have a specific business scope or not; rather, it

dealt with the principles involved in describing a good

business scope for a division. (In GE, we call our

divisions "departments.")

Question: 'how long did this take? Is the task force

still engaged in its work?"

No. It went out of existence when it had drawn up the

principles and procedures I spoke of.

Question: "Did the task force go into each of your 104

businesses to determine the scope of the particular

business?"

No, it was concerned only with how to do the job. It

did go into each business in experimenting and testing.
("Will this work?" "Is this good?" "How will our char-

ter program have to be modified?" These were the kinds

of questions the task force asked itself as it tested

results.)*

The above description of charter development activities in General

Electric showed a concern with adapting organizational structure to par-

ticular product lines in different divisions. In other words, organiza-

tion was tailored to what is being processed in the system and how it is

being processed. This implies primarily a "horizontal" concern in or-

ganizational design, starting with material, financial, ideational, and

human inputs; moving through significant transformation processes; and

leading to desired outputs in terms of products or services. This is

essentially what has been called "the systems approach"' in organizational

design. It is especially useful where organizations require a continuing

* From an interview reported in S. Thompson, How Companies Plan (New York:

American Management Association, "AMA Research Study 34," 1962), p. 96.
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amount of coordination in the production of complex products, as is true

in the aerospace systems industry.* Nevertheless, conceptualizing the

design of an organization in terms of the flow- of products, services,

and associated patterns of "who initiates the action of whom"' can also

be useful in situations as diverse as those of the restaurant industry.i

The charting of work flow has now come to be referred to as "linear

organization charts," "functional organization charts," or simply "systems

diagrams"--and when combined with descriptions of administrative authority

patterns, as "matrix organization charts."#* Thus systems diagrams can

become the second type of product of organizational design efforts, after

goal statements or charters. These systems diagrams are sometimes combined

in matrix charts with the third kind of product--the more classic forms

of organizational charts showing patterns of administrative authority and

a functional specialization by department,§ as is shown in a simplified

version in Figure 6 for a market-oriented organization.

Major questions that occur in designing and charting authority re-

lationships include questions about the location of different decision-

making functions (i.e., centralization vs decentralization), the dif-

ferentiation of functions according to the extent to which they make

direct or indirect contributions to major patterns of work flow (i.e.,

the differentiation of staff vs line activities), and relationships

* See C. J. Middleton, "How to Set Up a Project Organiization," Harvard

Business Review, Vol. 45, No. 2 (March/April, 1967), pp. 73-82; A. R.

Janger, "Anatomy of the Project Organization," Business Management

Record (November 1963), pp. 12-18.

t See Whyte, Human Relations in the Restaurant Industry.

$ For further description and examples, see A. R. Janger, "Charting

Authority Relationships," The Conference Board Record, Vol. 1 (Decem-

ber 1964), pp. 8-13; D. I. Cleland, "Organizational Dynamics of Pro-

ject Management,' IRI= Transactions on Engineerinz ftnagement. Vol.

EM-13 (December 1966), pp. 201-205; and F. A. Shull, Matrix Structure

and Project Authority for Optimizing Organizational Capacity (Carbon-

dale, Ill.: Southern Illinois University, Business Reseorch Bureau,

1965).

§ For a report of a survey of company practices in organizational chart-

ing, see H. Stleglitz, Corporate Organization Structures (New York:

National Industrial Conference Board, "Studies in Personnel Policy

No. 183," 1961).
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Figure 6

A MATFIX-TYPE ORGANIZATION CHART
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between simiJar functions at different levels in an administrative hier-

archy .*

Then organization designers usually go one step further to produce

position descriptions for the various types of jobs to be performed. This

is a critical aspect of organization design, because it reflects the for-

mal link between organizational requirements expressed in terms of a di-
visiun of labor and the individuals who will man the organization. Posi-

tion descriptions colmmonly include the title of the position, a description

of the basic function to be performed, a description of the duties and re-

sponsibilities of the individual in carrying out this function, and a de-

scription of reporting relationships of the positions in relation to other

positions.t Occasionally, position descriptiona also contain r. stateo-nt

of the minimum educational and experience requirements for applicants.

Carefully designed position descriptions can be useful fo: a variety
of purposes. A survey of company practices regarding managerial position

descriptions reported the following uses, listed in order of frequency of

mention'

To clarify relationships between jobs, avoiding overlaps and

gars in responsibility

To eatablish a just basis for the organization's internal

salary structure (internal compensation comparison)

To help executives acquire greater understanding of their

present jobs by analyuing their duties

To revise the basic organization structure and division of

responsibility

* for analyses of these problem, see J. G. Staiger, "Whit Cannot be
Decentrallsed," Mnagement Reocord. Vol. 25 (1963), pp. 19-21; L. A.

Allen, Organization of Staff Functions (Now York: National In-

dustrial Conference Board, "Studies in Personnel Policy No. 165,"

1956); II. Stieglitz, "Staff-Staff Relationships," Uanagement Lecord,

Vol. 24 (1962), pp. 2-13.

tSee A. R. Janger, oWhat*s in a Position Guide,#" Managment Record,

Vol. 23 (1961), pp. 28-38; A. R. Janger, "Making Titles Meaningful,"

BusinessMnagement Record (August 1963), pp. 43-49.
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As a foundation on which to compare jobs inside the organiza-
tion with others outside it for the purpose of paying sal&ries

in line with current rates (external salary comparison)

To evaluate individual executives' performance of their jobs.*

All of the above products of organizational design may bc put together
with implementing policy statements in an organization manual. A National

Industrial Conference Board survey found that organizational manuals com-

monly contain the following somewhat overlopping types of material:

1. A statement of organizational objectives

2. Statements of policies and principles

3. Glossary of terms

4. Titles for positions and organization components

5. Organization procedures

6. Common responsibility statements

7. Organization charts

8. Position guides

9. Committee guides.t

Last but not least, organizational designers may also have a hand

in the production of facilities designs, along with architects, building
programmers, and other facilities design !p4~cialists. As was pointed
out in Chapter VI, recognition of the need for facilities design activi-

ties to be closely articulated with organizational and work activity con-

siderations is just beginning.*

* See C. L. Bennett, Defining the Manager's Job (New York: American
Management Association, 1958), p. 36.

t See L. A. Allen, Preparing the Company Organization Manual (New York:
National Industrial Conference Board, "Studies in Personnel Policy,
No. 157," 1957), p. 18.

"" See Tennant, op. cit.
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Implementation and Evaluatior

Not all attempts to design new organizations or to change old ones
are successful, however.* As indicated earlier, those that are success-
ful are more likely to have the designer and the client jointly involved
in the implementation process. An accurate analysis of the succes5 of an
organizational design also implies that a measurable criteria of organiza-
tional performance has been established.

In attempting to evaluate organizational performance, it is important
to try to avoid three common errors. The first type of error may be de-
scribed as the regression toward quantifiable measures. Examples of this
tendency are evaluations of performance in manufacturing companies that
stress quantity of units produced at low cost/sales ratios, without con-
sidering less tangible measures such as the durability of items produced
and customer satisfaction; enemy kill-ratios in warfare, rather than more
difficUlt evaluations of the extent to which war tactics are actually re-
ducing an enemy's capacity to retaliate; the number of patients being pro-
cessed through a mental hospital, rather than measures of the effective-
ness of the treatment provided; and research revenue generated in a
research organization, rather than the quality of the research work per-
formed.

Another kind of error may be described as the regression toward
short run payoffs. Examples include the evaluation of business effec-
tiveness in terms of current sales, rather than in terms of long range
forecasts that take into account anticipated technological and social
changes; the evaluation of basic research activities on criteria com-
parable to those used for the evaluation o) applied research activities;

evaluation of military strategy in terms of its effectiveness in "win-
ning" wars, rather than in terms of its consequences for longer term in-
ternational adjustments; and evaluation of personnel policies in terms
of a reduction of employee turnover, rather than in terms of career de-
velopment.

The third kind of error m'y be described as the regression toward
compartmentalized performance. In all cases, this consists of an or-
ganization's performance (or the performance of a division or department
of an organization) being evaluated solely in terms of the goals or mis-
sion of the organization, rather than in terms of the requirements of

* Greiner, op. cit., has provided a listing of successful, partly

successful, and unsuccessful efforts to change organizations.
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the larger organizational, community, industry, or societal systems in

which the irganization performs a function. Examples of this include

the evaluation of corporate performance solely in terms of profitability

for stockholders, rather than in terms of the quality of goods and serv-

ices provided to customers or the welfare of employees, and the evaluation

of professional services primarily in terms of colleague recognition rather

than in terms of client needs.

To truly advance the state of the art, the process of organizational

design must not only include the development and application of perform-

ance measures that overcome the above kinds of error, but must also pro-

vide for the feedback of evaluative information into the general fund of

knowledge about organizational behavior, as indicated in Figure 4. The

testing of organizational designs under different environmental circum-

stances is necessary to advance the state of knowledge about organiza-

tions beyond the stage of empirically derived, but unvalidated specula-

tion. Sources from which preliminary data (quantitative or qualitative)

may be drawn regarding the effectiveness of organizational design efforts

include:

1. Documentary output5 of the organizational design process--goal

statements, systems diagrams, organization charts, position

description, policy manuals, facilities designs, etc.

2. Interview comments of designers, clients, and members of the

t client organization.

3. Other data on productivity, profit and loss, att:itude and opinion

surveys, etc.

Further analysis is then necessary to determine the ways in which data

drawn from these sourzes reflect the effectiveness of design efforts.

Organizational Design--the State of the Art

A review of the currently sparse literature that deals directiy with

the topic of organizational design, along with the more voluminous liter-

ature that deals with relevant aspects of organizational theory, indicates

that there is no one volume that discusses satisfactorily all phases of

the organizational design process. The available writings inevitably

deal with one or two parts of the total process shown in Figure 4, but

not with all parts of the total process that relate to the designer's

interests Pnd activities.
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Thus, for example, Ap.proaches to Organization•al Design, edited by

James D. Thompson, presents several essays that demonstrate useful ap-

plications of various behavioral theories to organizational design ac-

tivities, but does not discuss in any detail the directions that organiza-

tional designers might go in applying these theories, possible variations

in roles that they can assume vis-a-vis clients, how these behavioral in-

puts can modify various products (outputs) of the design process, or how

their effects can be evaluated.* In contra.t, essays by Herbert A. Shepard

and Harold J. Leavitt in the Handbook of Organizations deal more directly

with various aspects of organizational design and organizational change

processes, but without systematic attention to how these processes can be

linked to organizational theory and organizational research such as is

presented in earlier essays in the same book.t The same may be said of

the more detailed discussion of planning and controlling organizational

change provided by Warren Bennis in Changing Organizations.* This latter

work contains a particularly insightful analysis of the roles of change

agents, the functions of change programs, and strategies for change, but

change activities are focused primarily on organizational leadership and

authority patterns instead of other aspects of organizational structure
and finctioning. The last essay in Handbook of Organizations by C. J.

Haberstroh focuses on the design of organizations viewed more from a

general systems perspective, but again gives few details about how de-

sign activities or planned changes are carried out.§

The management literature also contains some detailed analyses and

descriptions of corporate planning processes, corporate strategy, plan-

ning and organizing for innovation, etc., but these more practically

oriented discussions do not contain systematic linkages to the theoretical

literature, so that all the relevant inputs from various background dis-

ciplines could be effectively involved in the organizational design or

change process.**

See Thompson, Approaches to Organizational Design.

t See Shepard, "Changing Xnterpersonal and Intergroup Relationships in

Organizations," and H. J. Leavitt, "Applied Organizational Change in

Industry: Structural, Technological, and Humanistic Approaches," in

March, op. cit.

Bennis, op. cit. For an earlier collection of readings, see W. 0.

Bennis, K. D. Benne, and R. Chin, eds.,The Planning of Change (New

York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1961).

§ Haberstroh, op. cit.,pp. 1171-1212.

** See for example, Branch, op. cit.,Ansoff, op. cit., and D. A. Schon,

Technology and Change (New York: Delecorte Press, 1967).
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Finally, there are biographical and case study descriptions of the

activities of organizational design and planned change, and even attempts

to measure the effects of planned changes in organizational contexts, but

these discussions deal more with design activities and their effects rather

than with providing a systematic assembly of information that could be

used as inputs to these activities.*

In summary, there is need for integrated literature that offers

guidance to designers on all phases of the organizational design process,

"especially (1) linking skill and knowledge inputs from relevant theo-

retical and applied disciplines to the various roles that designers can

play in the design process and (2) linking the various outputs of this

process to strategies for implementing and evaluating the effects of

organizational design efforts. This kind of literature covering the

entire design process could provide a needed definition of the scope of

activities concerned in the emerging profession of organizational de-

sign (and hence a guide to professional curriculum development), as well

as a stimulus to the feedback of information from test and evaluation

efforts into the general fund of relevant theory on which this emerging

profession is based. Moreover, such an integrated literature could pro-

vide the guidance necessary for successfully overcoming some of the major

weaknesses in many organizational structures today, which were pointed

out in Chapters III, IV, V, and VI--namely failure to provide for the

integration of both individual and organizational needs for a balance

between security and challenge, for the conservation and enhancement

of individual talents, and for organizational structures with strong

innovative capabilities.

The present study is oriented toward these objectives.

* See, for example, S. Dale, The Great Organizers (New York: McOraw-

Hill, 1960); and S. 1. Seashore and D. 0. Bowers, Changing the

Structgre and Functioning of an Organization: Report of a Field

"ExPeriment (Ann Arbor: Univ. of Michigan, Survey Research Center,

1963).
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Chapter VIII

SOME CASES IN ORGANIZATIONAL DESIGN

Some of the ideas expressed in previous chapters may be brought

together and their usefulness tested in a preliminary way by examining

several cases in organizational design. These are cases in which either

line managers or organizational designers together with management clients

have acted to design a new organizational entity or to modify significantly

an existing entity.

In examining these organizational design cases it is useful to con-

sider the following sets of questions derived from previous discussions

(although every question may not apply with equal usefulness to each

case):

1. Inputs to design activities. What skill and knowledge is drawn
on for the purposes of organizational design in this particular

instance? What relevant skill or knowledge is neglected? How

is skill or knowledge used and how effective is its use?

2. Goal formulation and implementation. How are organizational

goals formulated and implemented in this particular case? Are

organizational maintenance goals identified separately from

operational goals and, if so, how are they related to oper-

ational goals?

3. Environment constraints. Which environmental constraints are

recognized in the design process? Are there any that are un-

recognized? How do the recognized constraints influence the

design?

4. Role of the designer. If there is an organizational designer

separate from line management in the design process, what role

does the organizationr' designer play? How effective is this

role? What factors are associated with its effectiveness or

lack of effectiveness?

3. Outputs from design activities. What form do the outputs of the

design process take? What is included and what is not?
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6. Implementation of the design. How is the design implemented?
Who has responsibility for what? How well hrs the design been

accepted and acted on in the client organization?

7. Evaluation and feedback of results. How is the design evaluated
or how could it be evaluated? Is there any feedback of results

from the evaluation procedure to the general fund of knowledge
about organizational behavior, so that this fund is increased

and input" to future design efforts are enhanced?

8. Total systems adequacy of the design. In the total design pro-
cess, what consideration is given to individual and organiza-
tional needs for a balance between security and challenge, to
the conservation and enhancement of human talents, to the sup-

port of organizational capacity to innovate, or to other sig-
nificant aspects of the organization as a functioning social

system? How effective are these considerations in the particular
case being considered?

These questions are applied here to the design of four kinds of or-
ganizational entýties: (1) fundamental research organizations within
larger "mission-oriented" industrial or government structures; (2) inter-
Jurisdictional local organizations for provision of public services under
conditions of severe and widespread emergency; (3) a manpower development

program for a "poverty category" population group; and (4) a factory en-
gaged in the high-speed mass production of paper products and packaging

materials.

One of these organizations--the manpower development program--may' be
considered to be a people-processing organization. Its primary functions
are the education and training of the people processed through the or-
ganization. The factory, of course, is primarily a material-processing

organization, taking raw materials and turning them into finished pro-
ducts. Fundamental research organizations may be considered to be idea-
processing organizations; it is their business to take the ideas that

come either from previous research studies or from practical problems
that call for research solutions and to turn these ideas into new scien-
tific discoveries (contributions to fundamental knowledge) through the
process of scientific research. Public service organizations take human

skills, materials, and facilities and provide law enforcement, fire pro-

tection, water distribution, medical, and other services to the public.

In processing these human, material, ideational, or service Item,

these particular kinds of organization characteristically use four dif-
ferent kinds of technology, as indicated in Figure 7. For example, the
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Figure 7

TECHNOLOGY OF THE CASE STUDY ORGANIZATIONS
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ideas that fundamental research organizations (Case A) process do not coal

In any kind of atendardized form, and the methods used in the processing

are nonstandardized (i.e., call for a large amount of discretion on the

part of the professional researchert who do the processing).

In turn, a manpower development program of the type discussed here

(Case C) takes many individuals and family groups who are prestandardlized

with regard to their common culture, general level of economic poverty,

lack of form] educational and work experience background, English lan-

guage and general communications inabilities, and related social psycho-

logical characteristics. It then attempts to provide them with general

educational and specific vocational training necessary to be able to take

a job and hold it in moderu American society. Although the people who

enter the manpower development program may be somewhat standardized in

their backgrounds, the way in which they or their families are handled

in the educational programs certainly requires a great deal of indi-

vidualized treatment on the part of highly skilled professional teachers,

counselors, etc.

Emergency service organizations (Case B) must be designed and built

according to a large number of preformulated rules of procedure, criteria

for decision, etc., to conform to political, legal, social, economic,

military, and other considerations, but the way in which different serv-

ices are provided to the public under different kinds of emergency con-

ditions would certainly be nonstandardized.

in contrast, most mass production factories process atandardized

materials according to standardized or preformulated methods. This is

essentially true of Case D, although It Is not as true as It would be

In some factories, because many orders for prodnrtion iteoa In this

factory are single-run items handled agalnet tight delivery deadlines,

thus Imposing complex problems of schedullng, quality control, and machino

set-up changes that are more characteristic of job shops.

Cose A (tundamental research organiastions) provides a retrospective

picture of the design of four existing organisations with similar ob-

jectives, along with a forward-looking view of management plats with

regard to future, changve. Cases 3 and 0 (emergency public *services ard,
the mspower development program) are examples of attempts to design

currently nonoxIsting structures to "ets special public needs. Case D'

essentially represents the result of efforts to redesign an existing

industrial organization.
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In Case A, organizational design specialists can be seen as being

in a minor role (as "technicians"), if involved at all; line managers

perform the role of determining the objettivcg. of the design process
as well as the specific content of the design and methods to implement

it. In contrast, organizational design specialists can be viewied as

playing more of a "professional" role in Cases B and D. In Case C, the

designers start in a professional role, but end up as technicians.

Finally, Cases A and D can be viewed as exemplifying design efforts
that have largely succeeded in achieving their goals. The design in

Case B has not yet been tested. In Case C, the design effort was not
favorably received by the client.

Therefore, while these four cases do not provide examples of all of
the possible permutations In types of organizational design and related
activities discussed or implied in previous chapters, they do provide

enough variation to begin to explore the applicability of many of the
principles stated earlier.

Case A: Fundamental Research Oreanizatior;

This case really represents a composite picture of the design of a

particular type of organization--a "fundamental research organization"

within a larger "mission-oriented organization." The larger organiza-
tions and general categories from which this composite picture Is drawn

are the Boeing Company (aerospace industry), the Bell System (communica-

tions), the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (federal govern-

ment), and the U.S. Air Force (federal government, Department of Defense).

The specific organizatlons discussed are the Boeing Scientific Research
Laboratories, the Bell Telephone Laboratories. the NASA Electronics Re-

search Center, and the Air Force Office of Scientific Research (AbOBE).
All four research organizations are oriented toward conducting or spon-
soring phenomena-orlented research programes relevant to the overall
objectives of the parent organizations. Wstly, the frt three *oa-
duct this research In their own In-house laboratories, while AFOR *pool-
sots fundamntal research i• universities and other scientific istittu-

tions in areas pertinent to the mission of the Air Force.

The data on which this analysis is based are larg.ly drawn from

statements ot line research mAnagers mods in a session Or "Planning
Peinomens-Orleated Research in a Mission-Oriented Organsation" at te
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American University Center for Technology and Administration's 12th In-
stitute on Research Administration, held in Washington, D.C., April 24-
27, 1967.* Although the purpose of this session was primarily to in-
dicate how research managers go about planning organizations of this
type, the comments provided many retrospective insights into principles
and practices of the initial design of such organizations.

The following summarizes these comments under the question headings
indicated earlier.

Inputs to Design Activities

There was no evidence in this planning discussion to indicate that
organizational design specialists had played any major role in the design
of these research organizations; they were designed by top line managers,
based on their own managerial and technical expertise and their under-
standing of overall organizational needs. One of the speakers described
this as foliows:

In an industrial corporation, top management must decide
whether there is to be a corporate research laboratory,

how the activity is to be supported, and at what level...
So in NASA, Mr. James E. Webb and his associates made these
decisions regarding the Electronics Research Laboratory.

The decision to create ERC was based upon a firm conviction
of need and has not been affected by current constraints.

Headquarters' prime responsibility for administration was

assigned to the Office of Advanced Research and Technology.
Further planning and study at Headquarters established the
ultimate size of ERC, its location, and its major areas

of activity.

Since the role of design specialists has usually been minor in these
kinds of design activities (e.g., assisting as technicians in "planning

and study at headquarters"), there is often little conscious attempt to
bring specific inputs from various background disciplines to bear on the

* The session was moderated by H. M. Vollmer, and included G. L. Hol-

lingsworth (Boeing), and J. K. Galt (Bell Laboratories), L. C. Van Atta
(NASA), W. J. Price (APOSR), and D. Pelz (University of Michigan). The
complete presentations in this session are to be included in a forth-

zoming book edited by it. I. Cole.
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design process. On the other hand, because the top level managers who
are responsible for the design are often people who have some professional

training as managers (e.g., either in graduate schools of business admin-
istration or in professional management seminars such as those conducted
by the American Management Association), principles from both theoretical
and applied disciplines are often influential in the design of these so-
phisticated types of organizations. Some parent organizations, such as
the Office of Aerospace Research of the Air Force (the immediate parent
organization of AFOSR) have solicited inputs from time to time from sev-
eral behavioral scientists and management specialists.*

Goal Formulation and Implementation

In these kinds of organization, the articulation of research or-

ganization goals with those of the parent organization is of primary im-
portance. As one speaker put it:

It is of primary importance that such goals (for the research

organization) be set, first and in the broadest sense by state-
ments of the (parent) organization's mission. This is a point
at which the phenomena-orieated research area.. .makes contact
with top management, for such goals must ultimately be stated

at that level. The importance of such statements can be rec-

ognized by noting that the research area bears a primary re-
sponsibility for the future of the mission-oriented (parent)
organization. It is clear that an indispensable tool for
naeeting this responsibility is an understanding on the part

Sof tie research management-of the broad goals of the mission-
oriented organization as a whole. It is appropriate for re-

search management to influence such goals. But it is vital
to the development of a viable strategy of research manage-
ment that, whatever they are, they be understood by both

management groups.

How are such goals implemented? In other words, how is assurance
developed that research managers and the scientists under them will pay

* See Vollmer, Applications of the Behavioral Sciences to Research

Management: an Initial Study in the Office of Aerospace Research.
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attention to the overall goals of the parent corporation in their daily
work? The four speakers tend to agree that this is achieved primarily

by:

1. Identifying research fields or research program areas in terms
of their relevance to corporate goals.

2. Selecting professional research personnel who already have sLrong
research interests in these program a-eas.

3. Within these program areas, allowing research personnel to have

a wide lat tude of choice of their own research projects to mxi-

""ize their motivation.

4. Providing arrangements that facilitate communication and periodic

collaborative efforts between professional research personnel and

personnel in the nonresearch parts of the larger organization.

There is no overt mention of organizational maintenance goals in con-

trast to operating goals in the presentation remarks, but one can infer

concern with these matters from comments on lcng range planning with re-

gard to equipment and facilities and with regard to the career develop-

Dent of professional personnel, as indicated in the following remarks

from the American University Conference Session:

The final consideration in planning a research project is

whether you can really support it to the end. After all,

if the man will need a cyclotron three steps down the road,

you better be prepared to buy it, or not take those first

two steps. You ought to think that far ahead, and this is

not a trivial consideration.

(On) form of career development is the movement of person-

nel out of the research organization. This movement can be

either back to the university or into other parts of the

miasion-oriented organization...As for the movement of

personnel from phenomena-oriented research into the tech-

nologically oriented parts of the organization, it is in

general a good thing for careers, a way of injecting the

most novel science into technological work, and a way for

the organization to raise its standards in selecting people

for promotion. Care in selection of personnel for such

changes is required, but a sensitivity to the possibility

of such changes is a way of gaining for the mission-oriented

(parent) organization one of the real benefits of supporting

research.
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Environmental Constraints

The comments of all the conference speakers reflected management
concern with three major kinds of constraints that effect the design of

this kind of organization:

1. Human constraints--the kinds of research scientists that con-
stitute the key staff in these kinds of organizations generally

have intense professional commitments to doing research work on
certain particular topics. They expect a large degree of free-
dom in selecting the specific projects which they conduct and
they are usually not very flexible in the kinds of things they
want to work on (as are most engineers, for example). Therefore,
scientists must be selected for the staff on the basis of the

correspondence between their professional research interests and
the interests of the parent organization.

2. Technological constraints--in many cases, . parent organization
may not be prepared to follow through on the technological de-
velopment of breakthroughs or discoveries originating in the
fundamental scientific laboratories of the ?oration. There-
fore, there is need for continuing communication between scien-
tists in the fundamental laboratories and technologists in other

parts of the organization so that (a) these technologists are
better prepared to capitalize on the results of scientific dis-
coveries when they occur and (b) scientists continue to work with
at least one eye on corporation-relevant activities.

3. Economic constraints--since fundamental research activities re-
late most directly to long range payoffs in such matters as pro-
duct diversification, development of entirely new markets, an-
ticipation of technological and social changes that have not yet
occuriad, etc., rather than providing immediate support of cur-
rent engineering dtvelopment or operational ,.nterests, the amount
of corporate financial resources allocated to fundamental research
must be determined in accord with the degree to which the corpo-

ration can afford to be oriented to the iong range In its total
R&D efforts. In some corporations, the proportion of fundamental

research efforts to the total R&D (fforts have run in the neigh-

borhood of 10 percent; this proportion tends to be larger in
larger, more diversified corporationo in high-technology in-

dustries, and lower in smaller, less technologically oriented

companies.
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Taken together, the above three major kinds of constraints have sig-
nificant implications for the design of fundamental research organizations.

These implications have been summarized in terms of the 'bonds-and-barriers"
principles of organization, as described by Goldman of Ford A:tor Company
and Morton of the Bell Telephone Laboratories, and quoted previously in

Chapter VI-- 'good research must be insulated but not is6lated" and "we
have a space bond and an organizational barrier," etc. They also imply
the desirability of a close linkage between such activities as long range
planning, technological forecasting, and fundamental research.

The Role of the Designer

As indicated earlier, top management in the parent corporation has
most often played the major role both in making decisions regarding the
goals of a fundamental research organization and the methods to be used

in implementing these goals, even though in some cases "further planning

and study at headquarters established the ultimate size of (the funda-
mental research organization), its location, and its major areas of ac-
tivity." In the latter activities, whatever organizational designers
were present appear to have played mostly what was described in Chap-

ter VII as essentially a technician role.

Outputs from Design Activities

Formalized design products, such as goal statements or "mission
statements," organization charts, position descrip:ions, and policy man-
uals embody the results of these organizational design efforts, especially

in the two federal government agencies represented in this discussion.
To these documentary materials must be added the development of formal-

ized, periodically updated, long range plans for these fundamental re-
search organizations, describing future changes or modifications in re-
search program areas. These are often based on inputs from corporate

long range planning efforts, and may reflect a systems view of the re-
lationship between the research activity and other activities in the
larger corporate complex. This is indicated in Dr. William Price's re-

marks about AFOSR:

Inputs appropriate for consideration in planning the AFOSR

research program come to us in many ways. Let me first
mention information about the long-range needs of the Air
Force which comes to us from top management. The Secretary

of Defense and of the Air Force, the Chief of Staff of the

AF, and others, make speeches and also provide various
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internal documents. "The Plan", USAF Planning Concepts, a

fifteen-year projection prepared by the Deputy Chief of Staff,

Plans and Operations, is one such document that is important

to us. From "The Plan" we learn about the projected military

tasks -- tactical and strategic warfare, zpace operations,

etc. We carry on a dialogue with the persons responsible for

preparing "The Plan", thus furthering our understanding of

its implications for our research planning. At the same
time we also influence "The Plan" by helping elucidate the

implications of emerging scientific opportun.aties on future

AF operational plans.

We also receive important guidance from the Air Force Systems

Command (AFSC). Two principal inputs are the AFSC Planning

Activity Report and the Technical Objective Document. The

latter, for example, sets forth the AF interest in each of

the thirty-eight technical areas.

Using these various sources of information, we have developed

a list of technology areas to be considered in assessing the

relevance of research. The relevance is studied with the

aid of a large matrix showing the relationship of the tech-

nology list to a similarly detailed list of the scientific

areas. It is very important to note that the technology

list includes both the areas designated by AFSC technology

organizations and those which we add as a result of othek

inputs. For example, our list includes activities in sup-

port of military assistance programs, personnel management

and training, logistics, and other needs which we find

arising from other parts of the Air Force.

These additions are very important, we feel, in carrying out

the corporate research function. Our studies of science and

technology interactions convince us that it is very mis-

leading to expect a neat flow of research needs from tech-

nology, just am it is unrealistic to expect a simple flow

from a scientific discovery to applied research to develop-

ment, etc.

Implementation of the Design

The primary responsibilities for implementing these organizational "

designs rests with middle-level research managers in all of these corpo-

rate contexts. In these implementation efforts, middle-level managers
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play key ro-ies as "couplers" between the technical interests of research
groups under them and the engineering development and operational con-

cerns of the parent organization. Thus they serve essentially as 'man-
agement generalists," as this role was described in Chapter VI (see

Figure 3). For example, in the Bell Telephone Laboratories:

* . . it is important for the management of the research area
to communicate problems and achievements both vertically to
their superiors and horizontally to the management of other

parts of the mission-oriented (parent) organization. The lat-
ter function basically requires personal contact across or-.

ganizational lines by management personnel.

In NASA:

.... the research director must further define technical
areas of interest and the relative emphasis among these

areas, must establish the major elements of the research
organization's administrative and technical structure, and

must attract competent personnel into key positions in his

office or reporting directly to him. The research director
must be the link between scientific and support activities,

and the spokesman for the research organization with top

-management.

And in AFOSR:

An AFOSR program manager typically has about twenty active

contracts and a million dollar annual budget. . . It is
clear that his personal knowledge of both the emerging op-
portunities of science and the DOD needs are highly important
aspects of his qualifications. It is ablo very important that

he develop appropriate meaningful contacts with those persons

throughout the AF most interested or most likely to be in-

terested in the research program for which he is responsible.

Evaluation and Feedback of Results

In one sense, all the studies that have been made of the effective-

ness of research organizations have provided, among other things, an

evaluation of the design of the kinds of research organications des-

cribed here. The publication of these studies also provides a mans for

feedback of the results of this evaluation into the general literature

on organizations and organixational behavior. Professor Donald Pelt of
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the University of Michigan reported on some studies of this kind at the
American University meeting mentioned previously.* Pelz described his
own findings on the most important organizational influences on scien-
tists in these kinds of organizations in terms that were discussed in
more detail in Chapter III, but were summarized at the meeting as follows:

In a number of ways, then, we found that the best work came
when scientists on the one hand had some source of security
or protection, but on the other hand had some source of
challenge or exposure to external demands. It was not a
question of one or the other, nor of a halfway compromise
between them, but of the presence of both.

This overall evaluation of tVP key items necessary to the successful de-
sign of fundamental research organizations in people-oriented terms is
in accord with the views expressed by the four research managers on this
panel. Although fundamental research organizations may be viewed prima-
rily as "idea processing organizations," one speaker summed up the main
organizational requirements for this kine Lf organization succinctly
when he said: "In the kind of research we are discussing here, the
crucial i'em is people."

Total Systems Adequacy of the Design

Where both "bonds" and "barriere" exist, it appears Lhat fundamental
research organizations within larger "mission-oriented organizations" are
generally able to provide the combination of security and challenge that
research scientists need to work most effectively, and middle-level re-
search manager: are generally able to perform a "management generalist"
role in coupling research activities to the interests of the larger
corporate entity with a reasonable degree of success. Becaust the re-
search work done by scientists in these organizations (by the nature of
the orgaudzation) is at the forefront of new knowledge in the various
technical fields, technical manpower obsolescence is generall.y at a
minimum. Moreover, the innovative capacities of the research organiza-
tion and, in turn, the total corporate structure tend to be strong.

S See Pels and Andrews, op. cit. See also the summry of the author's

work on this topic in Adaptations of Scientists and Orgarniations.
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On the other hand, in situations known to the author where an at-
tempt has been made to design a fundamental research organization without

sufficient insulation from the larger organization or, conversely, with-

out sufficient coupling with the interests of the larger organization,
the fundamental research effort has been less productive.* Perhaps more
active use of organizational design specialists who are familiar with

these kinds of organizations and who would provide a stronge- role to
assist managers in the design of such organizations in the future would

help to avoid these kinds of error.

Case B: Emergency Public Services

Organizations to provide public services such as law enforcement,

fire protection, water distribution, medical, and other service needs on

a local and areavide basis in the event of a major emergency (nuclear

attack, earthquake, massive fire or flood, etc.) are quite a different

type of organization. Considerations in the design of these kinds of

organizations are drawn mostly from a report by Kendall Moll and Richard

Hirshberg, The Cost and Feasibility of Emergency Cooperation among Local

Governments (Menlo Park, Calif.: a Stanford Research Institute Report

to the U. S. Office of Civil Defense, 1967).

The primary problem that must be faced in the design of these kinds

of organizations is that the public services mentioned are normally (in

situations where a serious emergency does not exist) provided by a patch-

work pattern of local governmental and quasi-governmental services with

many overlapping jurisdictions. In situations of severe emergency, what

is needed is some kind of coordinating organization that is most capable

of continuing to provide these vital sv, r-Aes at the local level in the

face of uneven damage and social-econo,*.,--political disruption. Previous

studies have found that the most effective organizational structure for

this purpose would be one of "area control--comoulsory cooperation di-

rected by an area controller," rather than "mutual aid (voluntary co-

operation among Jurisdictions on a bilateral basis)" or "area coordina-

tion (voluntary cooperation affected with the aid of a central area

coordinator)." The report mentioned above elaborates on the design of

an "area control" type of emergency public service organization.

See Vollmer, The Fundamental Research Activity in a Technology-

Dependent Organization: see also Vollmer, Adaptations of Scientists

and Orlanizations. Chapter V, "Institutional Variations in Adapta-

tion."
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Inputs to Design Activities

As the report indicates in its text and footnotes, this design draws
significantly on (1) previous studies of emergency public service or-
ganizations, (2) behavioral sciences literature on organization and on
disaster behavior, and (3) systems analysis techniques for structuring
complex systems.

Goal Formulation and Implementation

The goals for this organizational sti'ucture have been essentially
set by the U.S. Office of Civil Defense Federal Civil Defense Guide,
Part E, Chapter 2, "Direction and Control for Civil Defense Emergency

Operations." In twun, the objective of the design effort was to carry
out "A further assessment of the alternative organizational configura-
tions . . . which would investigate their sociological, political, and
legal implications within the framework of state and local government
and of the community at large."

Environmental Constraints

As indicated above, it was part of the main objective of this effort
to explore sociological, legal, and political ramifications and constraints
on the design o! this kind of organization. In the sociological and po-
litical realm, the organizational designers found that even though local
government officials are jealous of their autonomy in administering a va-
riety of public services in normal times, they are willing to accept "Im-
posed solutions" (i.e., "area control") in situations of extreme ever-
fency, provided that (1) voluntary assistance and local government
structures are used wheaever possible and (2) stronger controls are
provided by 'a progressive series uf authority steps proportional to
the degree of the emegency

from the legal standpoint; it was found that (1) for one test county

in California, the local legal authority permits form of emergency serv-
Ice organiastion that conform to the two principles stated in the previous

paragraph; (2) the California Disaster Act also conform well with this
form of emergency service organization; but (3) the federal Model State
Civil Defense Act might include more detail to be more closely related
to local morgenuy service organisation needs.
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Role of the Designer

In this case, the designers could be viewed as serving in the role
of "professionals," in that the goals of the organization to be designed
have been clearly set by the client (the U.S. Office of Civil Defense).
The designers had the responsibility to deterflne the specific content
of the design and related features connected with implementation--e.g.,
costs of alternative levels of implementation.

Outputs from Design Activities

Major outputs from these design activities include maps of the pres-
enL jurisdictions of public services1 within the test county, matrix analy-
sis of interfunctional relationships of service agencies as well as more
customary organization charts, and tables showing per capita costs for
various alternative levels of implementation. All of these are presented
within a project report providing fuirther descriptive material and a ra-
tionale for the organlzationaW structure designed. Such design details
as job descriptions were not includ,3d as part of this project.

lalementation of the Design

Along with cost data, the project report contains detail on the
feasibility of the "area control" concept of emergency public service
organization, both in terms of general acceptance by public officials

and the general public and of meeting legal criteria of acceptability.

Evaluation and Feedback of Results

To date there has bt,., wn actual Implementation effort in this or-
Sameational case; therefore, there has been no field test of its ade-
quacy or opportunity to feed the results back into relevant bodies of
knowledge.

Total Systems Adequacy of the Desiza

la view of the lack of implementation effort in this case to date,
one can only speculate on tho total systems adequacy of the design ef-
fort, A review ci the design materials does indicate, however, that the
area cutrl" type of organisation described here has been designed

with an accurete understanding of the basic technological dimensions of
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this form of organization (see Figure 7)--namely that in its operating
phase (during an emergency situation) it must be highly adaptable to

handling unforeseen circumstances, but it also must be carefully planned

in atructure, details of responsibility, etc., to handle these circum-
stances rapidly. Fundamental research organizations of the type de-
scribed in the previous case, for example, might be quite adaptable to
handling unforeseen circumstances, but these kinds of research organiza-
tions are not noted for being able to bring talents to bear on a new
problem very quickly.

At the same time, the kind of emergency public service organization
discussed here is politically very sensitive in its building phase (be-
fore an emergency occurs). It requires the close cooperation of diverse
and overlapping political groups. This can only be achieved by close [
attention to matters of public acceptance--both attitudinal and legal.

This design study claim that the design would be feasible in terms
of the latter considerations. It attempts to meet the former requirement--
for quick coordinated effort on unanticipated problems--by prescribing an
"area control" ype of organization with a high degree of centralized
slithority. However, actual implementation and testing of the design
would be necessary to determine whether these "paper and pencil" esti-
mates r e accurate.

Case C: 1npowe" Development Program

For about six months In 1965 and 1966, the author and two colleagues,
William C. Pedersen and Charlton R. Price, were employed by the governing

council of one of the larger Indian tribes in the western United States
to design an overall manpower developxcnt program to increase the employ-
ability of tribal members, in accord with the term of a grant for this

design effort that the Tribe had received from the U.8. Office of Sco-
nomic Opportunity. In initiating this effort, it was noted thpt there
was a strong need for "improvimig the life ciraumstances of Sr.dpa which

are marginal and disadvantaged in modern urban-industrial society." The

report stated that:

On the North American continent, such groups include the

members of racial and ethnic minorities who--because of

primitive customs, lack of employment experience, low
job skills among those wAth work experience, lack of
formal education, poor physical and mental health, re-
mote geographic lo~ations, lone-standing prejudice and

discrimination in the majority comeunity--have been ill-
equipped to participate in the urban-industrial world.
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As a result of this lack of preparation, about 30 percent of the male

labor force in the tribe discussed here are unemployed; another 40 per-

cent have only occasional employment; and as a result, the vast majority

of family incomes are in the "poverty" category.

Inputs to Design Activities

Among the major assumptions underlying the effort to design a program

to remedy these kinds of conditions among members of this particular Indian

tribe were the following, based on a variety of previous economic, socio-

logical, and anthropological studies:

1. That despite the development of some employment opportunities

resulting from all currently planned and foreseeable future

industrial and commercial developments in this reservation
area, these opportunities would still be insufficient to me.

the employment needs of a rapidly expanding reservation popu-

lation.

2. That, therefore, a considerable proportion of the tribal labor

force (from one-half to two-thirds in this case) would have to
be prepared to take advantage of job opportunities in other

areas (i.e., urban-industrial centers).

* 3. That the vast majority of these people are ill-prepared by past

experience and education to take advantage of currently avail-

"able job opportunities; in other words, they currently lack the

basis for making a viable choice to seek work in an urban en-
vironment (many have already experienced failure in attempts

to do this).

4. That adequate preparation for urban living requires group edu-

cation and training, involving entire family units and communi-

ties, as well as individual skills training (studies 1-ave shown

that previous failures to adjust to urban living among Indians

are often traceable to family strains and lack of family adjuet-
Sm~en,).6

5. That, as far as possible, tribal members desire to retain valued

traditions, kinship ties, ceremonials, etc., in making adjust-

ments to urban life; furthermore, that the retention of valued

cultural traits where possible enriches the total quality of

life in a pluralistic society, such as th&t of the United States.
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6. That, finally, such total cultural adaptation requires adjust-

ments on the part of employers, neighbors, and other members of

the majority society, as well as members of minority groups.

Goal Formulation and Implementation

The goal for this project, as established by the client organization
(the executive office of the tribal council under the terms of the ORO

grant) were to design "a program and facilities to provide assessment,

vocational counseling, basic education, vocational training, work ex-

perience, social counseling, and job development services" to increase

the employability of tribal members to a level comparable to that of the

American population as a whole. The designers were given the responsi-
bility of specifying the interrelationships of elements in the total man-

power development program; the administrative structure for the program;
job requirements and manning tables; location of facilities; costs for

the acquisition of facilities, their operation and maintenance, person-

nel aslaries, and related support services; and other matters relevant

to the total program design.

As major aspects of the program, the designers proposed:

-1. "Intake centers," including mobile trailer units to provide

recruiting, initial orientation, assessment, vocational counsel-

ing, and initial work experience for individuals and families

while still living at home in five areas of the reservation.

2. I'Transition community training centers" in three reservation
locations initially, using abandoned mining towns, military

base, and boarding school facilities, where more intensive

basic educntion, vocational training, work experience, family
management training, and community organization experience would

be given to individuals and whole family units.

3. "Community centers"' combined with job plccement and development

offices in three urban areas where facilities and services would

be provided for further individual and family counseling, job

placement, follow-through job development contacts with employers,
housing assistance, opportunities for ceremonial and recreational

gatherings, etc.
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9 4. Assessment and guidance procedures whereby (a) Individuals with
different kinds of previous experience and/or education could

enter this program at a point appropriate to their own back-

ground and (b) individuals could move through the different

phases of the program according to their own rate of learning

and could "recycle" through any phase where necessary.

5. That approximately one-half of the staff personnel who would

operate this program would be tribal members--in positions re-

quiring minimal skill or education at first, but later in all

positions. It was assumed that this would have the advantages

of (a) providing immediate employment for some tribal members

who needed or desired this kind of employment and (b) providing

role models of "success" that would help motivate other tribal

members to participate as traiaees in the program.*

Environmental Constraints

In the course of the design effort, however, serious environmental

constraints arose that finally prevented its success. One involved the

necessity for elected tribal council officials to remain in office in

what turned out to be a bitterly contested local election in this reset-

Nation area. It became evident that any official who approved of a plan

that would prepare tribal members "to leave the reservation," as this

one partly implied, would be taking a very unpopular position in the

face of the unhappy experiences that many tribal members had with pre-

vious "relocation" efforts (without the kind of preparation and support

provided in this program). In the face of this kind of mounting po-

litical pressure, tribal officials constituting the client group reversed

their goals for the design effort when 90 percent of the effort had been

completed. They now asked for the design of a limited, reservation-

oriented job development program, rather than the previously envisioned

total manpower development program.

The other major constraint was the unfamiliarity of several key

federal agency officials with the rationale for the concepts under-

lying the project. From a Washington, D, C., perspective and under di-

verse pressures to respond to other project needs, they applied pressures

""This may be viewed as an example of organizational design Io increase

the utilization of currently underutilized manpower, as discussed in

Chapter V.
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to tribal officials after the design effort was under way to reduce the

levels of funding required to support this program and to confine it to

on-reservation development activities.

Role of the Designer

As might be expected, the above constraints imposed severe strains

on the role of the designers in this case. As in Case B, the designers

saw their role as essentially that of "professionals," in which the ob-

jectives of the design process were determined by the client (in this

case, tribal officials), but the specific content of the design and

methods to implement it were to be worked out by the designers. However,

in this design effort, several sources of confusion developed that af-

fected the design process. One was the fact that it became unclear who

the "client" really was. Although the work was being performed to meet

the direct request of tribal officials, as indicated previously, it be-

came evident during the work that the somewhat conflicting views of (1)

other political elements in the tribe and (2) federal officials in

Washington vwho were providing the funding would have to be taken into

account in the design effort for it to be completely implemented.

In other words, it could be said that this design effort involved

at least two covert client groups in addition to the overt client. Al-

though the designers had requested opportunity to work more closely with

these covert clients to obtain inputs for the design effort and to gain

acceptance of its results, this request was not granted. The influences

of these covert groups later converged to cause the goals of the design

effort to be changed, when over 90 percent of the work had been completed.

The manpower development program then became oriented completely toward

on-reservation activities, with all reference to the off-reservation

community center and job placement and development activities eliminated

from the des~gn.

Aside from the lack of time and funds to accomplish this reoriented

design effort successfully, the other main problem was that, in orient-

ing the design effort entirely to on-reservation activities, the pro-

fessional judgment of the designers indicated that the reoriented man-

power development program could not meet its objective--namely "to

increase the employability of tribal members to a level comparable to

that of the American population as a whole." Increased employability

requires varied work experience, as well as proper training. As in-

dicated earlier, analysis of the present, planned, and even vaguely

possibls future development of employment opportunities in the reserva-

tion area indicated that these work opportunities would not be available
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to a sufficient number of tribal members in the reservation area. They

would have to learn how to work in urban-industrial settings to obtain

this experience. The reoriented manpower development program, elimi-

nating all off-reservation aspects of the program, did not provide for

this.

In agreeing to comply with this change of direction, the designers

essentially shifted from r'hat had been a "proiossional" role to a "tech-

nician" role. The client ended up specifying not only the goals of the

design effort, but also significant aspects of the content of the design

and the methods to be used im implementation.

At the same time, however, the client sought to impose a requirement

on the designers that they assemble research data to indicate that a

truncated on-reservation type program would actually meet the employment

"and training needs of tribal members. It was pointed out that this re-

quirement would be impossible to fulfill, but the client was nevertheless

given the design materials indicated ir. the following section.

As a consequence of these developments, the client accepted the

materials produced in the design effort, but indicated that he was not

satisfied with the supporting rationale.

Outputs from Design Activities

The outputs from the design activities included: (1) a statement

of goals and a discussion of tribal needs related to these goals; (2) a

systems diagram of the interrelationships between various parts of the

total program and the flow of people (trainees) between these parts;

(3) an organization chart showing the structure of authority and divi-

sion of responsibilities at executive, managerial, professional, and

technical-clerical levels of the organizational structure; (4) manning

charts showing the numbers of personnel needed to fill all types of

positions in the structure and the phasing to be used in hiring staff;

(5) maps and descriptive materials on all facilities to be included in

the program (e.g., intake centers, comunity training centers, program

headquarters); and (6) detailed cost estimates fox, salaries, facilities

acquisition, operation, and maintenance; and other costs connected with

the Initiation and first year's operation of the total program. As in-

dicated previously, all plans and cost estimates related to off-

reservation aspects of the program design were dropped at the last

minute.
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Implementation of the Design

To ':e author's knowledge, there has been no implementation of this

design effort; consequently, there could be no evaluation or feedback of

results.

Total Systems Adequacy of the Design

Analysis indicates that only a "total systems approach to cultural

adaptation" as originally conceived in this organizational design, in-

cluding both on-reservation and off-reservation activities, would meet

the manpower development needs of this tribe. However, it is also evident

that more understanding of this basic concept by both tribal political

factions and federal government officials concerned with this topic area
would be necessary before designs of the type first envisioned in this

project would be accepted.

Although it included all of the kinds of design outputs that might

reasonably be expected, the reoriented design that finally developed was

certainly not adequate to the total system needs implied in the goals of

the design effort, It had eliminated the parts of the organizational

system that would have made the design adequate--the off-reservation

programs. The environmental constraints imposed from several sources

had essentially required the designers to shift from a professional to
a technician role, where they did not have the authority to develop an

adequate design or the collaboration required from the client to im-

plement it.

Case D: .. sa-production Pactory

Whereas the last case is an example of a design Offort that failed

in implementation, the present case is one that ultimately succeeded.

It therefore provides us with a comparative basis for beginning to make

tentative generalizations about factors that contribute to success or

failure in the implementation of organizational designs.

The organization known flctitioualy as "The Banner Company" Is

located in a large midwestern city. It is reported to be, in sales

dollar volume, one of the larger packaging companies In the United States,

producing montly high-quality multicolor gravure and flexography on a

variety of materials such as cellophane, metal foils, plastic film, and

papers .*

0 See Seashore and Bowers, op. cit., pp. 4-3.
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This company and its lain plant were in a profitably and largely

noncompetitive position under founder-managers until after World War II.
During the postwar period, it increased in size and complexity of organ-

ization. But as time went by it also became apparent that:

Although the firm continued to grow in Its field, not all was

entirely well with the Company by 1958. Profit rate had de-

clined; profits from newer products began to be approached

and frequently exceeded by losses in some of the older and

more competitive lines. Although over-expansion of competi-

tion and general business level fluctuations played large

parts in these trends, the decline in financial performance

"was, to some degree, attributable to internal organizational

problems.

Some lack of clarity in responsibility definition existed

throughout the organization. Frequently, decisions were

made by manufacturing which had undesirable effects on

sales programs, or sales decisions were made without re-

gard to manufacturing capabilities, or product development

decisions were not synchronized with sales and/or manu-

facturing. Within the manufacturing group there was also

"an absence of adequate definition of responsibility. There

were no regular meetings of linked groups beyond the top

staff group, and few ways to coordinate decisions. Con-

siderable frustration existed because of internal and ex-

ternal failures whinh prevented participation in decisions

and even frequently prevented deci3ions.*

Almost simultaneously with these developments, the manager of the

main plant (and a vice president of tha company) attended conferences

where he had become acquainted with principles of "participative manage-

sent." Soon thereafter this plant manager arranged a contract with

Dr. Rensis Mikert of the Survey Research Center, University of Ichigan,

to investigate ways to introduce participative management techniques to

improve the structure of authority and coordination and the functioning

of interdepartmental communication and individual motivation in this

plant.

* Ibid., p. 7.
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Thus, what became for this plant manager essentially a program to
redesign the struct ire and functioning of his organization became for

several university researchers a field experiment in organizational change

techniques. Procedures and findings from the latter point of view have
been written up by Stanley E. Seashore and David G. Bowers and published

under sponsorship of the Air Force Office of Scientific Research.* Ma-
terial in this same publication is used here for the purposes of analyz-

ing the activity from the other standpoint--that of an organizational re-

design effort.

Inputs to Design Activities

As might be expected, the organizational redesign activities discus-

sed in this case draw most heavily on the social psychological the ries
and research of the "Michigan school" on 'Iparticipative management," the

roles of "change agents," and related concepts.t

Goal Formulation and Implementation

There is some confusion in the participative management literature
en the degree to which group members actually participate in setting

goals for an overall organization versus the degree to which they par-

ticipate in setting goals for their own immediate work group. A full
analysis of the theory seems to suggest that group members participate

directly in the latter, but not necessarily directly in the former.

(The former Is usually determined by some elite group--managers, membev.%
of a board of directors, owners, etc.)$ Nevertheless, the theory asserts
that various techniques of participative management result in (1) group
activities that enhance an experience of personal growth and Wence high
work motivation among group members and (2) tendencies to set group goals

that support and are in harmony with overall organizational goals.

In the Banner plant, the plant manager (the client) had aetermined
that the goal of the redesign effort would be to Improve the effective-

ness of the structure and functioning of the plant as a whole; the

5 Ibid.

t The moet general sunmary of the MIchigan studies is to be found in

Likert, op. cit.

* Theorists like Batnard and Slmnilck have claimed that goal-setting

end related definitions of "orglnlaational charanter' are primary
functions of leadership elites; see Chas; r VII.
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Michigan researchers (the designers or redesigners) acted to implement
this goal by conducting seminars and counseling key plant staff personnel
in participative management techniques, as well as by observing, analyzing,
and measuring the results of changes that could be attributed to the use
of these techniques.

Environmental Constraints

During the change implementation effort, the researchers noted the
effects of certain conditions outside the Banner Company, including price
fluctuations for products, technological innovations, more intensive ap-
plications of Industrial engineering methods, growth of competing com-
panies, and merger actions. In fact, the Banner Company itself was ab-
sorbed by a larger company, causing insecurity internally among both
management and production personnel.

Role of the Designer

The report of this effort indicates some confusion about the role of
the designer, both in the minds of the members of the client organization
and In the minds of the designers themselves. The former grew largely
out of the Insecurities of staff members with their status In the face
of the company merger; the latter reflected a desire on the part of the

researchers to avoid playing an active design role, but rather to remain
in a more passive researcher-observer role, as Is reflected In the follow-

Ing comment:

Many supervisors and employees, grasping for magical solutions
to their complex problems, came Increasingly to unrealistic
epectations about the pace of the project's work and the
certainty of Its benefits. At this point, the Center agreed
to an early activity deslgted to introduce a note oat calm-
nues and realism, while still advancing the intended work.
Hurriedly prepared questionnaire@, concerning attitudes to-
ward the firm and thv work situation, were administered to

all production people, supervisors, and mAnagement people
during July and early Augist. This Orovided data useful in
study planning, and more important, prv.4ded the occasion
for reaffirming the long-time perspective and modest ex-
pectations of those responaible for the project. It had

the unfortunate effect of giving early and undue promivence
to the Center and its representatives, such that from that
time on most people and their supervisors perceived these

ISO
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representatives not as observers but as the source and

carriers of the hoped-for changes. It took many months

to rebuild the intended role of the Center and the per-

ceptions of it* (emphasis added).

However, that the client (the plant manager) and probably many members of

his staff continued to view the researchers in a more active "change

agent" role is indicated in comments in his letter to the researchers re-

gardir4 their report at the end of the program:

We feel that your report has been presented in a very

objective manner. However, for a number of reasons that

I will attempt to outline, we feel strongly that the re-

port understates the gains we have realized from the

field experiment by your organization.

Many factors external to this study have helped us to

turn our critical situation around and achieve some

rather major success. However, we deeply believe that

without the seminar training and the work by the SRC

team that we would not have been In a position to mvve

with these changes as effectively. In our report of

1961 progress and plans for the future which was made

to our corporate management, we listed a profit gain of

over 7% of sales. We further pointed out that we had

been able to increase our volume in the previous 16

months with 65 fewer people (who left the company for

usual reasons, such as retirement, at a tormal turn-

over rate). We further reported that our qualAty was

Improved as evidenced by reduced returns, our service

to customers had Improved, as evidenced by many measure-

ments we had established, and that considerable new

process Improvements were in the offing as a result

of the work of all of our people. Our safety record was

not only the best we had yet had, but was better than

our division total and better than our corporate total

on a frequency basis. We elosed tibis report to manage

ment by stating: A significant frundation for much of

our progres Is the . , . study with the University of

Ilchigan. These efforts continue to bear fruit, with

graster people participation, involvement, dccision

decentralieation, and two-way communication. Morale,

attitudes, and motivatiotal forces seem to be 1proving.'t

* S*hore and Bowerr, op. cit., p. IS.
* lbid,, p. 104.
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These comments may reflect the common tendency among academic re-

search personnel to try to remain detached from situations that they are
itudying, but in this situation in actuality, the client's letter and
other comments suggest that the researchers had been playing a profes-
sional organizational design role--whether they would have acknowledged

this or not.

Outputs from Design Activities

The fact that "the designers" In this case had not produced any of
the commonly recognized outputs of organizational design work--e.g., goal
statements, system diagrams, organization charts, pealtion descriptions--
was probably one of the factors that obscured their role as designers
(redesigners) In their own view. Nevertheless, they did produce a variety
of stimuli to change organizational structure and functioni.ng. Unlike
the form of suggestions presented at seminars, In individual counseling

sessions, and In daily communications. In the more crucial second phase
of the change implementation effort, it was reported that one researcher
performed the following services:

1. Attending, as observer and "post mortem" meeting analyst, the
regular meetings of the manufacturing staff of the several plant
superintendents' groups, and of such other regular operating
meetings as he could get to and was invited to.

2. Conducting a series of "feedback sessions" for all supervisors,
apart from their regular work gnroups, tv discuss the statistical
data resulting fro. ranalysis of an earlier SRC employee survey

In the plant.

3. Conducting a formal course of evening training conferences for

supervisors, at about two-week intervals, covering some principles
of humn behavior related to the program objectives.

4. Useting individuall1y as requested with various s*Aprvisory and.
staff people who wanted his suggestions about how to apply the
progrma ideas to particular situations.*

* Ibid., p. o9.
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Implementation of the Design

In contrast to Cases A, H, and C, this case represented almost com-

pletely a design implementation effort, extending over three years. In

Phase One of this effort (five months), the designer attempted to play

more of a passive observer role rather than an active change agent role,

but soon found himself getting involved in meetings with employees under

the leadership of their regular supervisors, as well as individual and

group conversations with employees at various levels in the plant. How-

ever, at the end of this period it was noted that "there had not beenj

any radical change in either organizational process or performance (other

than a sharp increase in number of meetings) . . ."* Consequently, an-

other designer began to play a more systematic and more active role in

Phase Two (about one year) including the four activitie3 mentioned pre-

viously under Outputs from Design Activities. ea -

During Phase Three, the last year of effort, the designer withdrew

from regular contacts with the plant personnel. Although he continued

to have occasional contacts, the main burden of implementation activities

was now carripd by the plant staff.

Ivaluation and Feedback of Results

As indicated in the previous quotation from the client's letter at

the termination of the project, the plant management was pleased with

the results of the imp.lementation effort and had some data to support

this satisfaction. The research report presents data on organizational

oerformance and on before-and-after questionnaire responses to assess

the Imple antotion effort, comparing results in several plant depart-

pents in which implementation activities were conducted with results

from other departments w. ere they were not conducted--an "experimental"

and "control group" comparison.

Analysis of the results of this comparison Indicated that this lm-

plementation effort definitely changed attitudes and related interpersonal

Interactions in the direction desired. This effort also appeared to af-

fect organizational performance data in the direction qxpected, although

"in a somewhat less clear-cut manner.,t (This latter finding is not un-

usual, in that erganlzational performance ih "field situations" generally

reflects the Influence of a variety of "uncontrolled" variables acting

in contradictory ways.)

0 Mbd., pp. 32-3.
t Ibid.. Chapters 9 and 10.
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Since the "designers" in this case were associated with a major
university, one can assume that the results of this project have found
their way back into the fund of knowledge about organizational behavior
that staff members of this university are helping to generate.

Total Systems Adequacy of the Design

All the large amount of evidence that is being collected indicates
that, in spite of some confusion about certain aspects of the participa-
tive management theory of organizational operation, it is generally more
effective than most competing theories--e-en ir. situations in -hich
standardized products are being produced by standardized methols. It is
more effective than competing theories because it results in ;he best
kind of balance between needs for security and for challenge in organiza- I
tional environments, it encourages the continued growth of individual

talents, and it tends to support the capability of organizational entities
to be flexible and innovative. Furthermore, this case lends further sup-
port to the conclusion that designors acting in a professional role can
make active and vital contributions to the implementation of an erganiza-

tional design or redesign effort--even though they may not clearly rec-
ognize the role that they are playing themselves.

We cannot determine precisely why this implementation effort was
successful while the implementation in Case C was not. However, we can
speculate that one or more of the following considerations may have

-sIgnificantly influenced success in Case D:

1. The environmental constraints may have been less severe.

2. Client understanding and acceptance of the design effort from
the beginning may have been stronger.

3. More time was provided for the design and implementation effort
(tbree years versus six months).

4. The designers were permitted to work directly with all levels

of personn in the client organization--not just one manage-
meni. official in the role of s "client representative."
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5. Implementation efforts could have been easier because the kind

of organization being designed in this case was "technologically

congruent"--the materials being processed were essentially stand-

ardized and the production methods were also mainly standardized.

In other words, the members of the client organization knew es-

sentially what to expect and how to deal with it in prearranged

ways. In Case C, on the other hand, the members of the client

organization also knew the kind of human beings that they would

have to process, but there was no consensus on how this process-

ing would be accomplished. It would certainly call for mfich

individual experimentation and variation in methods on the part

of staff members. Thus in Case C, by the nature of the organiza-

tion, there was a lack of congruence between the degree of stand-

ardization of the items to be processed and the methods for pro-

cessing, which, in turn, may have contributed to diffJcultiEc

In the design effort.

Hypotheses from the Case Studies

Comparative examination of these four case studies from an organiza-

tional design standpoint can suggest many topic areas for further in-

vestigation in other cases. However, three of these topic areas for

further study seem to be pre-eminent and to subsume many other related

topics within each topic area. The three topic areas are concerned,

respectively, with the technological nature of the organization to be

designed, the degree of mutual understanding about the role of the de-

signer, and the degree of continuity in the design process. These may

be stated in the following hypothetical form:

1. Organizations that are "technologically congruent" will be

easier to design that those that are not. In the cases ex-

amined, A and D were technologically congruent. Case A has

materials to be processed and methods for processing that

are essentially nonstandardized: Case D is standardized in

both respects. In both cases, there was evidence that design

efforts were relatively smooth. In contrast, Case B had

standardized methods applied to nonstandardized situations.

While there were no significant problems in the initial design

effort of Case B, it is important to note that the design ac-

tivities have not yet been carried into the implementation

phase; major probjems might be expected to occur in this phase.

Finally, we did have some detailed information about the prob-

lemi that occurred in Case C, where technological incongruity

was also present.
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2. Situations in which the role that the designer takes is not

clearly understood and accepted by the client, the client or-

ganization ("covert clients"), and/or the designer are likely

to be accompanied by major problems in the design process. Cases

C and D were most indicative of problems from this source. It

was in Case C that these probleri3 appeared to be most serious,

perhaps partly because they were combined with the problems men-

tioned in (1) above.

3. Situations in which there is a smooth continuity between all

phases of the entire design process, from initial inputs to

testing and evaluation of the design effort. are ,.ore likely

to lead to successful disign efforts. This implies that all
the principal steps in the design process, as indicated in

Figure 4 in Chapter VII, should be present, that there should

be in all phases an understanding and acceptance of the de-

signer's role as indicated in (2) above, alt above all that

there *hould be sufficient time to articulate various aspects

of the total design process. Lack of time to do wore things

.was a major hindrance to the deoig s. in Case C; and it was

also noted that sufficient time hau aot yet elapsed to Inple-

ment or evaluate the effectiveness of the design effort in

Case B. In all four cases, it was evident that clients do
not usually accept new desigrb or radical- redesigns of familar

organizational forms-quickly. Proposed chaagvs must be "read,

marked, learned, and inwardly digested" before they can be fully

accepted and successfully implemented. That is why good or-
ganizational design takes time.
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Chapter IX

MRELIMINARV DESIGN CRITERIA AND TOOLS

The review of major problems confronting modern organizations, the
analysis of the organizational design process, nfnd the examination of

four cases in terms of components of the organizationa'l design process

all suggest certain preliminary criteria and tools that might be useful

in future organizstional design efforts. ýy criteria of organizational

design, we mean major factors to consider or to take into account in the

organizational design process. By tools for organizational design, we

mean concepts, analytic ajUroaches, or methods of inquiry that are use-

ful aids in the design process. In short, design criteria refer to the

"who" and the "what" in the design proces5, or its division of labor and

content; design tooJs refer to the "how", or its method.

Design Criteria

In developing criteria for organLzatioral d63ign, we assume that

certain prerequisites should be taken into account. These prerequisites

include the following:

1. Effectiveness and efficienc . Organizations should be designed

as social systems in which maximum effectiveness (accomplishment

of organizational purpose) and maximum efficiency (satisfaction

of individual needs) are simultaneously sought.*

2. Manipulability. Criteria for organizational design should con-

centrate on what can be manipulated by managers or designers in

efforts to design new organizations or to redesign (change) old

organizations.t

* Barrard introduced these two concepts and discussed them in detail

in The Functions of the Executive.
t In classical experimental terms, variables to be manipulated are re-

ferred to as "independent" variables; all other related variables are

called "dependent."
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3. Parsimony. Economy should be sought in the specification of bosic
criteria for organizational design, including only those that are

necessary (i.e., that describe major variables with major con-
sequences), in terms of present knowledge.

4. Inclusiveness. At the same time, criteria for organizational
design should be complete so that maijor variables or important
interactions among variables are not overlooked.

5. Adaptability. Criteria for organizational design should provide
for flexibility in design activities, so that these criteria are
applicable to a variety of organizational objectives and environ-
mental contexts.

Applying these considerations to the findings reported in previous chap-

ters of this exploratory investigation, we can arrive at the following
tentative criteria for organizational design, subject to confirmation in
further research. These criteria may be discussed under three general
headings--The Role of the Designer, Organizational Variables, and Evalu-

ative Variables.

The Rolo of the Designer

Organizational design activities can be conducted by (1) line manage-
ment--which is the traditional way it has been done over thousands of years
of recorded history--or by (2) organizational design specialists--a newly

emerging professional group--working in some kind of relationship with
line managers. Because of the variety of inputs from both theoretical

and applied disciplines that are now being brought to bear on the design
process, and because of the need for an effective use of these inputs,
we would hypothesize that:

1. The skills of organizational design specialists will be drawnf on by line managers more and more in the future.

2. Those organizational designs that are most successful will be
those that do Involve the talents of organizational design
specialists in some significant way.

3. Organizational designers that are most useful a id most effective
will be those who are well grounded in the range of theoretical

and applied disciplines that aru relevant to the design process

(see Chapter VII).
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4. Organizational design specialists acting in either an "expert

consultant" or a "professional" capacity will be more effective
than those in an "artist" or a "technician" role, because the
former role patterns involve designers and clients in a closer

collaborative relationship (see Figure 5 and Chapter VII).

5. Situations in which the role of the designer is clearly under-
stood and accepted by (a) the client, (b) other significant

members of the client organization ("covert clients"), and

(c) the designer himself will foster the most effective or-
ganizational designs (see Chapter VIII).

6. Situations in which the role of the designer is clear and ac-

cepted throughout all phases of the entire design process, from
initial inputs to the testing and evaluation of the design ef-
fort, will foster the most effective implementation of organiza-
tional designs (see Chapter VIII).

The above hypotheses can be summarized In the form of tentative de-
sign criteria--again subject to further research--by indicating that

successful organizational designs appear to require the participation of

well trained organizational design specialists in a collaborative rela-
tionship with management that Is clearly recognized and accepted by all

parties, and that extends throughout the design process.

Organitationt.l Variables

Criteria for the design of organizations as social systems also need

to take into account the way in which principal input and transformation
variables are to be manipulated in the organization to be designed to
achieve desired outputs effectively and efficiently. As shown in Figure
8, major input variables include people, information, materials, money,

and services. Processes related to the acquiring of these inputs--
recruitment, information acquisition, purchasing, financing, atc.--mat
be taken into account in organizational design. Also processes concerned
with transforming these inputs into desired outputs mut be considered;
these include the basic technology of the organiaation (i..., the deere.

to which inputs are standardized and the degree to which their methods
of handling are standardized) and the pattern of structure and function
of the organization, including its hierarchy of authority, division of

labor, patterns of formal and informal coamunications, and layout of

physical facilities. In turn, all of these considerations must be de-
termined in term of (1) the operational and maintenance goals of the

is9
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organization and (2) major environmental constraints. And finally, an

organization that is not only effective in accomplishing its goals, but

is also efficient in the degree to which the needs of its members or

employees are met, must provide for meeting these needs in its basic

design.

In relation to all these considerations, we would hypothesize that

organizational designs (or redesigns) that are most effective are:

1. Those designs that provide for a specified function (in the

hands of an individual or a unit) to assure the acquisition of

individuals with the talent necessary for the success of the

organization and to assure the maintenance and development of

this talent within the organizational context--i.e., support

in the structure of the organization for the proper utilization

and growth of both actual and potential talent (see the dis-

cussion of manpower utilization and development functions in

Chapter III).

. Those designs that provide for a specified function (in the

hands of an individual- or a unit) that it concerned with in-

novation in relation to the future activities of the organiza-

tion (e.g., long range planning, technological forecasting,

basic research--see Chapter VI).

3. Those designs that provide for a form of technology that is

most appropriate to the goals and the environmental constraints

of the organization; in other words, thnse designs that properly

relate (a) the degree if standareizaticn in materials to be

processed in the organization and (b) the 4egree of standardiza-

tion in methods of processing to the goals of the organization

(the nature of the major output desired) and the main environ-

mental constraints (the ctomplux of huinn, economic, political,

legal, sociocultural, and technological forces that impinge on

the organ.4 ation--see Figures 2 and 4 and Chapter VII).

4. Those designs that provide for an organizational structure and

pattern of functioning, including a hierarchy of authority,

division of labor, pattern of formal and informal comunica-

tions, and layout of facilities, that are appropriately related

to organizational goals, torm of technology, and environmental

constraints (see Chapter, V1 and VII).
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As in the case of the hypotheses regarding the role of the designer,

these hypotheses regarding the main organizational variables could also

be translated into tentative design criteria, subject to verification and

refinement in further research.

Evaluative Variables

Verification and xefinement of the previously mentioned principles

of organizational design require refinement In the measurement of organiza-

tional effectiveness and efficiency. We need to know what kinds of vari-

ables to examine to determine whether organizational designs have been

effective. There is much evidence that measures of financial profit,

organizational productivity, rates of waste or scrap, job satisfaction
and dissatisfaction, employee turnover, etc., are all the result of com-
plex influences and are therefore somewhat inadequate indicators of over-

all organizational effectiveness and/or efficiency. Combinations of

measures are sometimes used, but there Is no agreement as to the weight

that should be given to difberent measures in particular instances. There

is undoubtedly a strong need for more work on the development of accurate,

meaningful, and commonly acceptable measures of organizational perform-

ance. And we know that the effectiveness of organizational designs must

ultimately rest on measures of the effectiveness of the organizations

designed.

Pending the development of such refined measures of organizational

effectiveness, however, we night suggest the following kinds of indica-

tors, or sources of information, regarding the effectiveness of organiza-

tional design activities in terms of the role relationship and organize-

tional variables criteria mentioned above:

1. The degree to which documentary outputs of the orgsniztalonal

design process--goal statements, systems Jiagrams, organization

charts, position descriptions, policy manuals, physical facili-

ties designs, etc.--reflect these criteria.

2. The degree to which interview commento of designers, clients,

and members of the client organization reflect tht~ae criteria.

3. The degr.e to whioh any other data on produrtivity, profit andIods, attitude and opinAon surveys, etc., reflect these ,.riteaia. !

These are the kinds of data that will be sought in case studies of on-

going organizational design activities In the further work in th~s prv.-

ject.
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Design Tools

As a part of this exploratory investigation, certain concepts, ana-

lytic approaches, or methods of inquiry that could be useful aids to

organizational designers have also been developed in a preliminary form.

It is expected that these design tools will be refined in applications

in the further work !n this project. Here they may be mentioned briefly

as:

1. Organizational design process analysis--a method for analyzing

specific organizational design activities in terms of inter-

relpted activities that form a total design process (see Chap-

ters VII and VIII and Figure 4).

2. Organizational design role analysis--a methcd for describing

the role of an organizational designer vis-a-vis a client (see

Chapter VII and Figurc 5).

3. Technological structure-function analysis--a method for analyzing

the relationships Letween the basic technology of an organization

and Its structure end functioning, based on Perrow's theory (see

Chapter VI and Figures 2 and 7).

4. Adaptation mechanisms analysis--a method for identifying and

analyzing the ways in which individuals adapt to organizations

and organizations adapt to individuals, based on previous work

reported in Vollmer, Adiptations of Scientists and Organizations

(see Chapter III).

i. Manpower development analysis--a method for measuring and ana-

lyzing tho extent to which organizations overmtilze or under-

utilize actual or potential talent (ser Chapters IV and V).

6. racility/function Analysis--a method for designing facilities in

terus of organizational and functional considerations, based on

Tennant's research (see Chapter VII).
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